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MURRAY. KY
By W. DALE NELSON
Asiociaied PfOlee Writer

WEDNESDAY
NEWS IN BRIEF
WORLD
l'Is I. Ital.;

I

lower of

_in line with the ir‘r,!Td,ic annual
11:7

STATE
ifIrK t14 V. Is

WASHINGTON
Saddam Hussein to "make
niove for. peace," a Whit&
- sp4esmap said today as the
15 dead-line for Iraq to -4.i7aka.,,
from Kuwait drew closer'S7pos.1
W"e'‘e
"There's been no change in
the-U.S. posinop on the stalernatet (Ae•-'1 Pve
ria ar look Llp
effort to arrange a meeting with the
newr heard :ITT '"'lg more
Iraqi. leader. said White liAsei
1.4wtiter told reporterFitzwater.Jspokesrnit' n Marlin
he,t7 f!'"rr• SJ
, Vice President Dan Quayle. just
dam ila,t.e:7,-;
that :
back from the gulf,...wis hrielin
Ku..:
,ti.
President Bush at the White House today op -hts inp to the region and Niro iirteri;fs
as tie La11, .t.' said Fitzwatehis talks with SaudiArabi's*ing
It
xfit:ther he\,vtin:,
l.and and inc exiled emit of
.Kuwait. Bush also was'ao meet 1,! ake an; n,a for plaLe.
\raan„while. Bush said he .with Secretary of State- James A'
&
1.110441
'ahsolutcly firm- in his •r,
Baker III.
'
,. ,)mprom:se stance toward Sah
Bush lastmonth offere to
,A1'1-1 Etc
Kayla Marie Blaylock, the daughter of Judy Blaylock. 21, of (iilberts‘ilk, was this year's 'fewest arri‘al.at
Baker to Baghd'X'aind to ret.e..
and mea‘lurray4:alloway County Hospital. She was horn at 12:56 a.m. on Jan. I. weighing h
Iraqi Foreign Mriter Tariq
(Cont'd on page 2)
suring I9. inches.
at the White .House
•

Local authorities report light DUI holiday
By MARK COOPER

SPORTS
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BUSINESS

Murray Ledger & Times Staff Writer

Local liithorities hope that the
is as quiet its first day
ally for Mils.
Murray Police Department
:orted three alcohol-related
-7-est-; over the holiday period: and
of thOse arrests was 'a susMIL according to Murray

Lye.. according to
Cornmand.ar
a a departmci.
"We
••pok. -T'arson.
I:',1‘ e a ': ,..:.': c.
_
!
IT: 1\14fie1d, the Ki,int•Ji•L,
1: ear 1'1.11 A.
Polic,e Post- I troopers st,:
.47. :vt,.-rs ( for ft
:otal of four drivers for susp,
"Ty piL .
,_,
ol DUI on Sunday and..%lor,dav : .,
., .L.,her.b,..
that number jumped to-16 c i tues- •'of•tne iii.r..cased. arrot,nt of- .:
day -alone-, - aceolding o a. posi -hut - 1t5i i -iltIt -,1H.'74t.V.te?''
.spokesman.
That number, ho, ever, is r-.L
particularly high: L • hng to Posl (Cont'd on page 2)'

Police Chic! Larry Fik •
Elkins said ha
the low r.uL•
concernirq7
to find drunk. _;fil‘;'is ov.27
tionally "wet" holiday.
-We had a less than -!
number of alcofrotrel-ate.1
dents." -Elkins said, and
extra patrols, loo. We wer;-: lool.• for them but they Nveren't n:

Out with the old...

•

Iran will hold exercises
coinciding with deadline

1‘.1f I\G1 II\

•

By MONA ZIADE

FORECAST
-

Associated Press Writer

Tonight. .becoming itiost1-y
cloudy. Lox! in the mid '
Northwest wind 5 to 10 :Thursday. mostly .clo::
High 35 ,to 40.

LAKE LEVELS
Kentucky Lake
359.8, +1.1 below 342.0, +2.2
Barkley Lake
359.1, -0.8 below 340.5, -1.3
.or

Two Sections — 24 Pages
10B, 11B
Classifieds
10B
Comics
10B
Crosswords
5B
Dear Abby
Murly Today
5A-8A
8B
Obituaries
5B
On Education
4A
Perspective
2B-4B
Sports
Subscribers who have not
received their home-delivered
copy of the Murray I,edger &
Times by 5:30 p.m. Monday
through Friday or by 3:30
p.m. on Saturday are urgtd to
call 753-1916 between 5:30
and 6 p.m. Monday through
Friday or 3:30 and 4 ip.m.
Saturday. Regular office flours
are 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday
through Friday and 8 a.m. to
12 noon Saturday.

St.

.r

'--.
.14

riatip

-44,
- - 41114dgirs
as,
Niurray Park Director Gary Hohman, right, helps with the cjtipping of thrown-out Christmas trees at the
old City Park Wednesday morning. Mulch from the trees, collected from city residents, will he used to
spread around playground equipment and other places at the park. Pictured from left are Paul Fennel,
Rfiy Patterson and Hohman.

Ina arrn!,'s 1:elicOPter-borne
ants and air torc.,2 ictti will practice
support n.las for the ground forces.
Fignicr jrals also will rartgc farther
south on missiobs over the Persian
Gal!. RhiJ ha:.:.
lie told IRNA the main aim of
the. exercises v.as to prepare for
'defending the interests of the
Islamic Republic in ease the belligerent forces' intend to use Iranian
territory for inflicting blows on
each other."
They also were expected to
'increase the level of training,
raise combat capability and achieve
greater preparedness to counter ariyeventuality.' he said.
•

(Cont'd on page 2)

Despite flooding, Weaks says roads passable
"We had a lot of washouts. We've
concentrated on trying to get peoMurray Lodger & Times Sian Writer
ple in an out. I haven't gotten any
Despite recent flooding condi- phone calls from anyone _saying
tions, all of the county roads in they couldn't get through."
Weaks anticipated that work
Calloway County are passable,
according to Judge-Executive crews should finish resurfacing
county roads, correcting any damGeorge Weaks.
"The crews started working on age done by the floods, by the end
Monday, but 1 think the roads were of next week.
The only bridge which is impassall passable then," Weaks said.
By MARY LAYTON
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NICOSIA, Cyprus -- Iran sa:d•
Tuesday its forces will launch
monthlong maneuvers in western
provinces in mid-January, coinciding with a U.N. deadline for Tray to
withdraw from Kuwait or risk a
U.S.-led military onslaught. •
The official Islamic Republic
News Agency said the drills were
scheduled for mid-January. Tehran
Radio said only that they will
begin in the last 10 clays ?if thd Persian month f.Dey, which .ends on
Jan. 20.
IRNA, monitored
quoted Gholamaii Rashid, a
spokesman for the General Command of the Armed Forces, as 5aying ths operation will be the largest
ever to be held jointly by- the air
force, army, Revolutionary Guards
Corps and volunteers known as
Basij.
He did not say-how many troops
would take part but that live

weapoi.„ri.,i, and
,wuld be used.
The rrfaneuvcrs arc to he held in
:he provinces of Kh•aFestan; Ilam
and Rakhtaran. whieh border Iraq
Cr an area of 9,320 square

16;

able due to floods is the one on
Cecil Holland Road. The bridge
washed out about two weals ago,
Weaks said. Hc_.estimated that this
bridge over Clarks River will need
to be replaced at a cost of
5250,000
Weaksfwill meet tomorrow with
the district engineer to inspect the
bridge. lie hopes to obtain aid from
the federal -government to replace

We bridge.
According to Ted Howard,
Extention Agent for Calloway
County. about 2 percent of the
county's prime farm land has been
washed away by recent floods.
Crop damage is very little, Howard said, because most farmers
plant only summer crops such as
corn and soy beans in the low lying
river bottoms. Because flooding is

not uncommon during the winter,
he said that winter crops such as
winter wheat ar typically planted
on higher grounds.
Steve Alcott, District Conservationist for Calloway County Soil
Conservation Service, said that he
has not yet seen any crop land
damage, but he estimates that there
(Cont'd on page 2)
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Pentagon reports five deaths
from separate Guff accidents

Murrayan arrested
after struggle
with two deputies

Brothers arrested,
charged x‘ith taking
forklift, metal parts -

Teachers' course
offered at MSU

Any move...

Home schooling results
still unknown to officials

(Cont'd from page 1).
;! the Iray ;cadet does not lease
Kuwait by Jan. 15.
Bush made the statements in a
A reported • domestic elkpute
television interview released TuesTuesday led to the arrest of a Mur- day as he returned from a ChristWASHINGTON (AP) — Pre- gents, which arc being investigated.
The decision tied legislators' hands
LOUISVILLE,,Ky.(AP) — How
Marine Lance. Cpl.. Anthony D.
ray man on various charges. mas and New Year's holiday at is home schooling affecting Kensumed accidents, including two
and basically made any regulations
involving shootings, claimed the Stewart-. 19. of Yonkers. N.Y., died
according to -a report from the Calunenforceable, said Rep. Roger
Camp David and met privately with tucky's children? Officials have no
loway County- Skeriff's Office.
_lives_ of five more U.S. troops in from 3 wOUM inflicted by the acciNoe, 13-Harlan, chairman of the
key advisers in the family living way of knowing.
lasoes F., Kendall. 50. of 121
separate incidents in the Persian dental, discharge of another MarHouse Education Committee.
Last month, the National Home
quarters of ihe White House.
me's,M-16 rifle on Saturday. WagShady Oaks. was arrested and
Gulf. the Pentagon says.
'As I understand it they can
"We cannot stop one inch short Education Research Institute
charged with terroristic threatening. of successful resolution,". Bush surveyed 4,000 randomly selected
The deaths reported Monday - m.0-d. The victim Was from the
pretty' much do a &nod job and we
first degree wanton endangerment
raised to 52 th'e. number of Ameri- 3rd Battalion. 3rd 'Ntahne Regisaid in the interview, which was home-schooled children nationwide can't applaud, or they can destroy a
rhilrt'c education and we can't do
can troops killed in and around ment, based at Kaneohe. Hawaii. -and resistirig arrest after he
conducted Dec. 16. It is part of the who took one of several standarOn Monday. an Army Second
scuffled with two deputies over
anything about it either," Noe said.
Saudi Arabia since the start_ of
series "...Talking with David dized achievement tests.
possession of a• handgun at his- Frost" poasented by' Washington
Vickie Kays' family makes the
Operation Desert Shield in August. lieutenant died of what the PentaAccording to Michael._ Farris,
home, according to the reporl.
argument that home schooling is
Forty-one other personnel assigned gon termed an apparent M-16 guntelevision station WETA. It will be president of the Home School LegDeputies were reportedly called
successful. Kays has taught her two
to Desert Shield line died in accr- shot wound. No foul play was susbroadcast tonight on Public Broad- al Defense Association in Paconian
pected. pending completion of. an
the home to a domestic dispute
children
at home in Fairdale for 10
dents outside the gulf area.
averaged
students
Springs..Va.,
the
casting Service stations.
Of th?-.52 deaths inside the thea- investigation. a Pentagon statement involving Kendall and his wife.
QUayle wrapped up a holiday in the top 19 percent or- above in
according to t,hc report. When the
ll
ter of militars operatIons, 43 Were said
visit to U.S. troops in the. Persian reading, math, science and social
officers attempted to approach
started,
years.staAn Kays eventually got a Genaccidental, one was suicide, six
_ The Army sictim, whose identity
Gulf area Tuesdas', telling them, studies among all U.S. students.
were from natural causes and a )6.4s being wi'hheld- until his rela- Kendallyht--attempted to draw - a .3-8 "Happy New Year. Last year,
"The idea that all these home- eral Educational Development
determination is pending on two. tives were notified, was assign&I to caliber resolver that was holstered
certificate.
schoolers
arc doing a terrible job
1990, Saddam Hussein invaded
Her students. have done well.
• Lt. Col. Stuart Wagner. a Penta- the 426th Supply and Transporta- on his chest.
Kuwait. This year, 1991; Saddam and we -need to bring them'up to
Thc"officers rushed Kendall and-- Hussein will leave
Kevin
gon .spokesman. said few details tion Battalion. 1111st...Airborne
skipped two grades and, at
said
notion,"
an
erroneous
speed
is
Kuwait."
were •rrMediately available on the.
Jefferson Commanity
15,
attends
Kenof
the
president
-.David
Lanier,
Division, based at Fort Campbell. were "able to take the gun from
In the interview, Bush again
,:r,,J7star‘A:es of :he '31eSt Inc:College Southwest part time with
Ks. No other details were released. him, according to the report.
denounced Iraq's Aug. 2 invasion tucky Home Education AssociaKendall had earlier reportedly
his sister, Donna, 17.
Separately,: an ArMy_ soldier
and later annexation Of Kuwait. tion, who has taught his four childKentucky prohibits home schools
unit died, shot once over his wife's head into
assig.ned 10 an air
saying, "The world's not going to ren in Winchester for eight years.
from awarding diplomas. Instead,
Sunday ofar, apparent ncart attakk the ceiling of the ttliter. police
accept that. And if we don't do • But Kentucky doesn't subject
said.
most home-schooled children get a
Lfining tai:ilitv in firain.
something about it today, we're those pupils who are taught at
GED and take the SAT or ACT to
di:tails were release'
• • •
going to live to pay a much greater home to mitts. They number an
estimated 3,000, said Bill Evans, smooth their entry to college.
:
name was hk.•
price . tomorrow.
Before she started teaching her
-N soldier from the
"And* I am absolutely firm in the .state Department of Educafour children at home,lulic Goodtion's adviser for non-public
Corps was killed S.
that," he said.
lett thought home-schooling'
A NIurray mar and his hrotner
"I will keep working to achieve schools.
as pulled into 3
A graduate-foci esening course
parents were "strange people"
requireminimal
Kentucky'
has
were arrested Friday and ,hared
a peaceful-- resolution to this queswater. desalination plant.. Wagner in education required for Rank I
breaking truancy laws.
and
none
schools
ments,
for
home
with taking-a4orklot and portions
president
tion,"
said.
"Howcv,
the
.
as
ident,daed.
The victim stas
-certification for teachers has been
She not only discovered that
-for
Said..
teachers,
he
their
of a 2-ton cruel ark!
Sgt. Don-aid Danielson. who A3s- added to the 1991 spring semester er, it cannot Jse done with comhome
schools are legal in Kentuckprevents
KentuCky
law
In
fact,
s
earlier -this sear:
promise
him."
to
a-ssigned to the 79th Water Support
offerings. at Murray State
y, she concluded — based•on.her
inspecting
officials
the
from
state
scrap metal, aceor,1:%. to %Tor',
howevwas
noncommittal,
Bush
Quartermaster
Company. 419th
University.
observations of a home school in
schools and evaluating their quälfrom the Caltoway Coulits _Stet. •-8itita4ion—Of
Aisborne-- Philoso- .er, when asked what he woulddo if ity. although officials say they
-Titted--EducThisrt.
her Old Louisville neighborhood —
t's Department
-comply
with
does
Saddam
not
-the
Corps based at Fort Bragg: N.('
phy of Education (entry no. 9065),
that
they arc effective.most
childhome-schooled
believe
Keith Allen Duncan, 24. ot RI
Jan. 15 deadline set by the United
- And on .Sunday a salior was the course which . carries three Nations for withdrawal ahd restora- ren are getting a good education.
Last year Goodlett and her hus2. Murray. and Lam Lyn!. I),.r
semester hours Of credit will meet
k-i:led in a two-ear accident
band, Garry, a physician, decided
A 1979 Kentucky Supreme Court
,an, 31. of Rt. 1. kirkses. were
in ROom 112 of Wells Hall from 5 tion of the exiled Kuwaiti decision affirmed the right of
nu
details
.
said
on
he
the
had
no
to
start their own home school.
iss
attested and charged with theft
to 8 p.m. on Mondays, beginning government.
accident, but a North Carolina
They
conS'erted .a back room of
parents
children
to
teach
at
their
cr awful taking over 5100 after
"I haven't made a determinaJan. 14.
their house into a classroom. They
home without state interference.
reportedly stole the item. newspaper reported that the sictim
tion,"
he
said.
"And
I
suppose
if
I
The course explores various phiwas Jay Thomas. 25, a Navy
bought a teacher's desk for Julie
wn kb, Were located on land owned
losophies of education, the mean- had I wouldn't advertise -it, because
!roM
Chape;
technilan
Goodlett
and desks for each of her
.ilerman E1.. near the interse..ss'e"ve got._a lottiflives. at stake....
9' 1!'
oecerreg •-aig Of.edueation. -to the individual But all
students — James, 12: Garrison, 8;
tion or Kentucks
options
are
open..
2
'
.
,ind .society. the nature of thinking.,
near thk
Whitney, 6; and Jessica. 4. They
sa,d
If a nlata.ry_atta.ek.as,Iiiinc-tied
values,..chart
named
the school Colonial Christsaid.
"I would hope it
.,.,•ter education, and the interpreta- the president
ian and registered it with the state.
would
be
over
in
a
few
days,
but
ion and evaluation of present-gay
According to home educators
.kvaes and problems -in-education. what happens realistically is hard
education officials, most of the
and
predicting
I'm
not
tell.
... So,
to
It is among the requirements for
parents are devout Christians whoi
another."
or
one
way
teacner to gain Rank I classifica-A one-car accident Sunday took think public or private schools
'The president refutned by hell•..-71, knI(.11 IS 30 semester -hours
the lifc of a Marshall Counry don't provide enough religious or
aster's or Rank -II _copier at mid-afternoon from'Camp
woman, according to •a published moral guidance. Some also want an
David, the presidential . retreat in
report.
informal environment where child.ration for the spring- the mountains of Western 'MaryPatricia Connell, 38, was pro- ren can learn -at their own pace.
for
what
deputies
land,
and
met
top
semester at Murray Ste is schenounced dead at the scene after he
Most horne-sghoolers resist the
Fitzwater called "an updated status
d..:. from 8 am.. to'6 p.m. - Jan.1990 Ford Escort ran off Old Hink- prevailing wisdom, that inst.itutionfrom 5 to 7 tiln. Ian. 14-17' review of the situation in the Per- leville Road and -struck a culvert alized education is hest- for
the ballroom of the Curls sian Gulf."
around 10 p.m. about six miles children.
th & Main
753-0489
111111010
Fitzwater said those at the_meetwest of Paducah, according to the
Roy and Mary Rose Evans, who
ing, %live Gen. Cohn L: Powell, report.
live
in Parkway Village. decided
chairman of the Joint Chiefs—Or
McCracken County Coroner JerStaff, Secretary of Defense Dick ry Beyer said Connell might have on home schooling when their oldCheney, White House chief of staff survived the crash had she wore est child. now 13, was still a baby.
"I said, 'Gosh, we're gOing to
John Sununu, national'. security her lap _safety belt. She'waswear!he Murray Fire Department
raise her for six years and turn her
Scowcroft
adviser
and
Brent
Secing
the
shoulder
harness,
according
responded to a smoke scare at the
over to someone'whose values we
retary of State James A. Baker Ill. to the report.
Shoe Tree -Monday' around 1:23
don't even know?''' • said Mary
not4o make any new deci"It's
-according to a department
--Rat ;Evans, a . former social
situaticr,.
re
vieW
4s
the
ions
halo
spokeperson,
worker-'
Fitzwater said. No' announcements
• .
• The smoke was caused 1)}---iin
Her five children have been
were
meeting.
issuet....after
the
overheating light ballast; according
taught 'a loosely defined, flexible
There have been -reports that (Cont'd from page 1)
to the report. Firemen instructed
•
curriculum.
allies
visit
Baker
U.S.
is
likely
to
The U.N. Security Council dead.the store's manager to- cut power to
Evans -saki her children have
in
the
-gulf
Jan.
region
15.
before
the light to avoid a fire.
Quayle; after touring military line for Iraq to withdraw from never taken standardized achieve.sites that are on full war footing, Kuwait by Jan. 15 is drawing clos- ment tests, but he believes they're
sought to dispel any doubts created er with no sign that Iraq intends to doing well.
Although home schools. were
by' a top commander's earlier state- pull out, and Iran reportedly is
ments that the troops would not he increasingly jittery at the possibili- considered the norm in 19th century America. a recent Gallup
fully ready for battle by Jan. 15. ty of war at its doorstep.
Tehran has condemned the Aug. poll revealed that 70. percent .of
"Believe me ... everything is
reconciled," Quayle said when a 2 Iraqi invasion of Kuwait, but has Americans disapprove_ of them. .1..
"I was the worst critic of home
reporter asked him about the Dec. also deplored the subsequent
19 remarks of Lt. Gen. Calvin A.H.. deployment of foreign troops in the schooling when I first came upon
it," said Sam Peavey, a retired pro-,
Waller, who accompanied Quayle gulf region.
Iranian President liashemi Raf- lessor of educatiCh at the Universion his tour.
Bush has invited Republican and sanjani has said his country would ty of Louisville who consults with
Democratic leaders of the House stay out of any hostility in the Per- home schools and frequently testiand Senate and the chairmen and sian Gulf. But officials have fies on behalf of home-school
ranking GOP members ,of foreign expressed fears their nation may be parents in court cases nationwide.
'There's nothing like success to
policy and military committees'to-a dragged into a conflict.
Iran's 55 million people are shut you' up.
briefing Thursday on the gul.f
overwhelmingly Shiite Moslems. -1"1'm very pleased with the. edusituation.
Despite the .1980-88 war' with Iraq, cation these kids are getting. ... It
they generally feel kinship with destroys the idea that we (in the
fellow Shiites who make up 55 per- education establishment) are as
cent of Iraq's population of 17 important as we think we arc."
million,
In recent months, Iran has quietly acquired new weapons and its
navy has conducted a series o
'because of the wonderful response from this ad
(Cont'd from page 1)
maneuvers in the Persian Gulf.
we will continue this offer thru January.
has been some degree of damage to
the land due to scouring.
"We had 6 1/2 inches Dec. 17
and 18 and the ground got •saturated," Alcott said. "Whenever
water gets that high, the current
By one space at the regular price and get 1
gets out of the bank causing scour(SmaJI Monthly Payments) (For Preneed Purchases
y;
ing and erosion of the crop lands in
This message is only for poop* who cars about their loved ones At the tone of a death the remaining ones should riot
the river bottoms, -have to go out and make cemetery arrangements alone Since this is so final and personal the arrangements should be made
According
Scott, offito
John
Ed
together and ahead of time
cial weather observer for Calloway
To help give families the peace of mind of doing this matter together. Murray Memorial Gardens is running a two tor one
County, said that the county
special buy one space and got one free
They also are giving two will forms plus a booklet winch helps put together all the information needed by families at the
received 15.21 inches of rainfall
time of a death
M-F
during December, with the average
for your family at least got the information and the gifts. providing you Chan t own cemetery properly No purchase is ',being only 4.45 inches. Throughout
chaired Call 753-2854
9.7
Second Set of Prints
1990, the county received 72.39
--- - --MAIL THIS COUPON TO BE ELIGIBLE FOR SALE PRICES
Sat,
inches of rainfall, with the average
understind that it we are given the information concerning the two for one special. we will rem,
* 2 will forms
being 50.47.
9
and an invaluabeit booklet We do not own cemetery property -6w understand we are not obligated to purchase any.
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Marshall County .
woman dies Sunclay
in one:car craSh

Auto Insurance
Compare Prices -and Saue!

ROSS INSURANCE

CORN -AUSTIN'S°

-

Firemen respond
to smoke scare

Famous Storewide Clearance

Exercises...

IS GOING ON NOW!
Don't Miss It!

MURRAY MEMORIAL GARDENS

Read the
want ads daily

Cemetery Spaces 1
For The Price of

2

Flooding...

PHOTO COUPON

FREE

Wednesday
DOUBLE DAY

5:30

Cali 753-2654 or mail coupon Coupon Good Thru January 31, 1991

NAME
' ADDRESS
TELEPHONE

•

$40004

City

Mail Coupon to Murray Memorial Gardens, At 2 Box 37-A-1. Murray, KY 42071
.""

FREE!

Every Wednesday receive a second set
of prints absolutely FREE

Charlie's Safe-T
Discount Pharmacy
Glendale at Whitnell

753-4175

Holiday...
(Cont'd from page 1)
Kentucky State .Police Post 2 in
Madisonville reported 10 DUI
arrests dunng the holiday, according to a published report.

It

Y. •

.F.ditor's note This is the second
installment of a five-part series on
Kentucky's - efforts to police the
enVirorunent.
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Environmental police: citizens keep vigil where enforcers can't
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C ischarges ol 4lack water froz444oaL
Top officials in the cabinet readily acknowledge the value of sut:l:
slurry ponds.
public involvement.
'the-Cabinet .also expanded its
•
environmentaLzaforcement
powers
"They are often our first eyes
the formation of a multi through
and cars to identify problems.
agency Environmental Crime
By ROB WELLS
said Tom Bennett, the cabinet's
'Workgroup 11e roup- Of federal
Associated Press Writer
- deputy secretary. He conceded that
and state agencies has been acti‘c
environmental regulators macle--tess ENVIRONMENTAL ly investigating or prosecuting 12
LOUISVILLE, Ky. — John Gal- than half of the inspections they
vin is Nicking wedding presents to needed to- last year.
cases. It has led to three federar
POLICE
finance his probe of organized
incitements in water porutioi:
Research by fialvin and other
PART 2 OF 5
crime's 'involvement in Kentucky environmentalists revealed that
_ .
landfills.
,Eddins said man!, ot- the pr
owners of the Rix. Creek landfill
"The bottom line is I think it's
-surround hazardous or. solid
felt no repercussions in Kentucky
William Eddins, commissioner cases:
worth itlorAentucky," said Galorganized
links
to
I the Department of Environmenvin. The Hardin County postal despite reputed
But regulators bristle at the s
tal Protection, observed that -citi- gestion the -public is
worker has spent hundreds of hours crime and previous waste-handling
Case,
Nev.,
zens are becoming more in tune for enforcement or d ,
and more than S4,000 of his own ...violations in New York and
-ev-e-ntuaily
.cabioet
The
Jersey.
and more l'iarC or what's going
• money for environmental research
!
ernmenrS v.!ock. Nor
on: And that liel-p-s-ios de'ourjob that increased -crtrtrrr invoivernci,!.
during the past couple of , years.-.. revoked Roe Creek's permit to
accept asbestos shipments.
better:"Last month, to _ pay for my
is a produc_L chrw
Corrine 'Whitellead-IS-anotlitr
"To say .that citizens are taking . ling in enVironinenta, ,1,
phone bill, my wifc took some of
our wedding silver to the paWn_citizen fighting on the front lines the lead, maybe they are," he said.
Sonic critics, such as
for the state's 'environment. She
'shop. It's been. tough.".
•
ReguRitors' aim; _have'taken steps state waste nianagenirit
has testified at environmental hear- to join forces with the selfGalvin is among a handful of
Harker, say that's esa,tis
ings, organized rallies and appointed coy:roornental ringers.
:other private citizens from Henderhappened, howie,vier.
researched hazardous waste' probmm to Harlan County who- spend
. Kentucky is one of a growing
-„"lo,soine detue ii.ey
thousands of dollars and countlesi lems at Calvert_ City for the past neither of states with a volunteer
Ilie ,„Voik of goverrinicini,
•
hours. trying to prevent a further '54Y2 years,
ehvirutimeh'.al morn toring,program.
unlortunate," Harker .a„1, '•I don't
'"There is no earthly way that J The
decline of Kentucky's air. water
Niter- WatCh" program
e.lizens
thii•k ws; Ishould; l u
could bega.. to - account" for what•
- and soil,
conduct- simple
snooping ardund_in
, •But their unorganized, unofficial' it's cost her to conduct the. chemical tests to monitor their
pictures and videotape,._
• .
research, she- said. She describes neighborhood lakes and streams.
hand of environmental police also
Agency to Boo,t - Stall
herself as, furious that her group,
includes scorgs of others who make
A. new and broader program,
..t1,1Crstst!,tt:(1 CPA
comprised mostly- of cancer vie
smaller donatiorrs of time and
t1Rd Environment Walch,
onocnt'l
brac.:
finis,- would have. the added burden
money.
citzeits reporting a range
for a dramatic
Some believe the state's environ- Of. trying to "focus some- attention of pollution' problems to the state,
be rieN.1 two \ears, the
mental regulators are either .too on the sad state of affairs here." Irrrn 1Uleetl sithd- waste dumps to
depot slow or, at times, aren't doing the
melt is expected 1:
p a1 I o perjob. And in a real sense; the voluncctlt budget in re'
plans to
teers are filling a vacuum created.
bze
197
new
chrtirrie understaffitit and Emv-ft‘ 1992. the'r,iiiii..Lr (0, envir,
The increasing number of reclamation inspectors, permit
salaries that plague the Cabinet for s
mental
inspectors
W).hie 170m
reviewers, environmental inspectors and attorneys working
Natural Resources environmental
1')51
)
1e‘LTS7
Environmental
enforcement teams.
for the Kentucky Natural Resources and
2*We finally are
h Sc
Protection Cabinet
the r.t.t,,ottr,cs to

STAFF TREND

Bank of America
to cut prime rate

1,!
500

SAN FRANCISCO (AP)
Bank of America will cut its prime
lending rate from 10 percent to 9.5
percent, Making it the first- of the.
nation's 10 largest banks to do so
in recent weeks.
_ In 3 tifief • announcement late
Monday. the hank said it wouldlower its "reference rate," the
term it uses for the prime, starting
Wednesday.
A few smaller lenders have
reduced the key rate during the past
several weeks.. 1-:he first large bank
:- 13th-ranked First National Bank
of Chicago — lowered its prime
Dec. 20.
The vast Majority of banks have
kept their prime rate at 10 percent
since Jan. 8, 1990, when it was
lowered from 10.5 percent.
The prime traditionally has been
the interest rate banks charged their
best corporate customers. But now
the prime is'legirded mostly as a
benchmark against which to adjust
rates charged to smaller: businesses
and To consumers,'particularly oo
home-equity loans.

Elizabethtown than
fatally shot at party
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FORT CAMPBELL, Ky. (AP)
— Military officials were investigating the death of an Army officer
assigned to the 101st Airborne
Division out of Fort Campbell in
Saudi Arabia.
Secctd Lt. Shannon Patrick Kelly, 23, of Gulf Breeze, Fla., was
found dead Monday, shot in the
head, said Bill Harralson, public
information officer at Fort Campbell. The death appeared to be a
suicide, but officials were -still
investigating.
Kelly was attached to the division's headquarters and headquarters support unit, 426th Supply and
Service Battalion.
He is survived by his wife, Barbara Kelly, of Pensacola, Fla.
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"A vi.. iorous recruitment prog7am gets in the way of patronage,"
•..
• ways to keep the
departn.
from Cuing its job
Don't rei,J,Lt. don't pa people. •
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CORN-AUSTIN'S®
Famous Storewide Clearance

JANUAR
CHECK RED TAG SPECIALS ON MACHINES

IS GOING ON NOW!
Don't Miss It!

BONNIEVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
An Elizabethtown man was fatally
shot at a New Year's Eve party and
the party's host was charged with
murder, officials said.
Richard A. Aubrey, 26, was shot
in the head with a .22-caliber
revolver about 2 a.m. Tuesday in a
car Outside the home of Anthony
Paul Hawkins, 24, of Bonnieville.
Hawkins was arrested at about
10:10 a.m. Tuesday and lodged in
- the Hardin County Jail.
Police said Aubrey had gotten
into an argument with another
guest, Daniel D. Tqylor, 28, of Cub
• ,Run, and cut him with a knife.
Aubrey and Hawkins argued afterward and went outside to a car
'owned by another guest, police
said.
Taylor was treated at Cavema
Hospital in Horse Cave and
released.

Military officials
investigating death

said

Mar.agers in thc departments
they don't have controf,. over tr.,
hiring of new workers, he said.
-1 here are, good signs, but you
have to be cautious. IWO hundred
people it's great if you hire tti:
good people," Harker said.
Ite- a tso-dctrktd-Ttite tack of a
for.. re's
reciruitrm:nt

WOOL BLENDS
SWEATER KNIT

THE FASHION MATE"'
Mfg
Suggested
Retail
'329"

Solids • Plaids
Coordinates
60" Wide

Th.Fashion Mato "
Howe y-Outy School
Sowing Machin* Mociol 6012
bum ii'. U..rtont,
44•et• Sees r slItches
• Five bull-in stitches including over
edge and blind hem• Front drop-,
bobbin• Wide zigzag stitch • Butyl-,r
winder stop• Needle plate guides.'..
'
to' pedect straight seams• SW threading take uplever to,easy
threading• Built in sewing light
• Doubte insulation to, SC0001 put
dOSeS• Carrying handle

/ Price

1/2

CHRISTMAS FABRICS
Tablecloth
Prints
45" & 60"

'188

1/2 Price
MUSLIN

88°

' Wide
10°. Cotton

4

yd.

SHOP AND COMPARE' SATISFACTION GUARANTEED

TRUSEW
THREAD
100% Spun Polyester
Assorted Colors

8P1.00
Singer Uttrolock '
Mochiolo Modal
14034
Sews 3.threa,iH Ve too.
and fiat lock stitch phis 4•
safet,gyhstlitch
.thsre..ri.,rnOcn

QUILTERS' PROMOTIONAL BROADCLOTH

THE GREAT
PERM SALE
STARTS JANUARY 2'

Poly-Cotton Blends
100% Cotton
45" Wide
Assorted Colors

20% off all perms and
re.axers Haircut'arid style'
included t. ong hat and cles.yr
Nif

'1.69

sewing

.stS
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ertess4t
'
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r mtin3°4P
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• Singer,exclusive tree
arm and lay - in threading
▪ Stitch length
controls• Narrow roiled
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•

rrymy handre

LARGE TABLE ASSORTED FABRICS

Sale prices effective through
Saturday. January 26th

How

$1.44d

Retell

-Cottons 'Stripes
-Knits 'Prints
'Plaids Values to '3.98

MURRAY SEWING CENTER
No Appointment Necessary
Or Call 759-9811
Salon Hours: Mon.-Fri. 9-8
Sat. 9-6, Sun. 1-5
cI NIX JCIPatwvry Compeer ,ot

a

N.
"`• "4v,

Where thehestismotex,peffs/Ve
SINGER

CHAeGiT

Bel-Air Shopping Center
Mon.-Sat. 9-6; Sun. 1-5
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Only 13 shopping days left for Iraq
"What's it been now, about five
months?" asked Slats Grobnik.
Since what?
"Since Iraq heisted Kuwait and
we went in to play rent-a-cops 'for
the Arab oil sheiks."
COITle to think of it,. yes, it's
been almost that long since. the
naked aggression occurred. . -"So after rise months, have you
got it figured out yet?"
Yes, but the market will become
Yes, it's clear enough. Either,
Saddam Hussein withdraws from nssteric.al no matter what happens.
Kuwait or we will attack the eye And you're forgetting Ted Koppel.
"What about him?"
plucker's army and drive it out...
He isn't on the air on Saturday
-"When?"
nigh-ts,
s-So-r-m-not5tire if -it wouldtsttleve Pres4e-nt 13-tiSh sair
be
proper
or even constitutional to
Jan. 15 was the deadline.
"Yeah, but our No. 2 general in have an international crisis without
charge over there said the army "Koppel convening • a panel of
won't be ready to attack by then. experts to explain it to us.
"What's to explain? If we go to
And he said there's nothing special
about Jan.' 15. Like we could do it war, we're going to win, right?"
Yes. President Bush has said we
some other day."
That's true. -On the other hand, 'swill' kick fanny. ,so I assume that
so•-•
that date falls on a Tuesday, which .means we will . win.
means that if we went to war there _ "I read that he- said that and it
would be no football games to kind of bothers me because Sad-.
dam says he's going to pluck our
interrupt on TV.
"Yeahu but they'd have to cut in eyes out.- And it somebody's going
on all the soaps, and that could C(Al to pluck our eyes out, we ought to.
..Bus.h. 10 points in those approval do more than kick his 'butt."
We shouldn't take them literally.
poiis. So I think a Saturday would
It's just their way of -saying that
be better."
"Why a Saturday?
(lieu armies witi -by waste to the
•
•
opposing armies. . ,
"Because the stock markets are
"So you think we'll win?'
all closed and Dow ad Jones.
1- always believe my commander
Wouldn't start: foaming at the lips
in chief. .After all, he, has secret
and -getting hysterical. They could
intelligence information from the
have the weekend to see what's
CIA .and the military that the "rest
happening and-decide 'if thdy want
of ,us aren't privy to. to get hysterical on Monday
"Yeah. like 1.violon Johnson and'
morning.

Richard Nixon had during the friendly or neutral would suddenly
Vietnam War?"
be against us because they don't
Something like" that.
want us kicking their fellow Arabs
"But if we win, how'll we know
around too vigorously.
it? Do we wait for Koppel to count
'What does that mean'? The ones
to 10 and hold up Bush's hand like
who say they're right behind us
Rocky? What does winning mean?" now, they'd shoot us in the back?"
I assume winning'means that we
So to speak. And Saddam might
will have driven the Iraqi army out become bold or crazy enough to
of Kuwait and restored the right of attack -Israel to gain widespread
'that country's lawful rulers to sit
Arab _support. Then Israel would,
on their solid -gold potties again.
as is its custom, seek an eye for an
"That's not the way I heard it. eye. Or two eyes for an eye. Or
What if we run them out of maybe two eyes for a tooth or a
Kuwait, but this Saddam is still filling. It doesn't mess around.
running Iraq? If 'he's really worse
"Then what would -we do? It
than Hitler, we- can't just let him sit sounds to me like- wed he in iobig
there, can we? Didn't you read that
war and up to our necks in Arabs?"
in a year he might be able to build
Well, I'm not sure what We'd do.
"I -11i6Ught you said you undera nuclear bomb?"
Yes, but the experts say that stood it."
such-a primitive bomb would be so
Yes, I thought I did, but there
huge and clumsy' that it would have are some things the President
to be transported on a big truck. So hasn't explained yet. There's, no
it wouldn't be of much military reason for concern, though...-1'm
sure he sees the whole -picture and
use. es
has a plan.
"Oh, no? What is he disguises it
"What if he don't'?"
as a float and puts in a _parade?
Uh, did you get a nice tree thk
You want to go to bed at night
wondering if Saddam's bomb is ye!t?
gonna turn up in the next Rose
"Yeah; Scotch pine."
--Good. Nice strai-ght trunk -.'
Parade disguised as a giant Mickey
"Yeah,
sure. But I still w,:• '
Mouse?"
know, howll we know if we w
,A chilling thought.
"So we got to go in there all the And what about the Jan. l.
c?"sti
way and get him Or he's gonna deadline?"
11 not finished talking
start -something again one of these
about
that,
are
you?
days. Or ain't that what Bush
."You bet. I Want some answers.'
seemed to be saying, a while ago?
Have you forgotten this is the
Yes, I- believe that may have
Christmas
season?
been our implied goal. But some
experts say that's risky because the
Don't you like surprises?
Arab nations that --no-w oappear

As most Kentuckians know,.the Congress will face some of the
greatest chalknges in recent history when we return to the nation's
Capitol after ;he holiday recess. e will be dealing with-a long list of critical issues, beginning with
the crisis in the Persian Gulf and the need for a national energy policy
to make us less dependent on oil from that troubled region - The 102nd Congress learls must work with the President to make
our federal gosernment a lot more efficient than it has been in recent
years. And I ain.eonvinced that we must start, by tine- tpning some ot
the great democratic processes that make,this giisernment possible in
the firseplace.
I hope we can act quickly on our so-called "motor-soter" bill
allowing our citizens to routinely register to %cite when they afrly for
or renew their dnsers licenses.
Far too few Americans are ekercising their all-important eight to
help shape our goy ernment But soter turnout has increased, in-states
that hase-adopted th.e *•rnotor.:Yoter" sectem And it is long past time
to go national with this common-sense idea.
was bloy.ked in the
laSt Congress eSri though it was supported by a majority of the House
and the Senate
•
I also hope that we can finally pass a ,campaign-reform bill
including much needed spending limns on congressional races. It now
costs nearly 54 million to run tor the,Senate. Meaning that a is6izal
senator faces the prospect of raising more than S 13-.0(X1 a week during
an entire six-year term of office
There are mans good rea.,ron-s. tor- enaautg the-earnipatitr-retorrns
that were passed by the Senate only to die Ines conference cOmmitree
in the 101st Congress.
But just one reason is enough. We rri,u'st-s-t:;;he unending money
chase thaeis eroding public confidence in our gosernment and forcing
elected officials to spend more and more time -soliciting funds tor reelection campaigns.
I would like nothing better; than ti see the 102nd(ongresNpcss
campaign-reform legisl-ation allowing us to spend sirtualTS all of our
time On the people's business. And I would like to we us go one step
farther and adopt: the two:year tederal budget that : 1 haye 'been
ads()eating for several sears now
h
atomic weapons are-rattled -or used
down, to preserve "law and order,Looking back. 1989 was unlike
A two-ear budget
also wise us m ore time !Hilt: 10 se 'he
be---tuled out..
-Cannot
breakaway
republthe
toshold
on
to
right hid get --priontws, time to work on ,riti,a1 issues 01 las fairness any other year in our lifetime. Half
If Iraq's nuclear program conics. Gorbachev has said there are
and time to crack down harder on the intolerLible fraud and waste we a century of Cold War seemed' to
tinues, will Iran. Turkey, Sy-nit and
two trench lines he will hold at all
end, suddenly:I-if bloodless victory
haNe seen,in tar too man) agenoes of our tederal goyernment.
Egypt permit :Saddam to become
breano
private
property,
costs:
No
for
the
-United
half
a
States;
dozen
With ca.enzo-ien re-tours and a !Wo
budget, we ‘olald
the powers in the Arab world and
kup of the union. Translation: RepZtter VON,ef MIMI'', I -am ...ifiltflLed !hat we would Soviet puppet regimes collapsed.
better(ongi
Gulf? The Israelis, Who have atomression or civil war.
By Patrick J.
do a better ioh on the-budget, on trade, on ertero • orreduk:at on. on -the Wall came down; the Russian
ic weapons, showed in, '81 they'
tanks
did
not
move.
'housing. on healthcare. on enrne and drtgs and on tsers other critical
Emigre groups are reporting pro- .will attack rather than allow- such'
Buchanan
Who could have predicted on .the
issue now facing our state and nation,
vocations in Latvia. and Ukraine, an enemy, to acquire such a
As I hase said inpresiou Reports to Kent u,k wedi,f make eood eve of the last Christmas, as we
instigated to give Moscow a pretext
Capacity.
argued -IMut how tend the
progress-on many of these issues in the 101st(()tigress. But V.
Ines as economic hegemonsnof their for Martial -law and diget rule. Just
We Americans. some argue,
of
.plan todo eserything in my power to see t!i, we 'peace dividend," that- aristm4
-do much better
respective continents. Let. the -as Khrushcheis used the distraction ,.must destroy Iraq's "weapons of
1990 would see an Aimericao armywaste no time in mosing ser\
dirr.-tion in the Ili2nd
of-Suez to crush Hungary's revolupoliceman.
mss -destruction.".- gasn„-these
poised for an invasion of Kuwail. Yankees play
Congresc.
tion, Gorbachev could use the dis- -include chemical weapons whose
,unforeseen
was
If the Gulf crisis
Ben if 1989 Closed an era. 1990
a sear, other crises are visible. traction of the Gulf to crush indetechnology daces back 75 years to
has lifted (the curtain s3n.a neS era.
'Yugoslavia
Is about to come apart; pendence movements from the
the Battle...6f Ypres in World-War I.
Whether there is to be war with
Caucasus Mountains to the Baltic
Slovenia.
and
Croatia
secessionist
destroy Iraq's potential to use
To
Iraq,- whether' it will last "five
Sea.
such weapons, we, must not-only '
By JO BURICEEN
days" as some suggest or involve • are going to be held by Serbia.only
When the crackdown comes, the
thrOtIgt1 -force.
_
destroy the factories, but the stockfive weeks of bloody fighting, we
Europeans
will, as in -1981 when
resignation
Thursday's
But.
as
Ten "ears ago
piles and probably have to kill off
know
cannot know. But. • we do
by Foreign Minister Edward She- Soli arity was crushed, look aside, the men who carry the •knowledge Cook
'Casosay County Clerk Marvin
what -is to -follow.
. Bush will be forced to drsbirths reported include a girl to
vardnadze signaled, the great crisis bu
Harris_ is pictured discussing a tag
of how to rebuild „them.
When it is over. ,:ne Americans
tarke
himself from Mose6w-_______ How long can we keep doing it?
itself,
Mr
and
Mrs,
the
U.S.S.R.
Jack
Dunnigan,
Dec
be
inside
will
7,.h.-ase with Randy Shelton. Car
are corning home .frton Saudi
But this is unlikely to stop the
a ho'. :o Mr. and Mrs. Dan K_
.izenses with January and February
With. its fleets, air force and
Arabia. Mr. Bush has said as much. -which possesses the .World's might- inexorable trend of American
.E.Yans. pee' :3, a girl to Mr and
,Cc'171-nori dates and truck licenses
atomic weapons, the U.S. remains
iest nuclear arsenal.
And Congress has programmed. the
disengagement. -.:cn•exp;re in April, can-be pur- Mrs George S. Goddard, a boy, to
the, world's superpower. Yet 'if one
The.neo-Stalinists and the imperU.S. Armed Porces_for huge cuts in
znasad
the office of the County Mr and Mrs Bill Jones, aro girl to .manpower that will deprive any
measures the size of the U.S. ArmyThe U.S. troops brought down
ialists, it would-seem. are not going
Mr and Mrs. Roonte D. Riles.
Cc'K sornng today. :Ian. 2
of
1995 with that of emergent powGulf
will
not
Germany
to
the
from
to go -quietly. All the reactionary'
futuresPresident of the option Mr.
B.rtns reported include a girl to Dcz :5, a boy to Mr. and Mrs. , Bush exercised in sending his army
ers like North and South Korea.
elements of Soviet society are now be going back; they will be coming
Mr :171;
,
4 Mrs Patrick Ross, Nov
W,:iorn Thomas Shepherd, Dec. and armada to the Gulf. By. the
--China and India, Pakistan and Iran.
gathered behind Gorbachev: The home. As U.S. forces are cut
1 7. a go to Mr. and Mrs Michael :os Iraq and -Syria, Israel and Egypt.
another
question
generals
and
and
Asia,
the
KGB,
the
party
Europe
middle -of this decade. U.S.. armed
Mr and Mrs, Horner "Cohoon forces will be at the smallest level
•
Dec 21 a bos to Mrognd •
our relative power, is In decline.
bureaucrats and intellectuit hacks will be upon us: proliferation.
oit:7t: married for 50 years on Dec
L-.gs Its-, Dec. 18
It is a new world. In 1814, the
....who'face irrelevance in a free sociSaddam, Hussein, with his
since 1946:
al"
sod. Mrs Cl.fton Jones preBritish could land a fleet in Chesaety-. They arc pressing for a crack- embryonic nuclear weapons progThe German's and Japanese.
toograrn on Potnsettias':
Thirty 'cars ago
peake Bay, march up *to Washingram, put it on the agenda; he is a
reluctant partners in the Nco.
;so- of Garden Department
• A total of 11,719 are of crop ton, :burn the Capitol _and White
World Order, are not going to pick
harbringer of things to come.
:and will remain out of production
shoas, Woman's Club.
House and march out. Had - they
North Korea is saig to be closer
up the slack: They see their destiToenty Tears ago
ander the ebnservation Reserve
tried
that 50 years alatcr in 1864, .
than
weapon
usable
atomic'
to
a
1990
F set,* S yr.:Jar
:
441 IOW
Cp: Jame's !;,1 Wilson is Sers-- Contracts of 1961. according to
neither
the British fleet nor armytroops
are
reduced
_Iraq.
As
U.S.
KENTUCKY
.ng with United States Ma• rote H.B. Fultcoin of Calloway ASCS
would have been heard from again.
along the DMZ, South Korea will
Corps at Quarinco. Vst, He o±e Office. LOTTERY
The thinking to too many' of our
consider building its own. Tai,
- of Mrs HOC:. Wa,sice cf . Ann Douglas. daughter of -Mr.
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Ward of Springdale, Ark.
Miss Patricia Lynn Parker and
Edgar Harris, Tenent Ill were marEdgar H. Tenent Jr. of Memphis
ried Saturday, Nov. 10, at 7 p.m. at served as best man for his son.
First United Methodist Church,
.Groomsmen were Mike McWhir7
Fort Smith, Ark.
ter of Tustaloosa, Ala.; John Scott
Dr. George Ivey officiated.
of Montgomery, Ala., John Griffith
The bride is the daughter of Dr.
of Gastonia, N.C., and David Ruch
and Mrs. Thomas G. Parker of Fort and -John Huffman, both of
Smit14.4ormerly of Murray.
Memphis.
She is the granddaughter of Mrs.
Ushers were T.G. Parker of
Opal Parker of Fort Smith and of Haslett, Mich., and R. Craig Parker
the late T. Clifton Parker and of the
of Memphis, brothers of the bride.
late Mr. and Mrs. Commodore
Miss Kimberly Crenshaw and
Jones of Murray.
Ms. Nancy Jones, both of liviemThe groom is the son of Mrs.
phis, .kept tfi-e guest book.
Robert G. Gardner and Edgar H.
A reception followed at HardTenent Jr., both of Memphis, Tenn.
scrabble Country Club.
The bride was given in marriage
Entertainment was provided by
by her father.
Don
Bailey and the Trio, a jazz
She wore a formal gown of
quartet.
candlelight silk with a sweetheart
After a honeymoon trip to
neckline and fitted bodice of AlenFrance, the new Mr. and Mrs.
con lace, sprinkled with pearls arid
Tenent Ill arc residing in Memphis.
irideScents. The short puffed
- The bride is employed at
sleeves were tucked at the shoulder
Businessland, Inc., and the groom
--,and the lower portion was of
is a Finaneial,Consultant at Merrill
beaded Alencon lace. Her full .skirt
Lynch.
was gathered onto a basque WaistAttending the wedding frorh
line 'and flowed into a cathedral
Murray
were Mr. and :Mrs. LW.
train.
•
Cathey.
The bride's headpiece was a lace
A bridesmaids. luncheon was
bow attached to a wide cathedral
hosted by Mrs.. J. Kent Bracken,
veil, encrusted with pearls.
She carried a nosegay of ivory -sister of the bride,-at thc Bonnevil,
and white roses and stephanotis le -House - in - Fort Smith. ,
-The parents of the groom hosted
with ivy cascading from the front
a rehearsal dinner at the To.1/4!-,
of the bouquet.
Mrs. J.' Kent Bracken of DallaS," Chrh in Fort Smith. A wedding day brunch was
Texas, sister of the bride, -was the
hosted by Mr. and - Mrs. Benjamin
‘.
honor attendant.
H. Shipley Jr., Mr.- and Mrs.
Bridesmaids were Mrs. R-. Craig
Richard
. E. Jones, Mr., and Mrs.
Parker, Mrs. .John P. Barton and
\IN. W. Chatham Rodges, all of Robert Miller and Mr. and Mrs.
\lemphis, Mrs. Benjamin H. Ship- Frank Shipley at Fianna Hills
ley of Fort Smith and Miss Lana Country Club. Fort Smith.
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Mid-Continent will offer c()Hi

Murray-Calloway County; Camer,a-rTub will ,display beginning Friday,
Jan.. 4, in meeting room of Calloway County Public Library the photography entries received from the Second Annual Camera Club Photography
competition. Most of them will be on display throughout the month of
January. The entries will be judged by the Camera Club and the awards
show will lc hold Jan. 13, at 2 p.m. at the library. The club is giving
away a lot of free literature on new photographic ptoducts-as-wrtrargifers and•catalogs which were sent by various companies in response to the
contest There will also be a b.ox for those who come to view the entries
so they can vote for the ones they like best. The works ,with the most
votes will receive fifth prize -People's Choice in each category of black
and white and color. The club Will not meet on Monday, Jan. 7, as
announced On Wednesday. The public is invited to see this specialexhibit.

Mid -Continent' Baptist -Bible College,
y-V.t.
campus courses at Family- Life Center of
insville. for thi; Spring 1991 semester. These
Growth aridNinistering to Youth. Teacher W.H
of First Baptist Churth,'Paducah, who is active
ign.Missions. On Jan. 7, he will return from 4 It;
he is-leadirrra group.-nflfrirMs ablishing y out!'
there. Persons may call Mid-Continents mair:
1-247-8521 by Thursday. Jan. 10, forinformation
work taken at HopkInsville will he credited towilrd
Bible or Bachelor of_Kligious Education degree'
by those not working toward a degree progra-

Lucie Arnaz returns -to TV

Bingo will be played tonight (Wednesday)at n,;
building on Sqiiire Hale Road. off Johnny Rolopen at 6 p.m. This date will he for this week
will resume on Jan. 8.

LOS ANGELES (AP) — Lucie.
Arnaz., daughter of Lucille Ball and
.Dcsi Arnaz, returns to television
Friday in a one-hour drama series
about a single moths" raising a
HI-year-old daughter.
But it's not stardom she's seeking in the new CBS offering,
"Sons—and Daughters" — just
happiness..
"There's this dream people have
that their life will be perfect if only .
they could be 3 star," Arnaz said.
recently. ".But if you were surrounded by superstars your whole
life as I was — and they don't get

!T

E A TR E S

3 Men & A
Little Lady (PG)
Look Who's Talking
Too (PGI3)

N 1

Start the New Year off richt!
Connie Smith Aerobics
t
Starting Monday, January 7

-

Classes Monday.
Thru Thursday

Special course at Mid-Contort

Morning Class: 10 a.m.
Evening Class: 6 p.m.
Get in shape for summer!
*Gymnastic classes begin
today.

For More Information
Call:

753-6705

/1111111k-sre oc=s

55FOR$
1495
Morejg Portraits! ft
Fee

Eiij

\V(*hi

I

1 lere

jell I

k StSI

k

S

Earth.

7:10
9:10

7:15
9:15
Ffttortaf 12 AN-Occasion
Goon Portraits
7:00
9:10

g

$75 Value Includes: 1-10x13, 3-8x10s,
4-5x7s, 20 Wallets, 15 Mini-portraits and
12 All-Occasion Caption PortraitsPnce
lodes S.? Clepuslt pa,(7 al photography F a ,
additional subtect photographed adds $2 to the.
package price paid at photography Poses and
advertised special portraits our seiticson Not
valid writ any other otter One advertised
package per lamoly One Free Portrait
identification Card per package
Portrait sizes approximate

7:15
9:00

The Godfather
Part III (R)

Front

NEW!

Plus

Free
Portrait Identification Card'TM

1:30
7:30

Bargain Night
Is Thursday
Adult 3.00 Child 2.50

•Back

rata percease

• Sealed in Durable Plastic • Credit-Card Size • Assembled At Home For
Privacy & Convemence • Additional IDs May Be Purchased Al Photography

Otter Begins Wed., Jan. 2 5 Days Only!
Studio Days And Hours: Wed., Jan. 2-Sun., Jan. 6
Daily: 10 a.m.-7 p.m. Sunday: Studio Opens With Store To 5 p.m.
Studio Location: Murray

Bargain Matinees
Everyday
12-20 thNugh 1-1

14111.4 (

fr,12t

any bigger than the ones in my
house
you know it isn't so."
Amu made several appearances
On "1 Love Lucy," and as a teenager appeared on her mother's next
series, "Here's Lucy."
) She folSoutheastern Bapost Theologicar Seminary, %Val, Forest, N.C..
lowed with theatrical and TV film _-414er a course on the campus of Mid-Colptinent B..tst hbk Collece.
roles and a short-lived series, "The Mayfield, for the Spring 1991 semester. The coursc
Revivalism, will be taught by Dr. Glerih Miler of SEfiTS
Lucie Arnaz Show," in 1985.
meet from 12 noon to 4 p.m. on Mondays beginning
She has been married to actor
Laurence Luckinbill for 10 years. 8, only 21/2 months. Three credit hours may' be eau. d /V.
They have five children, two from
t..&I of Divinity. M.A,C.E., or the MACNI. degre_s: or -may also
Luckinbill's first marriage
audited by anyone not wishing credits ttivird deCree Air "I, ' • -
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•
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Kindergarten
Cop (PG)

• 0J- 11-1-7'7iN and ask
R' a s -1 ,rt
wot.:1(.1 rneot evcr:

Bino will be played tonlit

Sitting

Home Alone
(PG)

iere are 363

Mr.- and Mrs. -LiNar 1 larris 7 (".ircilt Ill

Latira iteth Junes or 13Itri Dit.v.zuld Dr., Thirra%, a radiuiau technologist at u fray -(.;illimay ount% Hospital. recentl% %s on the,-Vlorld's
Largest Christmas Stocking.
'215cli ;may (is I he hospital's. Nledital
Arts-Pharmacy. 1 he _stocking sis vstimatill lo tia‘e held u)er
%vial h of Christ MA's
DravYin2 }ones'
of he tio‘
is Latirco A1raY, 3, .ir Rt. 2. 11 in2o.

()iivn II:arts I..

ONE OF THE GREATEST FEELINGS IN THE WORLD AND YOU DONT HAVE TO RIDE THE
space shuttle to enjoy it. Through the use of nutrition education, physical activity, medical supervision and our
low-caloric, nutritionally balanced supplements, you will not only lose weight, but learn how to keepit off. To
maintain your weight loss, you'll have the total and continuing support from a staff of registered dietitians and
-• •
physicians.
Call WCFL! today at 762-1533 for a free personal
.
consultation. The results are astronomical.

Weight Control For Life!®
An affiliated service of Murray-Calloway County ilospUal
Sdite I74W • Medical Arts Building • 300 S. 8th Street

Murray, KY 42071 • (5021 762-1533

AIWA
•Prochx.i,
give you belief partrao,

wit • 7:113 3311

ilti )1 For Life!'
Weigh
C(
)I
t
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+99,PA

Hurry!Limited Time Offer!
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Coining community activities are announced
ednesday, Jan. 2
Murray Overeaters Anonymous
will have beginners meeting at 5:15
p.m. and regular meeting at 5:30
. p,m. at:Ellis Community Center.
-•
.
•
Bible classes will be at 7 p.m. at
University -Church of Christ.
Bible classes will be at 7 p.m. at
Glendale Road Church of Christ.
Events at Elm 'Grove Etapittst'
-Church will include Mid-Week
Blhle Study at 7 p.m

•

Wednesday.,Jan. 2
versity of North Alabama at 7:30
p.m. in Racer Arena.
Bingo, sponsored by Knights of
Columbus, will be at 6 p.m. at new _
hall on -Squire Hale Road.

Thursday, Jan. 3
at 12:30 to 2 p.m.

Thursday, Jan. 3
rslurro Rotary Club will meet at
12 noon at Scven...Seas Restaurant.

Thursday, Jan. 3
Open meeting of Narcotics
Anonymous will- be at 7 p.m. in
Parish Center, St. Leo Catholic
Church

Senior citizens' adfvnies will be
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at Hazel
Center and from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. at
Weaks Community Center.

Thursday, Jan. 3
Singles Friendship of Paris,
Health Express of Murray - "Tenn., will meet at 7:30 p.m. at
Calloway County HOspital will be Farm,Bureau Building, Paris. For
at Dees Bank of Hazel, from 8130 information call Kennith Broach,
to 11 a.m. and at Johnny Lee's 753-3580:
Grocers at Whitlock, Tenn. from

Thursdav, Jan. 3
Woman's Club will meet at 1 p.m.
at the club house.

Events ,at St. Leo Catholic
Church will include Legion of
Mary at 9:45 a.m.; WORD. ProgH. Eddie Roberts Post 6291 of,. ram at 10 a.m.; Choir Practice at 7
p.m.
Veterans of Foreign Wars will
meet .at 7 p.m. at Willis Center,
Knights of Columbus will meet
North L.P. Miller Street,
at 7- p.m. at new hall on Squire
Hale Road,_
Garden Department of Murray

Murray Civitan Club will meet at
7 p.m. at Homeplace Restaurant.

AA and Al-Anon -will have
closed meetings at 8 p.m. at Senior
Citizens' Center, Benton. For information call 759-4059or 753-7663.
Murray Kiwanis Club will meet
at 6 p.m. at Sirloin. Stockade.

Events at First Baptist Church
will include Bible Study at 9:45
a.rmt.-, Children's Choirs and
Direetdors/Workshop meeting at 6
fk.M.; Library- open it -6t15-15-111.-----Prayer Meeting at 6:30 p.m..
Events at Grace Baptist Church
i include Youth Choir at 6:15
• p.m. and Youth and Adult Bible
Study at 7 p.m.
BEL AIR
SHOPPING CENTER
SOUTH I 2TH STREET
MURRAY, KY.

Events 'at Meinorial Baptist
Church will include Prayer Service
at 7 p.m., Sanctuary Choir at 8
P.m.
Events at First United
,Churctr w,l1 include
Prayer Group at 1.0
Chance: ChoJ a: 7 30

Methodist
Covenant
a.m. and
p.m.

BOUNTY

PAPER
TOWELS

,Marr.ray Stale .Coliege "Racer
Te4m.will play the Um Baskhall
2

Tonsillectomies
have steadily
.heen declining

FAMILY SIZE LIPTON
TEA BAGS

ROLL
—LIMIT TWO PLEASE—

By NYU SCHOOL OF MEDICINE'
For AP- Newsfeatures
'The number of tonsillectomies
his steadily declined because of
new and potent antibiotics and
prompt recognition and treatment
of tonsillitis.
About 120.000 tonsillectomies
were performed in the United
States in .1989 —slightly less .than
half the number performed in 1980.
"While tonsillectomy is minor
surgery. it does involve a small
risk. which increases with a_
_patient's age.- saIdj. Hosakere
Chandra Sekhar, an lear. nose and
throat specialist at New York Um- verslty Medical Center. "The procedure is nx performed routinely."
If a child has several attacks of
tonsillitis in a year. develops an
abkcss on the tonsils, or if breathing or swallowing is impaired.
removal may .be_required. Chandra
Sekhar said.
"A sore throat in young childrer
should be evaluated,. prompt.:
because of'the possibility of seriOUS complications." the doctor
said. Unheated, a strep infection
can lead to serious health problems. such as rheumatic- fever, an
inflammation of the heart or
glomerulonephrius, an inflamrn:
tion of the kidneys.
The two tonsils. which are
lymph' tissue at the. rear:of the
throat. reach full size during childhood, then gradually shrink. While
tonsils help fight infection, they are
themselves prone to infection.
Tonsillitis in young children is
often accompanied by inflarnrnauon of the adenoids, lymph tissue
above the tonsils, which are full
size in children but begin to shrink
-"atound•the age of five and atrophy
after puberty. Adenoids also help
the child. re_sist„ respiratory
,nfeetions.
If tonsils are removed, adenoids
are often removed at the same
time.
-A throat culture should be performed on anyone with a sore
throat to determine the-cause of the
inflammation,Y Chandra Sekhar
said.
If the infection is caused by
streptococcus bacteria. it can usually be treated effectively with an
antibiotic, such as penicillin.
Tonsillitis is most likely to occur
in children between the ages of 3
• and 10. In addition to a sore threat,
its main symptoms are fever, headache, difficulty swallowing.
malaise and loss of appetite.
When there is a high fever, he
advised bed rest for a day or two
after antibiotic therapy. begins. He
also recommended a soft-food diet
and nonprescription pain relievers
such as aspirin or acetaminophen.

N.

100% RECYCLED FIBERS!
GREEN FOREST
BATH TISSUE

oz. 49

29
C.AN
WITH ONE FILLED
SHOPPERS CASH OR
SMART SHOPPER CARD

24 CT. $189
WITH ONE FILLED
SHOPPERS CASH OR
SMART SHOPPER CARD

49

4 ROLL
PKG.
WITH ONE FILLED
SHOPPERS CASH OR
SMART SHOPPER CARD

L

PRINGLES

POTATO
CHIPS

PRP4ILS

PEPSI COLA

DIET PEPSI, CAFFELNE FREE,
7-UP, MT. DEW. DR. PEPPER,
CRUSH FLAVORS
TWO
LITER
PLASTIC

89'

C
PEPSI COLA
DIET PEPSI, CAFFEINE FREE.
7-UP, MT. DEW, DR. PEPPER.
CRUSH FLAVORS

$299

12 PK.
12 OZ. CANS

RONCO
SPAGHETTI
7 OZ.
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3

$ 11
.as.
FOR

1

RAGU TRADITIONAL

toN
"

COUP
GOLDEN ROD
SOUR CREAM

4

VISTA SALTLNE
CRACKERS
I LB.
BOX

8 OZ.

69'

49

COUP
BAC

LOIN
1. POE

..„•• •
• Blue
Bonnet

I

1•

_As

BLUE BONNET
1 LB. QTRS.

MARGARINE

9'

WITH ONE FILLED
SMART SHOPPER'S CARD

CARNATION HOT
COCOA MIX

CRISCO PURE VEGETABLE
OIL
4802.

$249

ADM&

OMATO SAUCE

3

10 CT. PKG.

8 OZ.

FOR $1

a
PUFF'S PREPRICED
FACIAL TISSUE

SW...

GA

FF

Can
BROWN ORPODRRSD.

Com
Flakes

LEI

SUGAR imigi

CI

175 CT. $109 j

2

1 LB.

FOR

FROZEN
—
4=..1.11.110k
911,1

Banque.,

NATURE'S BEST
AMERICAN
SINGLES
16 OZ. 24 SLICES

Auto Rental

NATURE'S BEST
PIE SHELLS
REG. 2 CT. PKG.

79'

BANQUET
FRIED
CHICKEN
28 OZ

*4.1
‘11
/

pu.

BANQUET
POT PIES
7 OZ.

2 89'
FOR

69
2
$

4!( N1eekl%
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Newborn admissions, dismissals and expirations listed for five days by hospital
1 p.m.

Jones, 601 Ellis Dr Murray;
Harold G. Nance, Rt. 8, Box
12-A, Murray; Mrs. Linda B. Stom,
Rt. 1, Box 69; Almo; Albert E.
Beecham, Box 805, Paris, Tenn.;
• 'Mrs. Sally. A. Mitchell and baby
girl, Sox 26, New Concord; Mrs.
Crista Jennings and baby boy, 205
North Sixth St., Murray.
Expiration
• Mrs. Gladys Etherton, 811 South,
Ninth St., Murray- _

Two newborn admissions, dismissals and ane expiration at
Mtirray-Calloway County - Hospital
for Friday, Dec. 28, have been
released as follows:
Nesvhorn admissions'
Turner baby girl, mother, Mary
Ann, 1309 Poplar St., Murray;
Wallace babyn. nhoy, parents, Penny and Anthony, Rt. 3, Box 19-C,
Murray.
DisMissais
Lilly Velma Gunther, 706
Poplar St., Murray; Raymond U.

atholic
;ion of
Prog- ice at 7

ill meet
Squire

Dismissals and one expiraliGii at

IT

OUR LOCALLY
NM AND
OPERATED
SUPERMARKET

FEED YOUR FAMILY FOR LESS—HERE
PRICES GOOD WED., JAN. 2ND
THRU TUES., JAN. 8TH

(inc newborn admission and dismissals at Murray-Calloway County Hospital for Sunday, DeL 30,
have been released as lc.):ows:
No%born admission
Greet-baby girl, parents. Donna.
and Donald. Rt. 1, Box 206-B,
Farmington,

N
Murray: Mrs
Ncl!:c 1.. Tyler. 9() G',:niaH,: Dr
P (4 Bo,
Haiel.
Roc(:,, Joseph Ver,\.e.
• ,Mrs Mary NI, it.is
sei:, A
B
p' H
N1,:nor \I
- Expiraumi
Mary

maiimmigitmawa
4

ED FIBERS!
OREST

'ISSUE

,94

adski

100% RECYCLED FIBERS
GREEN FOREST

PAPER TOWELS

Iwo

9'

ILLED
SH OR
:R CARD

IVORY

BLUE BONNET

DISH LIQUID

MARGARINE

9'

179

1 LB. QTRS.
WITH ONE FILLED
SHOPPERS CASH OR
SMART SHOPPER CARD7.../
•Ori'

42 OZ.
WITH ONE FILLED
SHOPPERS CASH OR
SMART SHOPPER CARD

3

THIN CUT

BREAKFAST ,
CHOPS

r0
*ak

ggi*

1/4 SLICED

THICK CUT

PORK LOIN
CHOPS

LOIN
CHOPS

$

EAM

RIBS
COUNTRY STYLE

BACK BONE
LOIN END
I PORK ROAST

sZr

$2

1,
69

COUNTRY STYLE
OD

LB.
°9

BONUS PACK
LB. $179 NECK BONES

LB.

BRYAN JUMBO
LB. $179 FRANKS

LB. $179

BRYAN
LB. $ 179 COOKED HAM

49e

BRYAN DELI SLICED
MEAT

REELFOOT OLD FASHION
8 OZ. $199 BACON
12 OZ. $ 1.49
BRYAN BONELESS
ON COR
CENTER CUT CHOPS ... LB. $399 CHICKEN PATTIES..LB. 6279

ON COR COUNTRY FRIED
ON COR BEEF &
io oz. $1
" PATTIES
LB $189 BACON PATTIES

6
'

eg‘110
LB. vZv

'

NET
RS

REELFOOT RED LABEL

RINE

WIENERS
12 OZ.

FILLED
31'S CARD

1TIES
AKES

474, Dexter,
Ralpti Crittendon..P.0 Box 68,
Kirksey; Clovis Hutson, Rt. 2, Box
4.5-A, Buchanan, Tenn.; Mrs. Penny Lee Wallace and baby boy,
3, Box n19-C, -Murray

Two newhorn• admissions, dismissals and one expiration at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital
Dismissals ..
for Monday, Dec. fT has e been
Nicole Fox. 524
- -- 1-.0-u ,- •1 -St:, Murray:- kt-m— released- -as
S,ivarma B.ole}, P.O Box,r 232,
'Neu born admissions
Sedalia 1)A. M. Jon1
liov.ard baby boy, parents. Mart I. Box
la land Curtls. P.O. Box 30. Nc.o.
Concord:
1.ee baby
(
nd Davtd. Rt. Box
Dismissals
Nlrs
(
, R., -4, B
259. Nlurray; Mrs Sh,tron' K. NI
nil-II!. Kt 4 Bo,. 22: Murray: B!
\k'n.t nester, Rt- 5. Box 59. M
'•t -, Mary AT::: urrt.r
10 1
.7
A\re
P.Iy.c Jr . :(10

WE ACCEPT
U.S. GOV T
FOOD STAMPS

LIMIT RIGHTS
RESERVED

OPEN 7 A.M. TO 11 P.M. DAILY

North 19th St., Murray; Mrs.
Mildrud L. Canady, RI. 5, Box 246,
'Murray, Mrs. Linda R. Harris, Rt..
K. Box 360, Mayfield:
Mrs. Patricia Laverne Cox,
15327 Linton Rd., Cadiz; MN.
Sandra F. Childress, Rt. I., Box
670, Dexter; Mrs. Janet E. Ashby
and baby girl, 1622 Kirkwood Dr.,
Murray.
Expiration
Mrs. Rubye K. Pool. 807 Olive
St.. Murray.

Murray-Calloway County, Hospital
for Saturday:, Dec. 29, have- been
released as follows:
Dismissals.
Mrs. Claire H. Lamb, Chateau
Maurice, Paris, Tenn.; Joe-D. Phillips, Rt. 1, Box I46-B, Almo; Mrs.
Mary B. Cross, J408 Walnut.
Benton:Mrs. Luttie W. Hall, 1111 Orcarama, Murray; Mrs. Nlozelle
rett2-1-- Cherry. Puryear; Tenn.;
Elmer Corson, Rt. I, Dexter;
Harold Edwin Eversmeyer, 8210

WITH ONE FILLED
SMART SHOPPER'S CARD

x

tr,illt)1

Hp care should _
be part of rolitille
winter skincarc
Ni

care
Y(.4K (Al'. -part of your preventive
roti-t-t-Re tor v.!ntc7
lips arc rnacte - up n.
rn'uscle and conneLtiv,.
tissue covered by ticicate rftucou
lasrhemhr
They la:k thl)oer
e
An as stratum . COMCSIM
er
found in other skin, thus
prone to drying. says
are
Dr. (:h.trics Zligcm'an, associa:c
proft:r of clinical dermatology at
North ,. /14 „.ert- University Medical •
Schoq!.
Zui:,..rman, also a consultant to
B-li$tex Inc., offers advice-on how
lb help cut down the-risk of dry
cracked lips, which can lead -to
cold sores and fever blisters: drink
lots of water. look for ways to
humid]fy your environment, avoid
eicessive exposure to wind., sun
and glare and use .a hp balm or
medicated ointment to protect and
promote 'healing.

BAKERY
ICEBERG HEAD

LETTUCE

9AND

FRENCH BREAD,1602. $109

BARNYARD

It brings out the best
in all of us:"
UP

$q09

LEMON
CRUNCH PIE

Unibed Way

The Perfect Choice-For the Perfect (;ift

26 OZ.
FLORIDA JUICE

L 49

IDAHO BAKING

POTATOES
Model VRG73
•TV/VCR Remote v
•On -Screen
Programming
'Cable Ready
•1 Year 8 Event $279"
Timer
'Power Backup

cR

ARMOUR AMERICAN
CHEESE

$n09
LB.

a

3/$100
CORN DOGS

FLORIDA PINK OR WHITE

GRAPEFRUIT

3/$10°

WASHINGTON STATE

PEARS
us COUNT BAG
LEMONS

LB.6W

SUNKIST NAVEL

ORANGES
GRANNY SMITH
APPLES
NUTRITIOUS •

$149

KIWI FRUIT

3/89'
LB.79'

The quality goes m before the name goes or'

Tucker T.V.
M-F 8-5; S 8-12
753-2900
1914 Coldwater Rd., Murray

81k
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Couple observes their 70th anniversary

p.

0111c

`,

IrlltJziil
ot
The e-ouple celebrated with j
dinner in their home. Their plots
were Mr and Mrs Stokes, their
son-in-laW and daughter. Mr. and
Mrs Ch,alcs W Johnston, Lou.
Stokes. gr. and Mrs. Hunter Byre',1
sister-in-fa* of
'sir and Mr,r-efay

First lady talks about woman election
I m 65
72••:.-tt not be 25
.•

I

--Coppola talk

f picture

1)•:1/4.• 16 in the White
a7.:! •
Talking
. rograrn
tr,j
tur
tithIse
: • .•• -.- •
•

Food safety
tips given
by board

Boyd s )eaks or Garden o rou

NEW YORK (AP) - The following food safety tips are from
the test kitchens of the Beef Industry Council of the Meat Board:
Food Saris Tips
- Wash hands thoroughly with
hot soapy water before starting any
meal prvparation.
. -- To defrost,'place frozen meat
in plastic bags and put in a cold
(36-4(1 degrees F) refrigerator.
Allow 4 to 7 hours per pound for a
large roast; 3 to 5 hours per pound
for a small roast; 12 to 14 hours for
a 1 -inch thick steak,
- Quick defrosting can be done
in the microwave oven according
to manufacturer's directions; cook
(Hots"
Bill Boyd. ItIt. itt top photo, 1)1esen1e41 a program_ on '711filulp 1immediately.
Woman's
at The 1) ember Meeting of Garden Department of Murray
- Never defrost frozen meat on
Club. Pictured with him, from left, are Alary Welk. Mary floPsort
the
kitchen counter.
and %lartha Farris. In bottom photo are hostesses, from felt..1.uline
Roasts should he at rcfrigera- ---Billington. Nancy Adams, Louise Baker. Tank Shultz, lottie.GibsoO tor temperature when they are put .
3,
fan.
Thursday,
and Blanche AlIhritten. 1 he department will meet
in the oven.
at 1 p.m. at the club house. "Horticulture- will he discussed hy
- rse plastic cutting boards for
lor
ay
Sanders with Mary Wells gising the introduction. ‘largaret 1
cowls meat, and other foods,
Nlatthai,
Hazel
he
will
llostes
will gise the thought for the day.
washing in hot soapy water after
Mamie- Patterson. Mimi Jordan, Rosanna S1,lkr kim Mil- Arlen. tula
each Use.
Sykes, Mary Da% is and Margaret
- Use carving boards exclusively for carving meat. ._
--- Avoid partial cooking, very
law temperature roasting or overnight cooking of beef,
--- Roast to 5-10 degrees -F
below the following recommend-ed l•- • •
internal temperatures for doneness
of beef: rare (140 degrees F);
medium-rare (150 degrees. F);
medium (160 degrees F); well-done
(170 .degrees F).
- Do not leave hot food out for
more than 2 hours when
entertaining.
•- Chill leftovers quickly in the
refrigerator or freezer to reduce the
possibility of spoilage. Do not cool
left()%ers on the kitchen counter.
-- Store meats, sauces, gravies
and other foods promptly in separate. covered containers.

DATEBOOK

Concert Sunda at church

'Cont'd from page 5.-V
.Se44 jOr AlaSkail

lour Director Toopfe Thu.
Ckiutit S;:rnor
:'.:s islore has a s.:‘emday Ajaskan (r.ise/tour..lanned for May 23. Holbe cruising "The
""IL• Noordam,"
Fasage Pors 1,1.4be ,sis.:e4 include Ketc.hikan, Alaska's "first
k710...Y 7: for salm,->n ;: hihg and n.e Aorld's largest collection of totem
,Vaska's k'• %tal. Mendnall Glacier, Glak:ier4Bay National
polo:
Park: Sitka, h(mrd an excUsion hoat or the mate of offshore islands to
iv!. t!. .TC;1 ft thelocal Indians. Price will depend on
earn :::e
s•,..;eL led. -or hanics and deposits paid by Jan. 3_1,
4\ 11 be made. Alaska cruises fill up very
1
/
.
per
;Ii..cessary. For complete itinerary; call
'
`0,, , '7c: 41
.

getolt Y94.4

frie4(-4e.
OUR PRICES-----UNBEATABLE
CR SERVICES
UNBELIEVABLE

Singles plc91 mock' night

Charlie s Safe-T
Discount Pharmacy
Wromoit
.•s Mon -Fri 9

Glendale at

rIS

• -I
.••,'n-a•.fv,
s

753.4175
Sat 9-5 30

GOING ON NOW! I
Don't Miss It!

IN CONCERT

meet Friday•, Jan. 4, at 7, p.m.
inovik.:. marathon including comeffies,
rOmance..Lach one should briN;
ire
I or more information &all Panda-.
M ary. 1-527-0:15, or Margaret. 1-247-2249.

icc 1;7F

Health Express lists stops

CORN-AUSTIN'S® 1
Famous Storewide Clearance

tour planned

I I) scanner and The- stamps will present a tontcrt liiiSunda'..
3 p.m. at 1-ifq Baptist Church. Murray. For more than 50 %var.
the Stamps hase pioneered many things in the music industr%. hi)
were the first gospel group to record on a major record label. in 1'071
they joined the Hsi. Presley Show singing g&pel music sia liCe concerts in arenas and featured in major motion pikture. "Llsis lull
Tour.- as well as being backup bocalists iin all conterts and 'recording
until Presley's death in 1977. Members of the group are Li). Sumner.
bass, Ed Hill. baritone. Ed Enoch. lead. Jerry 'frammell, tenor. and
Almgren: keyboard. A lose offering will. he taken. hut no_adittis:
sion will be charged.
b. at

MURRAY TODAY

Charles F. Winkler, M.D.
will relocate his office
to

--.
li,:a.,::: L \pre- 0: .!.1'.17,:y-Ca:',ov, ay County Hospital will make stops
:od.„.\ . 1!:..r..day and l•ri:lay. Blood pressurf:„ pulse and two hour blood.
Screening
1:i.::17 sc reenins ..1 i he offered.--Also a St( .1 for Occult Blood
K:t 'A.!: be a% ailafnL• for 54.! 1 he express ' • at Chestnut HillsMopping
Ct..: :,.:r. M.,:ri-...\ . t,(faN: from 8 to 11 . 30 a.m. and 12:30 to 3 p.m. Thursday
,
41.-Ili be at Dees Bank of Hazel+ from 8:30 to 11 a.m. and at
(. 5Fe
,
.1,1:.7... I ','...''s Grocery at Whitlock. Tenn.. Irom 12:30 to 2 p.m. Stops on
1-7 :1.. ...1: he at 1.1'-.....ro, S.:‘,n2s Bank at ymsonia from 9 to 11 a.m. and
i'me l_ri. ,..: Hardinir., 1 :30 to 210 p.m.

AiLqiii 1)rezt, Haley born -st

it7a..: Ha.ey of Rt. 3,.Box 19T, Murray, are-the parent„s of
. :)!.,:•:...A.,..ilting six pounds 12 ounces, measuring 20 inches,
.•,i.i . D,..,. 20, at 1:41 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hos', ::,,..:, mo:,.:er i, the former Shelia •Vickers. Grandparents-are Vic and
Haze. Vickers of Murray, James Haley of Almo and Joyce Haley of Nash 1• i' ,-,_..
::::,dparems are Mrs. Ruby Haley of Almo add Virris
•7,::-.. NliLh.

Brittany Beth Lawrence'born
Mrs. .-1m!:Jny Wade Lawrence of Rt. 2. Box 1741F, Murray,
i.e rT:Jr:ems of 'a daughter,.Brittany, Beth, weighing six pounds nine
rneav_iring 211 inthes. born on Saturday. Dec. 8, at 1:4,6 p.m. at
) Hospital. The mother is the former Mary Beth
-C.:H,Aay Cont.
,...,arents arc Lexell and Barbara:_famp. RI. I. Kirksey, and
and Martha Lou Lawrence,. Rt. 10, Benton., •

205 So. 8th St.
(a('ross- from the MCCH Emergency Room)

•

J.D. SUMNER AND
THE STAMPS
Sunday, Jan. 6, 1991
3-00 p.m.
\(-) Abyr cf0".
(il FERING TAKEN

CHURCH
FIRST203BAPTIST
South 4th St.. \lurrit.

as of January 17, 1991
****
For Appointments Call
The Paducah Office at
(502) 444-2690
In State
1-800-633-1178

Out-of-State
1-800-626-5435

EZELL
BEAUTY SCHOOL
[ Winter Classes Begin
January 14
For More Information, Call:

753-4723

V
sir

Average starting salaries

'ty

Shamir says Israel will hit if attacked

of dollars for college graduates
1991
1990
Bachelor's degrees

In thousands

ii

The folare from
.cf IndusBoard
is
ghly with
irting any

Engineering
Accounting
Sales-marketing
Business administration
Liberal arts
Computer
Chemist
Mathematics or statistics
Economics or finance

832.9

Masters degrees

1990

$34.3
112_8.
Z6.9
_2¢4

Israeli
JERUSAKM .(AP)
leaders told Iraq on Tudday it
could expect a tough response if it
attacked the Jewish state, but one,
retired general said Israel's military
was not prepared to deal with an
Iraqi war.
• The comments came as concern
increased amdng Israelis that Iraqi
President Saddam .Hussein may try
to-drag Israel into the Persian Gulf
conflict by Using Jordan, the buffer
between the two countries. Jordan
increased its forces on the Israeli
border last week, citing fears of an
Isra-etLinvasion.
Joseph Alpha' of the Jaffe Cell,
!er of Strategic Studies explained
!lie crucial role he sees Jordan as

.3_1_
29.9 • 31.-1
29.7 , 29.9
27.6
26.6
1991

$37.8 $39.4
Engineering
• 36.8 * 38.0
Other technical fields
42.1
41.2
MBA with technical BS
44.3
43.6
MBA with nontechnical BA
31,1
33.8
Accounting

men meat
in a cold
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iund for a
ier pound
hours for

SOURCE Chicago Tribune Nry-Thwestern university
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playing in Israel's retaliatory
capability.,•
'If Iraq fires missiles at. Israel
and Israel retaliates in kind, both'
are violating Jordanian airspace.
Iraq would like to drag Jordan in to
create a new Arab-Israeli war"
Alpher said in a • telephone
interview.
Saddam has threatened to attack
Israel with-rhurtucal weapons since
. •
April. Alpher said he heliewd Iraq hadt
the potential to launch about ,20
missiles at Israel, but the missiles
would have -relatively small pay:
loads and damage to Israel "v,- o..
not he Aery extens,se.",
Foreign Minister David Lev\

abandork a task.
today You -could get upset now with
CAPRICORN
a relative, but if you'll stress rea.son
.
rather than temperament, others will (Dec 22 to hut 19)
You'll attract romance now and:
fun
comply with your wishes.
.
comes through recreational interest4!
GEMINI --.11u.weaarr._ ductit,41.1._ one friend_ who
(May 21 to June 2.0) INDIANAPOLIS (AP)- WideYou seem to have extra charisma upsets you -Spoil your day. Watch
spread floods kept an estimated today, but there are still a few things spending nought..
1,000 _families out .pf .their homes that could get your goat now Heart, AQUARIUS
Tuesday across Indiana and -else- to-heart talks are favored at present • (Jan to Feb Is,
riood times will he shared with
where in the Ohio Valley;but flood _ Dfive carefully tonight.
and family now. Participacrests on most streams began mov- CANER ,
activities is also a plus.
.group
in
in
hi
,
22)
July
to
"CE
21
(June
rural
more
into
and
ing out of cities
However, you may need to watch.
Judgment is very good about -work
areas.
"It looks like the rivers in the ' interests now. Singles could meet St ur temper nit-light.
northern part of the state are start- with romantic introductions today PISCES
)1111111.
•sohle
Tonight you could be irritated with (Feb 19o, Mar_ 211)
ing i to recede. Southern Indiana is _someone about money
It's a tune of sociability for you.
what we're really concerned about
Thtise eligible will attract' romance.
LEO
now," said Alden Taylor,. a (July 23 to Aug. 22)
Be level-headed in businem. Don't get
spokesman for Indiana's State
Don't let the s.arne old thing. mad about a problem -- instead,
Emergency Management Agency. become a problem with a relative solve it!
A - disaster emergency declared now. Your personality bru4s you
YOU BORN TODAY are creative,
by Gov. Evan. Bayh remained in business gains today, but you're selfexPr-;:ssive, ,and often 7 bles,5ed
with a good sense of humor. You're
effect across about a third of the much too impatient tonight.
versatile, but in danger of scattering
state in Indiana's worst flooding in VIRGO
your energies. You're a hard Worker,'
(Aug. 23 to Sept. 22)
a quarter of a century.
now.
but must avoid having your fingers in
right
plus
a
is
Romance
in
recede
to
Rivers also began
parts .of Ohio• and evacuees were Someone you deal with is opinion- too many pies. Friends are often a
allowed to return home in some ated. You'll have a private discussion help to you and your sociable manner
the cooperation of others.
communities. But the, Ohio River with a family member.. Don't let invites
Your talent _ for the - written and
you tonight.
upset
things
was rising and flooding some West
spoken word is an asset to you in
LIBRA
Virginia communities.
both business and the arts. Birthdate
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22
Water receded • in Indianapolis,
Entertaining at home. IS favored of: Zazu Pitts. actyress; .1.R.R. Tolkien,
where authorities had evacuated and you'll reach an understanding writer; and Maxine Andrews, singer.
hundreds of people.
with a friend today tio slow on the
Call FRANCES DRAKE (24 hrs.)
use of credit now. A financial concern
Forecast for Today or the Future
:may upset you after dark.
1 900 226 0360
SCORPIO
SI a minute
(Oct.23 to Nov. 21)
You and a partner are on the same

Floods keep 1,000
families from homes

A

r.

Pope acknowledges
threat of war, offers
special New Year wish

By The ASSOCIATED PRESS
._
,PDpe John Paul II acknowledged
the threat of war in the Persian
Gulf by offering a special New
Year's wish that 1991 be a year of'
peace in the Midik East..
The pontiff, speaking to the
faithful in St. Peter's 'Square on
Tuesday, also proclaimed 1991 the
"Year of Social Teaching of the
Church" and said he will publish
an encyclical, a letter to church
leaders, updating church teachings
on social issues in light of the
"new issues and problems of our
own times."
In another square - Red Square
in Moscow - a far less serious
crowd of about 2,000 foreign tourists and Muscovites gathered to
greet the New Year. The din from
celebrants drowned out the Kremlin chimes tolling midnight.
Many revelers drank champagne
and then smashed the empty bottles
onto the cobblestones. Some people
brought bottle rockets and several
of the small fireworks were sent
whizzing toward Lenin's Mausoleum, where the hourly changing. of
the guard went on as ususal.

''Before. he 'endangers himself by
attacking Israel he will remember
that what is most valuable to him
will be placed in danger," Levy
said.

OPEN EVERY DAY
To Better Serve You
M-F 9 a.m.-8 p.m. Sat. 9 a.m.-7 p.m. Sun. 1-5 p.m.
753-2380
Olympic Plaza
Hwy. 641 N.

Ecleistein prop, .
Month be made of up of four weeks
that alternate between seven and
eight days. That way there would
he two three-day weekends each
month. and iour current holidays
could be scheduled on those extra
days, Sidce the new calader would
only add -up to 360 days, Edelstein
is calling' for a five-day holiday at
the end of the - yearWith_ 24 three-day weekends and
live holidays at the end, he ligures
his calendar gives us the equivalent
of 29 holidays- a year, far more
than most .employer current
allOw. He figures that emplOyees
could make up the extra time by
worising one. extra bOtir_three days
•.seek.
*By staggering the extra hour,
we could reduce traffic jams and
auto pollution." he wrOtc in an
\1-7.1i,.'s New
essay r
York
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Cities around
state experience
record rainfall
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LOUISVILLE, Ky. LAP,
Lou,sville, Lexington and Jackson
each had record amounts of pratpitation.during Decemher. capping
an especially wet sear th,rouglio-..1
the state.
Lexington's 52.14 inc4es of rain
made 1990 the wettest,•yar since
- 1(412, when the National ‘Vatlier
Service at Blue Gr.A5- Airport in
Leiington recorded 57,61.
Normal yearly rainfall is 45.44
inches.
Decembers record rainfall was
10.1.7 inches in - Lexington. The
normal for Decerer. is 3.78,
inches. 111c previous record was
9.97 inches in 1978.
Louisville's record was 8.86
inches; the norma) is 3,37. The figure broke the malek. set in 1950 of
8.43 inches for the month.
Louisville received 57.47 inches
of precipitation from Jan. 1 through
Sunday, compared' with an average
of 43.42..inches. That makes 1990
the third-wettest year recorded,
washed away only by 59.8 inches
in 1979 and the59.39. inches in
1950.
.1-4kson got 3.8 times its normal
precipitation for December, but the
Jackson weather service office has
been open and keeping records
only for the past decade. The city
had 12.97 inches, breaking the previous record of 5.98 inches set. in
1987,

Murray Ledger & Times
WE GUARANTEE TO WE A UM ER G

PRICE
4

FOR SALE
. NEW PROPANE GAS TANKS

Why pay' rent and more- per gallon Tor
gas when you can own your tank and
buy from us at a GUARANTEED LOWER PRICE.
00001:10000000000E3CIEDDEICaDODLlii

Lake

Region Propane Gas
Hwy. 80 East, Hardin. kV
(1) 354-8011

.

. ...._

1

Now is the time! , CP CEA°
If you have been considering going to college, make a
new year's resolution now. We have many services, at the
Center for Continuing Education/Academic Outreach, to
help overcomiobstacles'that niay have interfetred with
you continuing your education.

14 CARAT* $499
1 41 CARAT'$499
LIGHTNING BOLT I
WATERFALL I

You 17(re nothing to lose and everything to gain.

010
4"
44
j_4

ANNIVERSARY$199
BAND
pri•

Tit/90s have begun as a challenging decade.
Isil5iw is the time to face the challenge!!
Get in touch with us today.

1/4 CARAT* $ium
11
CLUSTER

For more information on adult oriented services,
telephone 1-800-669-7654 outside Calloway County
or 762-4150.

"The Diamond Price Leader"

WIDE BAND$199
CLUSTER
..T0Tea WEIGH,OF DIAMONDS

Murray State University is an
equal education and employment instituhon.

JEWELERS
Chweinut Hills Shopping Cankrr
Murray
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But one leading military an.: .
said he didn't think Israel's 1:
tary was ready.

Roy's Discount Pharmacy

114‘"iimilallINI$14{1011kWilleM"‘
,
"

• V.'

• "Saddam 'Hussein knows that if
he will try to 'attack israel we shah
strike hack," Prime Minister Yitzhak Shamir said in a speech to
Canadian Jewish leaders, broadcast
by Arnry radio.

said in a speecti over Israel radio
that Saddam would face a "very
painful" Israeli retaliataiii if he
made good on his threats to -attack

Edelstein says changing calendar
would be better for everyone

troops was an effort to boost their
IN SOUTHWESTERN SAUDI
Vice President - fighttng--s-ptrit tf1 -the-fate of -whatARABIA (AP)
many said has beconle, a long, borDan Quiyle on Tuesday stressed
ing. wait.
battle-readiness as he met with
STAMFORD. 'Conn. (AP) --"Everybody ready?" he asked
U.S. pilots and sailors whose new
.,Stewart I. Edelstein says everyone
group of fighter -pilots aboard the "sliould have a three-day weekend
year holds the prospect of war.
aircraft' carrier USS John F. Ken- -7-twice a month and 29 holidays a"Happy New Year,." he told the
nedy. "Yes sir," they replied. - year. and to get that all we have to
troops. "Last .year, 1990, Saddam
Waller, asked what the vice pres- do is change the - calendar to make ;
Hussein invaded Kuwait. This year,
ident accomplished during his tour, every „month 28 days long.
1991, Saddam Hussein will leave
praised Quayle for being " absoKuwait.‘'
The 'current calendar should
lutely superb in bringing the mes- revised hy the next millennium,
'We are ready, willing and able
sage... that they are loyed•and sup- which beginc in the year 2001, says
to do - what needs to be done."
Quayle told a..group from the 48th
Edelstein, 42. a lawyer from
ported at home."
Tactical, Fighter Wing Provisional
"My job and my mission is to Southport.
at their desert base.
"The calendar is an arbitrary
express the American people's graAfter two days of touring mill- -titude" -try tticirnotxs7Qtrayle said. clustering of days," he said. "It's
tau. sites on full war footing.
He told them the whole world a human invention. ... There's no
_Ouayle sought to dispel any doubts
to have ,28 days_ in one
will
be grateful" if they are asked
treated by the earlier statements of to undertake the mission of expell-. rn
I days in another
a top commander that the troops ing Iraq from ,Xuwa-it. "You :!re
\‘'' • sense does that
would not be _fully ready for battle
our heroe„c,."..
by Jan. 15, the United NationS -deadline for Iraq to end its occupation of Kuwait.
"Believe me... everything is
'reconciled." Quayle said when a
reporter asked him about the Dec.
19 remarks of Lt. Gen. Calvin All.
Waller, who accompanied Quayle
Frances Drake
on his tour.
JANIARY 3, 1991
fOr what"The troops are ready
A
v..ave _length now. The exchange of
ever decision the president ARIES
nimantic -sentiments is favored. Will
makes." Quayle said, receiving a (Mar 21- to Apr. 19)
powvr won't work effectively. but
Business and pleasure flux • to your
hearty "yes sir" of approval from
a few dozen Air Force personnel advantage nriw Enpiyment tr )(lay common sense brings you gains
.ho clustered around the vice_pres- coriM•ti thiliUgh a hobby , ricmeiital SAGITTARR.,s
Nov.22 to Dec 211
interests. There's some ti7.edtii watch
:dent and reporters.
It should be a good money making
at present expenditures
.Quayl; declined- to say what he
day for you Enjoyment comes
TAURUS
war,
of
likelihood
thought was the
through mental pursuits and cultural
(Apr. 20 to May 20)
but it was clear his message to-the
Travel 'and romance go together interests You may he too (lack to

meat on
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Army reservists
travel to base
for trainging
before shipping
to Persian Gulf

Disaster preparedness

FOOD STORES

Open .Mon.-Thurs. a Sat. 9:00-700, Fri 9:00-8-00, Sun 12.00-6 00
12th St at Storey Ay*.
We Accept Food Stomps

Coke
12 Pk. Can Products

$299
Coke

Prairie Farms

Skim, Weight Watcher's
& Chocolate Milk
1/2 Gallon

2 Liter Products

09

SAN DIEGO (AP) — Ahput 4(10
Amy reservists who staff axombat
support- hospital are spending Nev..
Year's Day travelih
.g to a base
where they'll-prepare for deploy
ment ih the Middle East.'
Doctors, nurses.. technicians and
other members of the 119th Evacuation Hospital were scheduled to
lca'e -San Diego--arly.-4434ay 10:
Fort Ord outside Monterey, abou:
Miles northwest. "All the reset
vists are California residents.,
• The unit 0Nratcs a transport•
able, -too b1/4:d hospital Where p.roce
dures. from open-heart surgery to
denial care can he _performed in an
Regional ( oordinator Koh Carrico ilefti of State - Dm-Ater anti-- environmentall‘ controlled. inflatLmergencv SerciteCTDES1 and ObtructurtharlrirDoc- Dixon olthe
Southwest Jefferson Counts He'd Urtsss diapler iihserse a (from left)
A •:11‘
;irc not.discim7
of
tallos‘as Counts
solunteer Janet! %%ells
Lyon ( i,untb determine food and .ssater requirements for a, disaster
Red truss,
shelter population. The group as among seseral
:„,„•
ek;:c,"
church and school officials participating in a recent "Basic Shelter
h in : I •arltlAry. I he t
Management" course in Marshall Ciount‘. Sponsored b% the Marshall
1:.ts sit :1 Lill. 15
Count? DES in conjunction with the Marshall ('ountb hapter of the
J o,
.
i„
• ;
1merican Red Cross and the North Marshall Junior Digh School. the
day-long training Nac organi/ed as-an initial attempt to deal with a
'zmn.rtia; s
perevi‘ed 'shortage of trained shelter • management personnel in -the
region.

nO

Savings and loan regulators hurt taxpayers
I i IN(;

Ft.',4.era:
',;ke!N
Lon:petinvestors,dur-

t'cgu:ators

'

Russet

S

Irao,
07;".
h) I reastrr\,
N:L1"01,rs F. Brady, ansi Co 'Jtj
ani Senate hanking conflut-

1,-1115i1-

Potatoes
f

t)Atte7s

Ihe rt,•piirt
rit taenirs u:si,te
try: ttljt
the
\

I 9$05

:

Big Buy
:eCfo*ur-N,;
the S&L
A4ust, 19ro, LaN
. itht

dcais u.in,tat:tcd
.
ards Southv.est Plan, in v-nia
failed S&Ls la Texas were comins!!!
"
--"o .7 c

and
in en pa,Kage, or thr

FILM DEVELOPING SALE
SECOND SET
Chicken
Livers
Lb

Bag

Whole Kernel
or Cream Style

1672 oz.

ID

f

Ralston Saltine

Crackers

PRINTS

JANUARY 1 JANUARY 6, 1991

El

Chili Hot
Beans

OF

49

12 exp.

Receive
24 Prinis

15 exp

24 exp

36 exp

2.99 4.99 7.49
Receive
30 Print.

Receive
4O, Prints

Bring all your holiday pictures
to Reliable Drugs!
Applies to 3/
1
2 glossy print from 35.rnm . frame)
disc 110 or 126 C-41 process develop and pr-int orders only!'
See details in store

tab
e DRUGS
.••=1111111111..
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HOMES FOR AMERICANS

hput 400
combat
ing New
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deplo%

Decorate your home cheaply with folk art
In these times when a single can
vas is auctioned for millions. Charles and Janice Rosenak are proving
it's possible to collect art that
doesn't exact a king's ransom.
As Washington D.C. lawyers in
1973, they started buying works by
-living folk artists. 'It was an area
most serious collectors sidestepped.
Today, they have more than
5,000 pieces and' a house. in
Tesuque, N.M., built- to display
them. They've also written a book,
''Museum of American Folk Art
Encyclopedia of Twentieth Century
American Folk Art and Artists"
(Abbeville Press, S'15), which has'
biographies of 257 folk artists.
In addition, 86 objects in their
collection are on display through
March 10 at the Museum of Amen can Folk Art in New York City.
The exhibit will move on w
museums in New Britain, Corm.;
Laguna Beach, Calif.; St. Louis,
Abilene, Texas: Tampa. Ma.. and
Savannah, Ga., -over the next two
years.
- At least 50 dealers now specialize in contemporary folk art. Gallery directors are eager to find ne•.\
artists, an critics talk knov,
lcdgeably of some of the. artists ft.
Rosenaks discovered. In the 1')
they knew of only _Ivve de:1 •
Phyllis Kind • in Chicago an.

tans
•
h Evacuduled to
_Way lot

y, about
he res..

ft: ilatti

rgery to
led in ,rn

kclosing
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.nately pay for their work
•
hes- Roscriaks collected
porary art "Until the lai.e-P460,
they tired of it. 1 hes u ere ITT ;
ei V. ii 19th .4.' -:1',
out
((ilk art. but it
price range.- Nlany expert,
then) alere v.Ss ri Tore f
because the mass in,..1!si ha!
..0re
1 impossible
to exist.
was
"Orr- who - dixin

,
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Mu.

\r'. r:cd,
Ament.an I
Posena;. He S',aiLt 01. worl,
Hit would he ver‘ !lard to
• "We decided hi- look for
'CL alk Rosenak.
itlyssey that mer the pa,, ! •
is taken them to
'nountain villages. tug ,
; risons, mental in •:
Indian rowrvation

"Many have a missionary zeal

and believe that their purpose in
at-Nevi:merit with
st: I taaght artists 'making art is to reveal, teach or
preach." says Cate.
1 I- fig acceptance in
Several years ago. lie R:,senaks
modern af t
commissione.d ar,.hitect Hugh
Newell Jacobsen hi doign a. house
lie di crsity tO the works
acconimodate
10
22
African
tr.fuding
The small !iou,.e merlooking the
Americans
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Tips and hints to help
make sure whatever you
I are gluing really sticks

LAMA
20°•stcara

..M111•111

a

A FEATURE OF THIS SPLIT RA,NC:111 house is that the lower level is divided_
Into three distinct spaces: habitable area, utility area anti garage. The entrance foyer
leads directly to are upper and lower levels. Plan HA I 454Y has 1,545 square feet on
the upper level and 690 on the lower. For More information write --enclosing a
stamped,self-addressed envelope — to York 4Schenke,585 Stewart Ave.,Garden
City. NY 11530.

Professional wallpaper
installation requires wall
preparation, layout skills
it.

By POPULAR MECHANICS
For AP Nowslostur•s
A professional looking wallpaper
installation first requires preparing
the walls and then using proper
layout technique. Here's an outline

•

ID
ID

of the serious part of the job -pasting up the paper itself.
If you're using pre-pasted wallcovering, use an inexpensive plastic- container called a water box or
trough. Fill this about half-full with
warm water and place it on a plastic garbage bag covered by old
towels to blot up spilled water. Let
the strips of paper soak for the
amount of time specified by its
manufacturer (usually- less than a
minute). Keep the paper rolled
loosely from bottom to top and
rotate it .in the water.
Fellow the manufacturer's
advice for wallpaper that requires
adhesive. A vinyl paste is usually a
good choice because it resists mildew. If you had a mildew problem
in the room, buy a mildewcidc
additive and mix it in the paste.
Smooth the paste onto the paper's back with a paint roller or
wallpaper brush. Spread the paste
evenly, including the edges. To
keep the paste from getting over
everything, fold the-pasted side of
the paper back on itself. This also
prevents the adhesive from drying
out. Work ahead and paste up a
couple of strips so one strip can
soak while you work with the
other.
Wait at least 5 minutes after
brushing adhesive onto a strip of

wallpaper for it to set, or "wet
out' as it's called, before you hang
it. Wallpaper expands when you
wet it and contracts as it dries, so
this wetting out lets it reach its
maximum expansion and prevents
bubbles from forming behind the
paper once it's hung.
Have your ladder in place and
your tools at hand before bringing
the folded and pasted strip to your
starting point. Unfold the top sec•

Don and position the strip so it
lines up with the plumb line. Don't
forget that you allowed for an extra
2 inches at the top of the piece.
- Hold the top in place and unfold
the pasted bottom section so it
drops to the floor. Work your way
_down the strip checking alignment
with the plumb line.
Press the strip firmly against the
wall. Work out the center of the
strip using a brush or sponge to
push air bubbles or wrinkles to the
edges. If you are very careful, you
can use a broad knife (a 6-inchwide scraper, also called a flat
knife).to do this also. Wipe off
excess glue that oozes out of the
edge of the strip.
Hang the next strip and align the
pattern by eye or with a level. Use
a seam roller-to -press the edge in
place and again after each strip is
hung to prevent the seams from

opening.
Trim the paper at the top and
bottom after you'vehung several
strips. This is best done using a

bread knife and a razor knife. Press
the knife into the corner where the
wall meets the ceiling, and draw
the razor along it. Move the knife
over as the razor reaches its end,
then repeat the cut. Trim the paper
at the floor the same way.
You have to negotiate around
doors, windows, cabinets and other
projections. To get the paper to lie
flat next to these protrusions,'use a
pair of small pointed scissors or a
razor to make relief cuts.
We'll use a window frame as an
example. Carefully align the strip
so it's plumb and the pattern
matches the piece next to it.
Smooth out the paper as much as
possible. Make a 45-degree relief
cut starting at the corner of the
window trim, extending into the
waste paper.
Then finish smoothing the paper,
and work out remaining wrinkles
and air bubbltrs. Trim the paper
flush against the edge of the opening the same way you trimmed up
against the ceiling.

.1.
. • I 1.

.

By READER'S DIGEST
For AP Pilowsteatures

If you're about to spread glue
a joint's surface, stop!
Here are some hints and tips to
help make whatever you're glutn,g_.
really stick.
CAUTION: Some Nile fumes are
dangerous. Always work in a IA ellventilated area, never pear' open
flame. Instant glues bond to the
skin; wear rubber gloves, and never
point a glue tube toward your face.

rf .
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— Almost anything that fits

together can be glued, hut glue is
no substitute for a well-made joint:
No glue will hold pieces that don't
fit together snugly.
— Do a dry run v,ithout glue. II
you are working with an instant
glue that sets quickly,-practice putting the pieces together in the allotted time given on the glue's label.
— Most „wood glues require
Clamping for several- hours, but the
time it takes fora particular glue to
cure varies; check the glue's label.
Contact cement bonds instantly,
but no adjustment is possible once
contact has been made.
— There are several types of
clamps. C-clamps are the mist
popular. ,But adjustable hand screws, spring clamps, band clamps
and pipe clamps are useful in some--situations. Ask your local hardCvare

dealer for advice as to the best
clamp to use for your specific
project.
If you are using C-clamps, and
they arc ,too small for the job, use
two clamps. Place the stationary
jaws of two clamps against 'one
another to form an S. then tighten
the screws onto the work.
Two C-clamps and a length of
braided wire can be used to make a
clamp of any capacity. Loop the
ends of the cable, around the stationary jaws of the clamps, twist
the ends together, then tighten the
adjustable screw pads around the
work.
If you don't have these -clamps,
you can use old wooden thread
spools. Find a bolt long and narrow
enough to fit through two spools
and the workpiece. Then insert the
bolt through the spool holes, and
tighten a wing nut to pull the spool
"jaws" snugly against your
workpiece.
You may also be able to improvise with a tourniquet. Wrap twine

twice around the piece being glued
and tie it. On both sides of the
piece, insert wooden pegs (broken
pencils will doY between the two
strands of twine. Exert pressure by
winding the twine with the pegs,
alternating sides to keep the pressure even. Practice using them during the dry run.
— Try to glue on a dry day.
Humidity may weaken the glue and
might also affect the material
you're gluing.
— To keep from marring surfaces, tape pieces of cardboard or

•

Propane Torch
Ice Melt
Snow 'Shovels
Heat Tape
Heat Bulbs
Omni 105

Complete
Line of
Ashley
Wood Heaters,
Wood Stoves
and Furnaces

While Supplies
Last

Electric Heaters
Several Different Models

From 1500-4800 Watts

110, 220 Fan Forced
& Radiant Ceramic

Kerosene Heaters

153-3361
208 E. Main
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Mississippiiisland created by sunken riverboat 120 years ago
KENTUCKY _
BACKROADS

YN‘

By Berry
Craig
•

•
V

vo•
_

COLUNIBUS,...Ky. (AP) — It's
the
been more thin-111.1-5,6iii
steamer Dan_ Able burned and sank
in' the MississipPi River just below
this histOric old river town.
You can't miss the spot. It's
. marked bs• a' 1,600-acre island that
wasn't there when the riverbOa.,
went down in. 1810._
- "It may sound unbelievable.,
it's Iliac," said Lucille-Owings.,.in
unofficial Columbus historia7.
'What ue aU the kli..4dle Bar •

arc preserved at ColumbusBelmont State Park.
The bar is .visible from the park.
Which is located atop high bluffs

steetched a huge anchor chein
•across the river to block Yankee
warships. The anchor.. a short WCDOTI of chain and Rebel earthworks

overlooking tbe nearly mile-wide
river.

The 240-foot Able transported
passengers and freight between

glory, according to the August 4.
1870, issue of the Columbus DI patch. Flatus and smoke were sH.
He miles from the river.

railheads at Columbus and nearby
Cairo. Ill., at the confluence ot- the
Mississippi and Ohio rivers.
The .boat sank in a blare of

Hours:
Mon.-Thurs. 8-7
Fri. & Sat. 8-8

1141[
1

Prices pood
Jan. 2 thru

-

F-€.€.431

1407 Main
'Phone 753-4682

9a,exd 704are

11irk1
Deli Hot Line
753-7811

7pteuest gexad 70,ffed
Food Stamps - We lieserv• Th• Right To limit Quantities

We Do Custom Bar-B-Q Turkeys, Hams & Shoulders
SDA Gr.3de

Frying Chicken

Whole Fryers

Leg Quarters

49'

Country Style

Extra Leon

Ground
Round
Si 99

4 (Sliced Into Chops)

Oscar Mayer

Spare
Ribs
S1 79

Bacon
$ 1 99

Pork Loin
1 69

39!

Center Cut

Pork Chops
Double Q
Pink 14 7 oz

99

Salmon
$ 1 89

Sparkle
Single Roll

Libby s CS
r WK Golder
17 oz

Paper
Towels

`
39

69c

Corn

RC, Diet RC,
Sundrop, Diet Rite

$169

8 Pk 16 Oz

94;K

12 pk. cans $299
Diet Pepsi, Mt. Dew,
:e' Mt. Dew, IX Pepper

2 Liter

;made Yellow Cling

Dietrich makes
rare public appeal
to save st uclio

ss-nere she !limed
tr:e
fhtle than 60 -year-''Biue
ago.
sa- 11 in 3
Dietrich.
Year's Eve tel.'
. • v.T.,•
Germar.'.
had '•0of her
DEFA F•
r.
that_they right.y ueserve.
from her
•
DEFA
as the Universal him
Dietrich began her career i
Lang filmed his claw.c •-•!sletropoat the huge studio complex\
located in the s'rna1 .towr ofl
Babelsberg outside fferlin:
. Babelsberg became part of (.
munist East Germany and the
dio renamed DEFA. became an
outlet for forgettable movies 'with
socialist . themes. .
'Now that Germany has united.
under democriacy. DEFA must yentistkinto the private market without
gov?rnment subsidies. It had 2.400
emplOyees but the; studio plans
trim. employee -rolls. to 800.

r

Pepsi, Diet Pepsi, Mt. Dew.
Diet Mt. Dew, Dr. Pepper

Corn Meal Mix
Murray Civitans
to meet Jan. 3

I •

89'
89'

Sunflower Corn or Veg.

Wesson Oil
Grape Jelly

Golden Wheat

Ortega 16 ct

Mac. & Cheese

00

Macaroni

4/$100

Green Beans

119

rrlarnette

.ickers 2 Lb.

Peaches /2 or Slices 29 oz.
Spaghetti Sauce 2 c.79'
Pro re Farr7.1 Si 99
2% Milk
4/s

48

RC. Diet RC, Sundrop,
2
12 -pk. cans $99
Diet Rite
7 oz
Stokely Fr Style or Cut 1/A

Hawaiian ,

4

Punch
Ronco Reg. or Thin

14.5 Oz. V
6c.)rdens Creamora

Spaghetti

Coffee Creamer

12 oz

Kitchen Kre

Taco Shells

Blackeye

eas

15 oz

elt
Eggs

Alpine Lace

Rolls

Swiss

Cheese

16 oz

959

3/99'

k

Ecknch
All Meat

Dole
Golden Ripe

3 Lb Bog
Washington Red Del

3 Lb. Bag
Yellow

Bologna

Bananas

Apples

59c

31

69'

$429

en's Best
ney

Errige
American

Owens Best

5 Lb Idaho

Cheese

BBQ Chicken

Potatoes

239

1

59

Onions

•

Baked Ham

289

$

$489

•

Snow White
8 oz

Seedless
White

Mushrooms

Grapes

$219 99' 99'

$

_

1 69
t -_,

-sr

•
•er,;‘-`4-4441110).-.1kats
:
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Imbus Disc were visl
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Wray Ledger & Times
Chprch Members schedule next
service at local home after fire

New lieutenants

. 8-7
8-8

Richard E. Palme,r, a senior criminal justice major at Murray State
University and a newly-appointed officer in the U.S. Army Reserxes,
is having his 2nd Lt. Bars pinned by his parents? Mr. and Mrs.
Edward Palmer, of Murray. 2nd Lt. Palmer received his commission
in ceremonies held recently at the UniserSity. Obtaining his appointment through the university's Reserve Officers' Training Corps
(ROTC) program, 2nd Lt. Palmer will be assigned to the Individual
Ready Reserve while completing requirementS to hisbaccalaureate
degree, which he will receive in May, 1992. Durink his ROTC career,
2nd Lt. Palmer was a member of the Color Guard and Rangersrtel
was the Pershing Rifle Compahy Commander. ye earned the awards
of Academic Achievement- and Outstanding" tolor Guard.
.
•

arS

1r DS)

59

V. Nicholas Goodman, a senior criminal justice major at Murray
State University and a newly-appointed officer in the U.S. Army
Reserves, is having his 2nd Lt. Bars pinned by (left to right) his
mother, Virginia Langford, and his grandmother, 011ie Langford,
both of Mayfiekl. 2nd Lt. Goiklman received his commission in ceremonies held recently at the university. Obtaining his appointment
through the university's Reserve Officers' ,Training Corps (ROTC)
program, 2nd Lt. Goodman will be assigned to the Individual Ready
_Reserve while completing requirements for-his baccalaureate degree,
which he will receive'in December, 1991. During his. ROTC career,
2nd Lt. Goodman was the Cadet Battalion Supply and Logistics Officers and the Battalion- Commander. He earned ihe awards of Parachutist - Badge and' Scholastic Achievement.

The
HICKMAN. Ky. (AP)
First Church of God will -meet for
the first time in 1991 in a member's-home after its church, one of
the oldest' in Hickman, was
destroyed by fire.
A city patrolman reported the
fire in die 70-year-old, two-story -brick Church at • 1.39 a.m. CST
Monday. A police dispatcher said
The city fire department was on the
scene until 7154 a.m. The Cayce
Fjre Department also responded.
The congregation, which averages 'about: 65 in attendance on
Sunday mornings, will meet lob%
•
.n,a member's. home for •

service.

—"At that point., well look at our
options of were we can meet temporarily, whether- it might be in
another church in .Hickman or
another building' that's not ift ust.'
on Sunday'. the Rev. Greg Bisf,
Btsh said he expected the membership to con-struct a new building
'hut we' 1 have to get out of shock
Bish said-he thought the fire rri:ly
ha,,e started in the area ,of
arld a nurserv".on the !
h•,,1
!•/14 e,"-k.!
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James U. Burr, a senior majoring in Safety Engineering and Health at
.Murray State Unixersity, and a newly-appointed officer in the U.S.
—Army Reserves, is Inning his 2nd Lt. Bars pinned by his parents, Mr.
and NIfS:lames Burr, of Paducah. 2nd It. Burr received his commisSion in ceremonies held recently at the university.'Obtaining his
appointment through the university's Reserve Officers' Training
, Corps(ROTC) program., 2nd It. Burr will be assigned to the Individual Ready Reserxe while completing requirements for his baccalaureate degree, which he will receive in May, 1991r During his ROTC
career, 2nd It. Burr was the K Company Executiye Officer, Cadet
Battalion Assistant Legistics Officer, and..earned the ROTC Sportsmanship Award, -

Craig A. little, a senior manufacturing engineering technology major
at Murray State University and a newly-appointed officer in the, U.S.
Army Reserves, is having
I.t. Bars pinned by his -parents.. Mr.
and 'Mrs. Ronald Little, or NIcLeanshoro, Ill. Obtaining his appointment 'through the university's Reserse Officers' Training Corps
(ROTC)- program, 2nd It. Little wiltfie assigned to the 911th Engineering Company of the Tennes„we National Guard, located at Union
City, He will drill with the unit one weekend per nionth while completing requirements for .his baccalaureate degree, which he will
receive in December, 1991... During his ROTC career, 2nd Lt.'Little
was the B Company Platoon -Leader, B. Company Commander, and
Cadet Battalion Executive Officer. Ile earned the awards of Air
Assault Badge, Academic ‘chievement and Distinguished Military
Student.

N/locler,

•
science and tu(.' •
knowledge. and t!' • recommend treatment; tcr çiatent
Science helps Kent
healthier, more product, .r.
'
Murphy Green. MD.
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We Reserve The
Right To Limit
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623 South 4th

759-1144
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Cheer

Laundry Detergent

20 Lb.

•

Bag
Stokley

Folger's

Crackers

Catsup

Coffee
28 oz.
Plastic
Bottle

Box

ns

21 Oz.
Can

Sunshine Reg. or Unsalted

1 Lb.

lag

39 Oz
Box

Pepsi, Diet Pepsi
or Mt. Dew

39 Oz.
Can

2 Liter
Bottle

0
Kelly

Hot Tamales
—

15 oz. can
Paramount

Sunshine Hi-Ho

hili w/Bers

Crackers

Yellow

Onions
3 Lb.
Bag

aSS

es

Duncan Hines

Washington State Red or Yellow

Cake Mix

Apples

69

148"..

Lb

,•
'

Potatoes
10 Lb. Bag

i$139
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Louisville's 'new kids'clobber Crimson Tide

Sports Writer

n•

Mirirray Ledger & Times

ta-king over the pYogram in 1985, it was a -giant step- in the
ultimate quest of winning a 'national championship. •
"I caid before At! .played tOday that coming to This bowl
V.'a a quantum leap for this program," he said "Winning as
big as we did was another quantum leap." Alabama linebacker John Sullins shdwed due respect after
the sound whippin_g_of his_defense_unit thitrankedthird in the
nation in total defense. "The Way- they- we putting them up there." he said of
Louisville's 25..poinis_in the first quarter, •'1 don't know why
they'd he left 'out."
La. Al
IQ
; me
26
Louisville's first-quarter Mitt included Nagle's 70-yard Ti)
Avir11 tii-di
/9.3'n 'P111411
,
4511
9
14
to...Lairell Warsnlwo fumble_re.,:overies tone for a tduch,
pass
Rat..,n Ys
ST
53downity cornerback- Ray .Buchanan. the game's defensive
.:.rrp A:r at
21343 12.152
P,..."
II 4:
MVP,- and an interception by 1N'illiatn Blackford that led, to
..t..
3I
3•
P••
'7, V
:',
/ a:
'7T-yard touchdown pass to Anthony Cummings.
Nagle's
I' 54
26 Dr
"They had one of the best defensive lines we 'faced all sea...•, s'•• s, s
son," -said'
vent thrwn four times. in
• at,,- 46 Dew.
Louisville's reeord-setting .eight sacks,
e.
2. Wars
et
J ritOte•
Louisville waS" making only its fourth postseason appear2:
- •
t-a
ance, and the first sine,: losing to Louisiana Tech 21-14 in the
Ertor
1977 Independence Bowl. And the shool suffered nine con—
• ,• '
• •isw.l. 4 -.-vs 15;
'13 1 453.
secutive- losing seasons until finishiq' 8-1 in 1-9g8-.--.
". 3 :. Wals 2 C 3 oPlItyl
'W.e took this game for everything it was worth'.' Nagle
• ' ' A.atafra.
^•;61vQ116
at xdtc 2
014sr
said. "It was a great !ninth.: to Inc cooches for getting us
t .
""
....+-Sto
V •
fused.''
tor •
Browning Nagle set a Fiesta Bowl
)
Schnellenberger said lie n.:d his---41ayets 1014ow the plan he
. es
c• • • •
1 • N.
.
, •;
and school record with 451 pass- employ:4;d when Miami won the 19S3 national title by. beating
ass. 2 35 ...a...s!c^
ing yards against Alabama.
Nebraska 31-30 in the. (honge Bowl:
glad the b-lueprim still works.- he said. "We pre- .
necuase we have. not been able to score a lot thiseseason." pared exceptionally welllor this game and worked very' hard
For Louisville-coach Howard. Schnellenberg_er, who has suf- • in. pract-ice You •co:.l•1
ho-A
;,or
fered
.
............. losses, and some humilakions• since

By MIKE EMBRY
Associated IrIs. Sports Writer

By The Associated Press
•

a

••--L

TEMPE, riz. — Billing itself as "College Football's New
Kids on the lock," Louisville May have recorded the biggest
hit in the Fiesta Bowl. _
Louisville, ranked No. IS but with little respect around the
country. defeated No. 25 Alabama 34-7 in the Fiesta Bowl on
Tuesday.
"It show we're on the rise and we have arrived," said
Louisville quarterback Browning Nagle who orcheFated the
victory by completing 20 of'33 passes for a Fiesta-record 451
lards and three touchdowns. in_being named the offensive
_player of the game.
"They played probably their best game of the season, and I
feel that we played.one of our worst games this year." Alabama quarterback Gary Hollingsworth-said "Lduisville played
- well on the day the had :to."
_Nagle said he felt Louisville was On a mission after altamding a dinner for the teams earlier in the week.
honestly don't _think the took us seriously"."
sa.d
"At the steak In. tney_iookcj relaxed. We were a io: more
.

LONG BEACH. Calif_ (AP)
— •To his players at Long Beach State, deorge AHen was
an idol who transformed-their
ragtag- football team into a
winner.
His sudden death left them
.stunned but confident his legacy
of excellence would survive. ----The 72-year-old Allen. former
coach of the Los Angeles Rams
and Washington Redskins, came
out of retirement to reorganize
the struggling Forty-timers and
in 1990 gave, them their first
winning season since. 1986:
"He was for us. He was an
idol to me," Long Beach quarterback- Todd Studer said Tuesday. "Words really don't work
at a time like this."
Allen died of natural causes
at his home Monday. The specific cause of his death had not-been determined.' said his son.
Bruce Allen. •
President Bush was among
those paying tribute, .
"He touched many lives in a •
profound way and for - six
decades Was a leader ift the-sport. Our nation will miss
him." spokesman Marlin
Fitzwater Said in a silt-pent
issued on behalf of the
president_
"George was, the type of guy•
you felt would go on forever."
former 'Dallas Cowboys Coach
Tom Landry told CBS Sports
during Pralftimel of the Cotton
bow,.
•
•
• •
•'Our risalry •between 'ashington and Dines — even . •
though we were great enemies we were always great friends.
Anytime -you lined up across
The field from George Allen
you knew you 'were - in for a
great ballgame because he--did
:;:s homework."'
•
Landry said Allen's tumaroundoof the Long Beach prog%ill was remarkable.
"He, was just 110 percent
football-committed. His life was
football,• every minute of it."
Landry said.
. •
...VIM Saw: last week that he
---- hadn't been completely - healthy
since his players drenched him
•with ice water to celebrate a
season-ending victory over
1..- NLV on „Nov. 17. •
.Funeral arrangements were
pending, his son said.
Four ornes._tke NFL's coach
of the year, Allen mide a
ca-reer of turning losers into
winners. •
• '
He was the winningest coach
in teer. h:story for both the
Los Ang-eles Rams and the
Washihgton Redskins. He was
49-17-4, a .742 percentage, with
I.os ,Angeles, and 67-30-1...691.
with Washington. He left the
NFL in 1977 with a 116-47-5, •
71.2, career record. It was the
league's third best among
'coaches with 100 or more
victories.
His year at Long Beach was
vintage Allen. He took a Forty-No.1er team that was 4-8 in
1989 and guided it to a 6-5
record.
Allen's g:ft was the ability to
inspire players to- believe they
could play well against any opponent and win, players said.
"'Everybody learned • a lot
from him. J think a lot of that
will be transferred to next season." placelocker Sean Cheevers
said ''He l totally mcitivated you.
You were always. prepared for
the games. I always thought we
stood a chance no matter who
we were playing." Chetivers-said Allen's legacy
will -WleVerely tested. Long
Beach, will play eight .away
games this fall against opponents that include_ Miami and
Arizona.
"What the hell can you
say?" -linebacker Nick .Pannsso
said of Allen's death. "It's
devastating.' The guy has. done a
\ • tremendous lot of things for
\ me. He always told us that if
vike do the best we can, we'll
always be winners."
As he had done throughoul
his five earlier decades of
coaching on the college or pro
level. Allen consistently put in
12-hour days and seven-day
weeks.
"It's definitely a loss, not
only for fOotball, but to true
dedication. He-'. was the coach of
coaches." said associate head
coach Harvey Hyde.
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- You have 24.Seniors out there playing,Their last gene. We
wanted to perform well On national television.. and cve sure
did. I just don't think Alabama was serious about the game."
Alabama center. Roger Schu::1 didn't disagree •
I guess they wanted it more %tan we did because they
went out and. did - their business and we didn't.- he said.
Alabama's practices on the two days leading:up to the game
had coach Gene Stallings concerned._
•
'1 ttought we. would struggle today:
:
:' he saki: "A'hen we
got- behind -'"-big d'unng the first- acter Ias concerned

Aft

•

A
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Squeezing the Orange
Colorado's narrow win may be enough for championship
By BARRY WILNER
Associated Pres! Spors Writer
On a New .Year's Day of •
one play in one LIU-hanger mignt
mate .-al! the difference for - the•
nationa) championship.
While No.
No.-- Georgia Tech and
No. 4 Miami made strong claims to
the title Tuesday with lopsided victories. top-ranked Colorado barely
squeend past-No. 5 Notre Dame
10-9. That Orange Bowl win. ,was
secured thanks greatly to a clipping
penalty in the final minute tha:
negated' a 91 -yard punt return for a
touchdown by Ragrith Ismail.
-Was Colorado's narrow victorY

35-3 in the Gator BOA
-1n:if's Inc way I feel.- COlor-.
. The rest of the first day of 1991
ado coach Bill McCartney said. "I- was one-sided.
•h.nk. historically if you play
Georgia Tech swamped No. 19
:earn as worthy as Noire Dame and
Nebraska 45-21.in the Citrus Bowl.
\lion; routed No. 3 Texas 46-3 in
!t-)u • heat them..you:.shOuld hold
or ran:king-. Comparati.ve scores
ff:e Co:ton Bowl. No, 18 Louisville
mean nothing. If you look at 'see re:ated story, this page)
what ('olorado has thine all year,
'winner against No. 25 Alai- Fiesta Bowl.
the :ears we've beaten, we s.hi.),;d
rnamta,r: our ranking.'
Rose Bowl was all No. 8 I: woald have been easier if the -.1k an ; 2- g:on. even though the 46 34
FLY,1;oes had followed the lead of s,ore against No. 17 low-a was
Most of Tuesday's winners. --,;oscr than the nature- of the game.
ORANGE BOWL
No 1 Colorado 10. No -5 Notre Dam• 9'
Besides the. Orange Bowl's nailI h",......14,a4-1 of Fame Bowl went to
5*
E ee, s nce I Oed! Pa•ssoal *1--e
Inter. the Sugar Bowl was the ri-nly" Ni 4 Clemson. 30-0 over No. 16
• • •
"as
!*/ Cow,
. Colorado t 1'1 • 1
pqta,..esloe,e4
tra
ho
:
e
.np'at.op
Ca:hen :ttCe game. Al New Orleans,wrule No 12 Michigan 01 r Coe{ 're l',Sh ,9 Pn
No. .1-0 Tennessee edged Virginia romped past,.No. 15 Mississippi ' hooe 'Colorado 7ets " totre

i wo.,.ron't be upset tt
tAc• n. are very worthy::
13..7 -.1 oes rd. ed 5e
,
ncl second 51,
a1!er Oanafl Hagan r•,;7;
Or ttnee tn the first ha'
•
c;01
•
wonnmo score a
ty1, A/-e; can Erc Et.eneary,
• ,
th41
Carter
Va•', , OS ••::. ;..,•C Cot-ado punted - shoo.
f
.tro.re'Darres best weapon
app sped
•••- 5rx1yrr.: st,r•-a 'a;:. is
e
ad two tearnmwes
•• •
'"
/T.W.:4". he reteLee sgraed
• r cr• (.7,•eg Daras
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Road-weary Racers host Lions tonight
By DAVID RAMEY
..edge•A

•••s Lest Sports Editor

,__rs
A•
10 R
Racers •
the foartn. •ne
tonight toseason. W he: 1*
e
North A'„aharna attea;, 3(l p
Tonigh.: N L(17.1iN:
Alahama ranked NI : '.)•:, •
is the !Ina'. pre-OV(
the 10-4, Racers, and N1,..r7_
Steve Newton hopes MS'
sh.00ting touch that d •
Safordav's
c0 '

we've
. .

d

.

Morro' tips off OVC
day aftehnoon at 3 p.m.
.
T 00".

),.r team has improved in a lot
Freshman point guard-t
ore;:s.- Newton said. "Maybe we 6uinm .earned .plenty•
son:ething out in Kansas time in Kansas City as
1.
play ;.ng :rough adversity -forward Doug Gold.
,rning some mental
- "Cedric has deve;;
we thought he would."
s were as cold as, the
said. "And Doug Gold is
•
hemperatures (which
ly recovered from injury
,. as Murray shot
some depth on the .
: iigainst the Wildcats
Newton hopes the road
he final.
paying even more dividend; Sat.::
!here were several factors
day at 3 p.m.
ins 0.s-ed." Newton said. "We had a
"This is a trementhras otTortunito.:gli lime shooting the basketball,. ty to prepare for Austin l'eay...
54: Kansas State did a nice job of
New ton said. "All.f us are ::,itt"‘
oull.ng a body on us. We did shoot
to see- the end of our De,,..:n!„.r
the hall well- against South Alabaroad experience.. We w„.ttned to
ma in the first game, but the physi- face a strong p -conference sche-.If are of the second game hurt dule, and I have to be pleased .wHi
the way we progressed."

CITRUS BOWL
No. 2 0e01911 Tech 45, Nebraska 21
C,
F
•-e Y CAV Jackets f,ds-nd
f
04,s,on 1 as '• .
.';‘•raIC a P' 0
SI-•aarn Jones corro'k
•c
TO, 21-' ya•CS. trcludrict
s c, 22 0,1s0 E'r,re,t Merchant and 2
ya'r% 1.0 W a- Fie! Ard Belt, who had 127
,a-ds or IC ca,,.es scored touchdowns in the
!•,a' q..ane,
of 6 arid 57 yards
Tne v
*.34- ,^e svrn stratvat tor Tee,
h
r•Vfjd 11 0 1 — the 014 Oot

Coned on page 34),

Anderson's kick lifts sweaty Saints into playoffs
:.rst ever winning
mark, and their first play-off genie in
••
acknowledged, that'his clu.b had :struggled
asnieving its second pdstseason trip. _
-The biggest hurtle was our record-Ifter seven
games." he said. "When you're 2-5 that's a major
fforfle.to overcome to get into the playoffs.
, "I think No. 2 k was our quarterback situation."
. Veteran starter ,Bobby Hebert refused to return to
the Saints this season. With John Fourcade starting,
New Orleans went without a touchdown for nine quarters and lost.three of its first four.
The Saints traded for Steve Walsh from Dallas and.
made him the starter in the fifth game.
"It's such an important .position for your football team and we didn't play well there for the first couple
of .games." Mora said,
Mora said that although Walsh was learning, he has
been learning on the job' and.that's hard to do at that
position.
"Steve has done a.good job." Mora said. "It's
been tough becal;se of his" lack of experience hut he's
handled it extremely' well:"
. The Cleveland Browns are the only other team to
• qualify for the playoffs with an 8-8 record during a
non-strike season. They won the AFC Ceara' in 1985.
started thinking a few weeks ago 8-8 would
make it." Mora said. "I thought for sure 8-8 would
make. the playoffs because of what was happening.
There's only five teams in the NFC with winning
records.''.
- The -alarm Out oovisvere bad are noW•beticr. Mora
said, leaving a few gil'eat teams and a lot of good
teams. There are no bad learns in the NFC at all, Mora
said.
The Saint* head to Chicago with good defense, a
good kicking game. and On offense that's been able to
score points while struggling, Mora said.
• Free safety Gene Atkins tore the ligament in his left
thumb in the Rams game and had surgery on Tuesday,
Mora said. Atkins.-who had kickoff returns of 27, 50
New Orleans coach Jim Mora guided the Saints from a 2-5 start to an
and 28 yards; will play. but may ROI retign kicks on
8-8
record and a berth in the NFL playoffs this Sunday at Chicago.
Sunday. More said. •
.

By MARY FOSTER
assocao.a Pr•ss Write.

sta7., a

NEW ORLLANS. • • hor 15 games. 59 n- r.efes artz
58 seconds. the Ness`Oleans Saints sweated out their

season.

•

New Orleans. which massed the playoffs the last two years in spite of going 10-6 and 9-7. load up
:
the second playoff slot; in the team's 24-year histor
Monday _night when Morten Andersen hit a 24-yah
field goal with two seconds left in the game. It ga--:
the Saints- a 20-17 victory, over Los Angeles and an.
8-8 record.
"When you.start out- 2-5. nobody expects you to go
to the playoffs." Saints coach Jim Nlbra said on
"There were times this year when it didn't look
like we had Much of a chance: When you never reach
the last game of. the season, not many' people
500
expect you to make the playoffs. When }du accomplish something lik.t.: that, I think it's always a little
more satisfying...
The Saints (8-8) stayed alive in the race for the last
wild card when Dallas lost to Atlanta on Sunday. They
.had to beat the Rams to clinch. however.
New, Orleans jumped ahead 14-3 at the half,- but
struggled offensively in the second half.
Rams quarterback Jim Everett .nearly spoiled the
New Year's Eve party 'and the Saints playoff plans
when he tossed fourth quarter touchdowns to Willie
Anderson and Robert Delpino.
"This was how our season went." linebacker
Vaughn Johnson said. "We struggled. we fought. i:
*as tough — nothing came easy this- year."
With 1:19 left, the saints moved 49 yards in siN.
plays to set up Andersen's field goal. His first tryfrom 29 yards appeared to be blocked, but the Rams
were offsides on the play. giving Andersen another
shot from the 24.
It was good and New Orleans was headed to Chicago on Sunday to ment the Bears, champions of the
NFC Central.
"It feels great," wide receiver Eric Martin said.
"It's been a tough year, but now we're 0-0 again."
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20 Okianorna (e3) did not play
21 Southern Cal ill 41) lost No 22 Mch.gan Stale
17 16 in Ms John Hancock Elowi
• 22 Michigan Slate II 3 Ii boat No 71 Southern CM
17-16 in Me John Hancock Bowl
71 SoUthern Mississippi Ill 41 tor 10 llorM Catotrna
' State 31-27 in th• Ail Arnencan flow,
24 Oh.o Slats .7 4 1) lost to A•i loins 21 II in ins
liberty Boyd
25 Alabama (7 5) lost to NO 18 Louisville 34 7 ...I I'.
Fiesra Bowl Jan 1

College football
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;cd third in the

olorado's narrow win may be enough...
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Saturday, Dac a
California Bowl
.
Al Freon*, COIL
San Jos* Stall 48 Central Mchigan 24
• • • •
Saturday, Dec is
indepandenc• Bowl
At Shreveport, La
Louisiana Teich 34 Maryland 34 lb

Pro football

• • • •

-

'

Tumday, Dec 25
Blue Gray Ctassic
AMERICAN CONFERNCE
At Montgomery, Am
East
Btu. 17 C,a, 14
W '1
T Pct PP PA
Aloha Bowl
..
a
..
8u4tillk3
3 0 ,813 428 263
,..
13
Al Honolulu
y
Mani.
1 2 ••• 5 . 7.50 336 242
Syracuse 28. Anrona 0
inlarapobs
7
9 0
438 281 353
• • • •
NV Jr%
6 10 0 ,375 295 345
- Thursday, Dec. 27
1
New
IS
England
0
446
liberty Bowl
Central •
Al Memphis, Tenn
a
Cincinnati
9
563
7
360
0
352
Air Force 23. Ohio State 11
9
y..HoustOn
7 .0
563 405 307 .
• • • •
Pittsburgh
563
7
292
0
240
S
.
Friday, Doc 28
C,eveta ntl
' 3 11
0
188 228.462 All American Bowl
At Birmingham, Als
.
West
North Caroana State 31, Southey, MeruSSOP, 2,
•I LA Raiders
12 4 0
750 337 268
Blockbuster Bowl
y Kansas <Ay
11
5 0
688 369 257
At Mem,
•
Samna
9
7
0
563
306 266
Slate
17
Florida Siae 24 P•nn
San Doan°
6 10 0
375 315 281
. • . • •
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NATIONAL CONFERENCE
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AutoZone Specialty
Our Best Price
Batteries
EVERYDAY
Designed for late

Our Bost Price

9

AutoZone
5 Year Battery

88

model Ford and
GM cars
Group 65-875 CCA
Group 78 770 CCA

Up to 525 CIA and
100 reserve minutes

WITH

EXCH

WARRANIT

EVERYDAY

Our Best Battery

388EXCH

LIFETIME

WARRANTY

Our Best Price

EVERYDAY

Duralast Sub Zero
6 Year Battery
,
Up to 120 reserve rri,in6tes

148

WITH

LIFETIME

w.si.
iiv,
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JOHN HANCOCK BOWL
Michigan Slats 17 IJSC 16
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Nebraska 21
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Bowl/conference records
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Duralast Starters
American
and Import
All GM's come
with solenoid
Store stock Only
With exchange

New SKF
Water Pumps

Our Beet Price
EVERYDAY

For most vehicles
Store stook only
With exctiongs-^

2299
W499

Valucraff
Starters
Store stock Only
With exchange

Our Mali Pries
EVERYDAY

95

21

TO
53695

Valuc raft
Water Pumps

Our Oust Patc•
EVERYDAY

New
Fuel Pumps
vehicles'
For most
Stare stock on'y

One-Year Warranty
One-Year Warranty

Duralast
Alternators

Our Most it,c•
EVERYDAY

Our See Prio•
EVERYDAY

1688

New bear rIg and
seal Store stock only
With exchange,

ro
sill,

Electric
Fuel Pumps
Universal tit
ItEP12E, sEP42E

2r.
34
Osar Bost P•kre
EVERYDAY

Our Soul Price
EVERYDAY

Heater Cores2(299
For most vehicles
Store stock only

TO
GP sr 94

Our bust Pric•
EVERYDAY

Amer cars
ono import
Store
With

29

e„iccingi
stock
r, on

2EVE1
EVERYDAY
95

One Year Warrcinty Our Seat Price
Valucraft
Aftmaters

'0$6991

10

S
to
ith
reesxtchk
W
°cao
na
ne
ly

•-•77
•
,„.,.,,,,,,„„„

a
....•••

Our Best Price

EVERYDAY

753-0473

901 Coldwater Road
Life Insurance

nie
ve

Who do you

•
•

Carburetors

call tor
affordable
protection that
right tor you?

!-5 start to an
at ('hicago.

5 Qt Price
$445
Mail-In Rebate. -$2 00
YOUR FINAL COST $245
AFTER REBATE

Our Beet Peke EVERYDAY

49

HAVOLINE OIL
Special Buy Good thru
January 31, 1991,
Limit 1 case

MURRAY-OPEN 8AM-9PM MON.-SAT., 1-6 SUN.
S. 12th St. in Southside Center
753-8971

Jane Rogers

41110
‘4.
.
111:1=
.
11•11,
1

CASE SPECIAL
Speca
_Cse Price
$1068
Rebale - -$480
YOUR FINAL COST
$588
AFTER REBATE

Spec_

For most•s in stock
-Remandoctured by Holley
Two-Year Warranty

11
111411

5 QT. SPECIAL

Re manufactured

305 N. 12th St.
(Next to Century 21)
753-9627

VISA

$588
CASE

•'
Iglo
Starting Fluid
Iglo Gas-Line
Antifreeze
and Drier 12 oz
Isopropyl
Fuel Drier 12 oz

A4 Voce.good rtrru Konuonv• 1991 Wo Wows* Oila Mate io Smlh cieonetwic or sow once Regular pica memotte, Ad prices not good on IpeCrol ordain No[Mole% Full deacons 44 ammonites or Wow 014410...1020.•
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MAYFIELD-OPEN 8AM-9PM MON.-SAT., 9-6 SUN.
In the Mayfield Shopping Plaza
247-4171

OPEN NIGHTS AND SUNDAYS

11•••••••••C•••••
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Actions& Reactions
"•4,

Tennis

•

TIRED OF
LOOKING AT
AUCTION
CARS?
Large Selection Of Local
Pre-Owned Cars

lpglocapgdzet v2rorly
1990,Pdlyouth
Cassette,Arr
Le
s. Locks,
Speed,

L.E.

R.S.

4x4

I IOCke

1990 Dodge D-50
5-Speed. Air, /Jaw Chrome Wheels, Local, 1 Owner.

,
•
SASK AT
— The Lr..ted States sccred 10 goals in the first period and eigt- _•.
third to rout Norway 19-1 in the World Junior ChampionNew York Rangers No 2 pick -rn last June s entry &aft,
ships Doug Wei:.
ied. the American or ,- :aJght with two goals and six assist Ted Drury scored two
goals and five assrsts with detenseman Pat Neaton and forward Keith Tkachuk
adding three goals each Trent Klan and,Chrts Gotztaman each scored twice and
Jira $_tarm. Derek Plante
- Mike'Dbers, Aaron Miller 'arid fat Lindsay had the other
goals toi the United States In other games Canada scored four times in the first
period and goiltehder Trevor Kidd made 37 saves in a 5-1 victory over Finland,
P4iklas Anderssoritiad two goals in Sweden't 6-1 victory over Switzerland, and the
Soviet thrort hemrained hrst ptace -viatt, its fifth.stratght inctory.thfcting on Czectoslovakia_ 5-3

1990 Honda Civic Wa_gon
5-Speed AM FM, Air Local 1 Owner 6.000 nes
1989 Jeep Cherokee Laredo
6 Cyl., Auto, Lowed, 14,000
1989 Plymouth Vpager
Cyl.. Auto, AK7 Passenger. AMU, Loal Van.

189
•v'-8 Auto. 22.000

e Conversion
, 1 Owner.

Van

1989 Dos]
. ge Daytona Turbo
5-Speed, Power 1Thnows,--1.ocks, Tilt, Cruise, LoCal, 1 Owner.
1989 Docile D-50
5-Speed. Air, AiA Fir 19.000 Miles, Like New

1989 Doda- Caravan S.E.
6 Cyl., Auto, Alt,
•

By DICK BRIHSTER
Assoclatod Prise Sports Writer

' While the NFL playoff schedule
_says the Philadelphia Eagles are at
home, coach Buddy Ryan figures
that's the worst place to be as they
prepare to meet the Washington
Redskins on Saturday.
So, company aside and domestic-.
ity notwithstanding. Ryan has
taken his team to Tampa...
"You take people out of town
and you put them all together,"
Ryan said Tuesday after putting the
Eagles through their paces at the
Tampa Bay • Buccaneers' practice
facility.
- -Some guys are having babies,"
Ryan said. "Some guys have
babies at home crying..
''Some people have visitors in
for the holidays. It's better to get
their butts down here.And there they' will stay until
Friday, happy campers or not.
Ryan - has two major concerns,
neither- of which relates to family
matters. lie probably will have to
go . against ,the Redskins.: veter.In
offensive line without defensive
tackle Jerome Brown and could be
minus center David. Alexander.
Brown has _a. >fight_ tear in • his
right rotator cuff. Alexander hasr.a
sprained left knee.
"I think he (Alexander) might.
he able to go." Ryan said. ".I don't
think Jerome will, though. But you
never
B
' ro k• rual
.:A-lexander

are not the'
only injured Eagles.. Linebacker
Seth-Joyner (ankle). safety Terry
Holtge (wrist) and guards Mike
—,F;-4e
Fa
Nebraska players, including starling fullback Lance Lewis
Schad
(toe) and Ron Solt (ankle)
a'd:rp back Leos glowers, were suspended from the Citrus Bowl by coach
are listed as questionable. Solt was
Tom Osborne for violating team rules' Lewis. listed first on the Cornhuskers' depth
chart tor the game against No 2 Georgia Tech, carried the ball 47 times for 198
held out of practice Tuesday.
yards this season Flowers, the Huskers leading rusher. with 940 yards on 149
The Eagles and Redskins.(both
camas, had lost Ns starting job lo sophomore Scott Baldwin The others Players
10-6 as NECwild-card te-ams)kick
suspended — injured quarterback Mickey Joseph. injured free safety Steve Caroff the playoffs at 12:30 p.m- EST
mer and ,eser.e cornerback Eric Anderson — were not scheduled to play against
Saturday at Veterans Stadium. The
Secrga Tect
AFC v.iId-card game follows at 4
p.rn v.ith Miami (12-4) playing
host to Kansas City (11-5).
First-round games 'continue SunFAYET":Ark — Former Arkansas Razorback basketball player William
knolc
pronounce:: dead at Washington Regional Medical Center after a
day' with AFC Central champion
ayetteville n,ghtclub, police said He was 26 Michael Landon Byrd,
shOotrni. a•
Cincinnati playing host to division
2,7 of Fayeleine was t?einty held in the city ;ail on a chargeof first-degree murder
foe Houston at 12:30 p.m. .in a
arid three :aut...s c! aggra,ated assaull Byrd was awaiting transfer to the
meeting of.9-7 team's. NFC Central
Washington County Jail police •stid Mills, a transfer from the University of TonnesChicago (11-5) plays
champion
'see. ctarted for kkansas during the the-1984-85 season He was suspended briefhost to wild card New Orleans
ly the foil-owing sea.son.and cirsmisted in his senior year tor disciplinary reasons
(8-8). at '4 - p.m.
Three others iryd red in the shooting were treatedaat Washington Regional and
reieasect of:4c* sad adding Mantle/ did not know the motive for the shooting
Awaiting the survivors for
ire
.sqcond-round games the following
Weekend are division champions
San Francisco and the New York
GainLs in the NFC and Buffalo and
GREE'WV,Cm
Baseca,
Fay Vincent was'clistharged from
'Hospital or Mondi-ly two .•406•S after surge!), to re-rho', hirinfected , the Los Angeles Raiders in the
Vincent- 52 became II on Thanksgiving had entered the Ispital Oec 13
AFC.'
• *rat doctors frshidiagnosed as -pneumonia and pleurisy Doctors Or deter,The Eagles-1nd Redskins split
mined -the symptoms were caused by an abcess on his spleen due to the inleolieffh,:„
gar:ries:Washington won 13-7
their
•
and removed the spleen on Dec 18 .
ii
at, home, then lost 28,14 at PhiNEW YORK — Free agent pitcher Mike Witt and the New York Tankelis are close
ladelphia. In that game, the Eagles
to agreeing to a thtee-year contract wortti more than $6 mi5on, and an announceknocked out ntne: Redskins.
ment, co.id come as early as today .Will. a 30-year-old right-hander, was acquired
As kick returnet Walter Stanley
by the Yankees from California on May 11 tor Dave Winfield Witt Was 5-9 last
lay on the ground. with a seasonseason with -a 4 00 ERA and was on the disabled;itst from June 9 to Aug 6 with a
sore right elaow -There's still some things to-be worked out," Witt's agent, Nick
' ending --kneo injurY7 the Redskins
Larnpros said lawEruesday night "Until we see &Line paperwork and go through
recalled Philadelphia players shoutthings and clarity-a few points, you never call it a deal until'? actually done "
ing,• "Do you. g_tiy need. more

11)Otball

1989 Dodge Colt
4 Cyl, 4-Speed Loon• 1 Owner, Good Gas lideage.
4

ADELAIDE, kistralla — Magnus Larsson stunned top-seeded Boris Becker,
riving the tit...time Wimbledon champion from the first round of the Australian
Hardcourt championships Larsson 20, from Vail°. Sweden. defeated Becker 6 4,
3-6 7-6 (7-2) It was Becker's first kiss in the last roundi)I a tournament since he
was beaten by Goran Ivamsevic of Yugoslavia in last year's French Open Becker
was using the tournament to prepare lot the Australian Opea, which begins Jan 14
in Melbourne He now is expected to ask for a wild card entry into next weeks New
South Wales Open in Sydney In a midday Match-played in 100 degree heat. Austrian Horst Skoft stormed ott court, defaulting his first-round match against Jimmy
Arias of Jericho, N V Skott, seeded third and ranked 26th in the world trailed
Arias- 7-6 (7-4) and 3-0 when the heat got to him Skott said his match should not
_Aave' been scheduled at that time
• • • • .
PEFt71irAtiftra7i3 — Gdian ?foto and Monita'SeWs woria decisive mixed dbubles
match 5-7, 6-4, 6-4 to litt Yugoslavia to a 2-.1 victory over France and a place in the
final of the Hopman Cup team championshp Prpic and Seles defeated Guy Forget
and Catherine Tanvier in the doubles atter the teams tied 1-1 after the singles
Seies put Yugoslavia ahead with a 6-2. 6-3 victory over -gamier, but Forget tied the
match„with a-6 4 6-3 victory over Prpk: Yugoslavia will face either the top-seeded
Untied States or Switzerland in Thursday s final
_• • • •
WELLINGTON..New Zealand— Top seeds Andre+ Cherkasov and Alexander Volkov. both of tile Soviet Union. lost first-round matches to Swedish opponents in the
8P Nationals Chnstan Bergstrum beat top-seeded Cherkasov 7-6 (7.5f, 7-6
Lars Jonsson defeated second-seeded Volliov 6-4, 6-2 Third-seeded
Richard Fromberg of Australia beat Luis Herrera of Mexico 7-5_ 6-2 Filth-seeded
l.L.1 -Matt& of- Brazil defeated Kelly Evernden of New Zealand 6-4 6-4
•• • • •
BRSELANE. Austraaa — Former doubles partners Jana Norvotna and Helena Sukova, both of Czechoslovakia and the two top seeds, advanced to the round of 16 in
the Danciie Open Top-seeded Novotna beat 15-year-old Marketa Kochta of Germany 6-2 6-1 Sukova seeded second deteifed Australia:s Michelle Jaggard 6-2,
6-3 Seventh-seeded Gretchen Magers of San Diego beat Tamaka Takagi qt Japan
6-4 1 6 6-3

Eagles fly south for
playoff preparation

Tit, Grunt Local, 1 Owner.

1989 Buick Century
Auto, Air, AlAFIA Cassette. Till Cruise, Local, 1 Owner.

Gene4i1

Baseball

1989
Dop e Ramcharare 4x4
V-8, Auto, Air,

VIktdown, Loci*, Till., Local, 1 Owner.

1989 Dodge D-100
Auto Air. Topper. 2-Tone Paint. Local. 1 Owner

•

1981_ bod_o_ Caravan S.E.
Turbo,Iwo,
7 Passenger, Local, 1 Owner.
1988 Nissan 4x4
5-Speed. Air AM FM Chrome Wheels, Local. 1 Omer
1988 Dodgp Dakota
V-6. Auto. Air, Long-Wheel Base, 14,000 lilies, Local, 1 Owner.

•

11.

•

Larnpros said that the basic parts of the deal weretn place, bUt e final paperwork
had not been exhanged "because it s been tough over the weekend " Witt, who'
-ridE. Si 31 rn lag,last,year was gramied new-look free agency last-month as.part
-_,ousd• sewement mean ng 'he has until Jan 29 to sigg with any team
Yankees p lcnir also is a new -look free agent

Pro basketball

1988

Grand Voyager
kite Air Tilt, Cruise AMFM. [boat. 1 Owner.

MILWAUKEE —*The MiinaJkee Bucks and Alvin Robertson have agreed on a contract revision that includes extending the guard's three-year contract through the
1997-98 seasbn Robertson, 28, ;s on 4,record pace with an average ot 4.38 steals
per game and also leads the Bucks with an average of 6 7 assists He's second in
rebounding for the Bucks Witt - 1 per -game and third in scoring, averaging 15.7
. •:•,0 the agree- • • wete not disclosed
ports Dera,,

1988 Dolt! Dakota
4 Cyl, 5-Speecl, MTN, Short Box, Local, 1 Owner.

1988

Chrysler LeBaron -Coupe
Auto. Air. nit. Cruise ARM 1.0021. 1 Owner.

stretchers?"
"That

game w-as -a disgrace," safety Alvin Walton said.
"Everybody has it in the back of
their minds. Talking? That's Philly.
They cmn talk all they..wanCThey.
.beat us up last time. We'll u.se it as
motivation."
The Eagles have been joined in
the Sunshine State
the Cliiefs,
who are working Silt in Vero

Be'
.'
3cW
t
When
you're down there, you
- can really focus on what you're
--doing," coach Marty Schottenheimer said. "It gives you a real

focal point. And the heat and the
humidity helps bring out the soreness that is the accumulation of a
Jot of. humps and ttruises over the
season."
Schottenheimer took the Cleveland Browns to Vero Beach three
times before playoff games and the
Browns won twice.
"The only time we ctidn't go to
Vero was in 1988, and we lost the
wild-card game in Cleveland," be
said.
Miami, 9-1 at one point this season, won just three of its 'final six
games and lost the AFC East title.
at Buffalo.
The Dolphins combined for just
122 ya-rds rushing in their four tosses — all to physical teams like the
Chiefs. Miami also is vulnerable to
the run, which is, what the Chiefs
do best.
In games against other teams
that made the playoffs, the Dolphins gave up 177 yards rushing 19
the Raiders, 222 to the Redskins,
257 to the Eagles and 206 to
Buffalo.
"I'm sure Kansas City: is well
aware of that," coach. Don Shula
said. "Our run defense is something that's going to-be tested, and
we have to be able to make ti hold

i •

The
Chr

11e-ri

"the
are

And

The Chiefs got season totals of
1,015 yards from Christian Okoy-e
and 805 from Barry Word, •
The Saints will go against a Chicago team 'missing quarterback.lim
ihrbaugh. Mike Tomczak will start
.o'er rookie. Peter Torn Willis,

although Tomczak was dismal in
Chicago's loss to Kansas-City: last
Saturday: and coach Mike Ditka
suggested then that his quarterback
for the playoffs was -still in doubt.
But he announced Monday that

he'll go with. Tomczak. .who has
started two NFC championship
games for Chicago'.
"lie's going to do great, and I'm
'going to support him just like his
teammates.'' Ditka said of
Tomczak._'
The Saints Made the playoffs
because an extra wild-'card team
was added in each conference. But
coach Jim M.orat wasn'A

'the
hod
San
7..‘ tie
.the

"We wet*s12-and-5 . at one point
and a lot of.people .gafrze up on us,"
Mora said. "Buried Us, said Our
season was over, dead, gone, close
the doer, call the hearse. A lot of
people in this room said that.
"It didn't happen."

. Cincinnati, which beat Houston
'40-20 two weeks ago', has won nine
straight games at home against
division opponents. in the loss to
Cincinnati, the Oilers lost quarterback Warren Moon to a thumbinjury.
But Cody Carlson, Moon's backup. was 22-of-29 for- 247 yards and
.three touchdowns as Houston got
both itself and the Bengals into the
playoffs with a 34-14 victory Sunday over Pittsburgh..
Regardless of their perceived
home-field advantage, the Bengals
have -closed their practices. Part of
the reason is that playbooks and
players' belongings have been disturbed in the locker room.
"To be honest, we've had things
missing," coach Sam Wyche said.
"We've had players come back
and their notebooks would be open
... The players came to us and said,
'enough is enough.'
"We're in the playoffs. If you
Jose you're out, so we're not going
to take any chances," Wyche said.
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1988 Ford Ranger Ext. Cab
5,-Speed. Air, Aikr1A cassete,
Local, 1 Owner.

"We know employee benefits are expensive.
Find out from us how to contain employee benefit costs."

1988 Dodge D-100
Auto, Air. AM FM, Snort Box. Chrome Wheels

1988LeBaron GTS
4-C/11 Auto, AMA', ntt, Cruise, 28,000

Mlles, Local, 1 NNW.

Aft
Ka
die
phi
Las

CALL
1988 Dodge Dakota
V-€. Auto. AM FM Ldrig Wheel Base, 2-Tone Paint. Local. 1 Owner.

DALE WILLIS

1987
Dodge D-50
4 Cyt., 5-Speed, Air, MN, Tenn.

Truck, 1 Owner.

1987 Ford
• 8 Auto Air

;
•

at our
Murray Office

Bronco 4x4

753-8810

PEPPERS
I ttlflSl

marten,*

Dadcie •
mar

ati-.•;•••'

I%

Jeep
Eagie

"Whatever it takes, we want to be
your car or truck company."
2400 East Wood Si, Paris • 642-5661 • 1-800-345-3821

Racer Basketball

Piga
gitolgesssels.

VS.

The Exceptional Name ;n Insurance

North Alabama
Tonight
Racer Arena, 7:30 p.m.
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Material for this page ...as submitted h-y the administrative staffs of
the Murray Independent School District and the Calloway County
School District and edited by the staff of the Ledger &Times. Space
allocated for each school district is determined by the approximate
ratio of students in each district. Please direct your questions and
comments about area public schools to the -Murray City*SchoOIS
(753-43631 or the Calloway County Public Schools (75.3-2$93),,
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I he 5111 grade chorus at East Calloway Elementary School went
• Christmas caroling at Wal-Mart, their school-businessiartner.:.they
— Wire directed - bff.iiida- Stalls and the raciompanist was Shirley Wall.
They entertained the employees with a selection of carols. Pictured
are 111ri1.ney Coleman, Becky Rogers, Tera Lewis, Sarah. Houston,
nandei, Brandon Sharp, Chris Burkeen and Panieta
Anderson.

Students in Calloway High's \larriage. and Family" class taught by
NI5rIene Beach stud v_ marriage custmns in other countries. The activi7
ty as' planned by NISL participant -Janet Wiles. Pictured from left
are Jennifer Bland, Miss Cheng and son from flung Kong, Charity
Anderson and Janet Wiles, NISI. participant. Not pictured Was Ali
----Dattes* front ItO Jennifer aild Charity are members of the class.

THE ACES ON BRIDGE
- You will ulKiys find some Eski-'
up" ready to instruct the I'ongojece
on how to rope with- heat wave;c.ctanislaw Lee

2 A
NORTH,
•Q 7 6 5
•10 6 5 4
•K 5
41 6
WEST
EAST.
(mono% .was I WI of tie, usual ad
K 1094
42
yiee at ter South blew today s game
•7
9 'S 2
And as 114414t his advice was worth •(4
.1 loll
•J•A 9 4 2
exactly what waS paid-Torat
4.1 10 4 2 .
4 Q 9 7,5 3
South ruffed the third diamond
SOUTH
•
high drew trumps ending in (Junittiy. and led a spade tolds jittic and11"-A-1C Q 1 A
West s king West exited safely in
•8 3
clubs and South had ( uncede two
4A K
spades and two diatni
for down Vulnerable Both
one
Dealer South
-•i"Vozti -2went the wrong waY in The bidding
spades yollinteered North - Had South
West
-North
East
you Cashed r our ace and led to durn- f•
Pass - 2•
Pass
queen. you would have made 24
Pass
3•
Pass
,4 V
your game
Pass
Pass.
Pass
it course we know that North s
opening lead Diamond queen
suggested line of play is wrong-Aft
West has to- (Jo 1%., to duck his spade
BID WITH THE .ACES
king. and South has the same four .
losers . •
- South holds
The key to the game ton ash the
ace arid king of clubs before draw2
ing the third trump with dummy s
V 9 32
Hi Al ter the clubs are eliminated a
•A 9 4 2
low spade back to South -s jack
4Q 9 7 5 3
works against, all distributions If
Sik(-''st returns a spade South picks up North , South
V
21,
ihe suit without further Jo It Ikest
"'
returnS- anything else South enjoys i
mu f and discard
ANSWER: Four- clubs This miniIf East holds four spades. includ- mum has improved. with North's
ing the king Soutf. leads a low-i-ipade' Xiddirig.'and there's no reason not to
toward (funnily after the spade Jack show the excellent club support
wins When West 'discards South
',noi trrY/go question!, to The 4... PO Bin
end- 1210 Delles TeXAS 75225 wit ,r11 eddressed
ducks in dummy and East
41,ed envelope }or re'pl,
played-.
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ty .is . well

)on Shula
is some:este& and
Ike it _hold

their families. friends, leachers and students. Pit tur eit singing .1 urn:
UMW% (
kiniih
ime— :11'e first graders. !Him 1PH, Ali Jo
.1lusser, I imothy Robert-s, Dustin Ladd, Jessica Op v%ay and Jennifer
Birdsong from Martha Leet's class and set mid giader 10,11 Sdiei ter
(seatc(I) Irian
Nauke's class.
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-The 5th grade. at East Calloway .Elementary entertained the student
hotly ith a Christmas play, titled "Christine, The Christmas Doll."
Santa was Derek Keel and Mrs. Claus was:Janette Underhill. -Parn
"Anderson (not shown) played Christine. In the play, Christine learned
the Vire meaning of Christmas.
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The kindergarten classes lit East Calloway Elementary presented
"Santa's Visit," a Christmas musical 'production diretted h% Linda
Stalls, to fang) and friends. Stephanie Gorrell was Rudolph, followed
by reindeer Brian Shelby, Christopher Cobb, Jesse-Outland, Dustin
Fiseher„lessies Akilhorn,- thrilled Dycits -Coriiff.-Sanders:and tIs
Duilcan;-with Kila Phillips as Santa. 1 he,y are students--.in MarjorieGrady and Janice Rose's classes, They presented the program to the
-student body the day following the night presentation. Pictured limn
left are Stephanie Correll (Rudolph),-Brian Shelby, Christopher
Colxlv;- Jesse Uutland, Dustin Fischer, Jessica Wilburn, Daniel Dycus,'
Curtis Sanders, :ira Duncan and Kila Phillips (Santa).-

Deatt_
L
/if

,
tf.:Att
I ".„01,
letter in '. your column -igned
• sOine Caretaker "
Abby .nniv
—
longtime c(irnpanion .ind I take exSeemid vader, at North Calloway Elementary estimated the weight
ception tut term “( al et a ker- w hen
of the large pumpkin. Winners in Karen Crick's, Thtriain Ferguit's used 'to trinnt-tty one ..4.11,/ look,
son's, Hebhie Pardue's and Becky Vance's homerooms are pictured. 1.11 ter I hc
:
1 11 -n•ll•- lot .ttith4.r 11.
Emih--Clayton estimated 75 ths:.and was the- closiNt to the actual 77 term -(..;`ileol crkinder ',Ind
pound weight. 'Hie others estimated 80 lbs. Pictured front left, front: IOU. Ii [JIM!' lo' mg and personal
Fins, -Kyle tiopton, Chris Felts, (second row) Dustin Morganti, loeye'"ii terminal illness, and my•
li,ingt line( ompanion has no‘A
fergnsun, (back _row, Emily _Clayton - and Kimberly .Cay.
.k.- ho give,
Inei all. %%13.it too.orolNker, it
tnally do' Trim your --hrobs.'•11).iiiit
not

'sive.

2 be-

41.
After reading "Stone Soup" by Marcia- BroWn, the second graders of
Karen Crick's North Calloway Elementary class brought in the ingredients for their own version of stone soup. Here the students are sampling their creation. Pictured from left are Anne Marie Lang, Gary
Lawrence and Austin Webb.

10)11I' hoW,t.

NNR.

fie3

Students from Jane Sisk's 10th grade biology class at Calloway County High School display edible cell models which they made to conclude a study of the cell in biology class. Pictured fromleft are Adam
Furgerson, Jayson Stahler and Justin Philltpi.

By Abigail
Van Buren

Caretakers Are for Trees;
Caregivers Are for People
.
1

•s. If you
not going
yche said.

Third and fourth graders from tesa %%atson's and Marie McMillen's
classes at North Calloway Elementary visited the Homeplace 1850 in
band Between the Lakes to enrich a unit on early pioneer life. Pictured front row, from left, are Benjamin Newton, Brad Rowland,

**,

•

tht, tinoctimar!" (-arm to ti.il
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BOBBY NGift*FF

FIX pall 1,1114.11

-upports hoe The'. ha'..-,,1 ilact
perm% in lb.- hist six months
suggestedtkey Jure a half% -Atil
Tommie'No thedivinw They told us
tlicy d riot trust anyone else with
-t'otitacted them
their hahy 1
pit I.
thrt:e times asking for
Ii they Will pay us in the future
And gilt'
a moving-date, so
Sell Mir hoTrIC! Ni t hi rig i fort hewning.except excuses. They say we are
"harassing" them and are only conGerned with receiving money
,sThould..1 turn them* out into
-.treet' Should I sue for'hack rent '
(liii borne I'S litir only real -investment. and we want to get on with our
ow n lives -We love our daughter and
grandson. but the problem is clear.
any suggestions."

maintain ohie( I-s pt-lopo•rtt or look
after Cv1111•tt'rlt•liega-rdlt,s,(it flow the dictionary
defines eine-taker. 11% nilil likT,To
.:ed '.'.hen reUlf. storti "caregiyer" us
IN A CORNER
fiTnng to one who lovingly care!: for
IN SAN FRAN('IS('(
another. Abby you can du a great
deal toward making people aware or,
DEAR IN A CORNER: Since
the difference -and set a precedent you purchased the house as an
for change
investment for yourselves and
(;ARV IN CA(''ll'SIAN!) not as a reticement homefizrypur
son-in-law,you need to talk with
• DEAR GARY: Thank .you for an attorney and get his advice
po4rttng out the important•dif- on how to handle this. Unless
ference between caregiving and your daughter can convince her
caretaking. I learned something husband to get a job, he will
today.
continue to be the baby sitter —
at yogi- expense.
-7
They are blackmailing you
emotionally because you are her
DEAR ABBY: This is my first parents. You are not villains
letter to yoii. It c(harns my daugh- because you expect them to act
ter and her husbandilziv wife and I
allowed them to occupy our home for
__Iwo years for 4600 per month. 1We
* * *
could have rented it out for double

Tony Durham. Kenny Roach. Jason Hargrove, Brent Ahart, Jesse
Crass, Wesley Smith. (hack row) Brenda Steele, Raejean Turner,
Shawc Fuqua, Teresa Brown. Jason Sullivan and Josh Miles.

—.wow —

what we charged them. My daughter had her firstchild near the end of
By popular request, Abby shares n 43re
the two-year term, and they asked of her favorite prize-winning. easy -tofor a six-month extension, which we prepare recipes. To order, send • long,
business-size.'self-addressed envelope,
granted: ,
plus check or money order for $3.851114.50
Her husband wasfired a year ago In
Canada) to: More Favorite Reich*" by
and refuses to look for another job. Dear Abby, P.O. Box 447, Mount Morris,
He baby-sits while my daughter
MM.Wastage is included.)

s.k
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THRIFTY SAVER

THRIFTY SAVER

Pepsi Products Lipton

THRIFTY SAVER
.)1
Star-Kist. Star

10011.‘tsu....

Two Liter

09
.09
rprq 5.99

rttiuz.•

Skippy 18 oz

Lipton 100 Count

19c

1,99 99C

12 Pack Cans

WITH 1FILLED THRIFTY SAVEP CAzi

A

Tuna

woo.

Tea Bags • , Peanut Butter

Kist 6'/2 oz.

WITH 1FILLED THRIFTY SAAR CARD

'FILLED THRIFTY SAVER CARD

"NW

24 Pack Cans

NON ,Ituttable

NOW OPEN
24 HOURS
MON.-FRI.
7-12 SAT.
& SUN.

I: )our

SupermarAct

We Accept
• WIC Vouchers

and Food Stamps
Now Open 24 Hours
Mon.-Fri.
7-12 Sat & Sun.

641 South-Murray
753-9616
B,t•er

753-0265

Prices Good

Thru

OUR EMPLOYEES ARE P

ROU1

From now on your groceries will be
Wiggly Food Stores Each quatified
company through participating ino.ship Plan) As owners we 11 give
desire Our attitude .1"S positive at,.

andled
mploye
ESOP
•u the p
t the ft

Value Priced Groceries
•

mmlik-liNip

Richtex4

JIFFY

Shortening

99C

Big Sea 15 oz

Salmon
Savory 32 oz

Grape Jelly

Rosedale 29 oz

Peaches
Piggly Wiggly 64 oz

Apple Juice

Tomato Sauce

Rainbow 100 ct

Tea Bags

Noddies3/89
°

P:-co 5 OZ Sonhett 7 oz Wide
8 oz Elbo

Campbell's Cr

3P1

Macaroni

Vess

Chicken Soup

Purrs 175 Count

Folger's 8 oz.

3.89
Cocoa Mix
99'
Microwave. Popcorn
1.99
Shells & Cheese
1.55
Mac. & Cheese
4/1.00

Instant Coffee...

Facial.TISSUE

Carnation Hot 10 oz.

22 oz. Dawn

Orville Redenbacher 3-Pak

4 Roll pack Charm:n

Velveeta 12 •ez

Final Touch 64 oz.

Ronco 71,4 02.

Cascade 50 oz.

Seafood

Deli Special
12" Deli Made Single Topping
,Ham. Pepperoni. Swage or - Beet

Pizza

40-50 Couht

Dole 20 Oz. Slices

Shrimp

Pineapple

Orange Roughy
Flounder Fillets
Crabmeat Salad

lb.
lb
lb

lb.

Sweet Potatoes
Fresh Turnip or

Mustard Greens
USA D'aniou

Pears
SUnkiSt Seedless

Navel Oranges

Bath Tissue
Fabric Softer
Dish Deterge

5.99
5.99
3,39

Potato Chips
Hunt's 15' 2

••

796

-Amos6 oz. Pringles
AA;

02

Manwich
Kellogg's 13 oz

Rice Krispies

.

1.39

Spic'N Span 25 oz. or

99'
1.99

Fresh Produce

"Try em Fried"

Dish Liquid

Value Priced Grocer

5.99

2/5.99

Colas

59'

69'
99°
99'
99'
69'

Gt. Northern Beans

Cor.tadina 8 oz

oss

111

511.00

•

Browns Best 2 lb

1.89
1.69
99°

Oil

Muffin Mix

CORN-

•
•

48 oz Purtar

2 Liter

Jiffy 7.5 oz. Corn

Richter 42 OZ

Cleaner
Bounce 36 cL Fabnc

Softener She
Plggly Wiggly Gal.

Bleach

Dairy

Large Slicing

U.S. 81 Russett 15 lb. Bag

Prairie Farms 1/2 Gal.

Tomatoes

Potatoes

Orange Juice

79°

2.29

1.49

lb.

3W
59°
69°
lb 69°

lb

lb

lb

Medium Yellow 3 lb Bag

Onions
Better Maid Products Prunes & Appies

Dried Fruits

_

Nunn Milling 5 lb Bag

Wild Bird Seed
Red Delicious Washington 10 lb Bag

Apples
-

Prairie Farms Skim-2%-Whole 12 Gal.

69'
1.29
1.39
5.99

Milk
Sunny Delight 64 oz.

Citrus Punch
Citrus Hill 26 oz.

Grapefruit Sections
Prairie Farms 24 oz.

Cottage Cheese

99'
1.29
2.59
1.49

Citn

Or
Pall

Ba
Zest

Or
Bar;

Po

Value

- - • COUPON
Wtiite Gold 4.4 Lb
Banquet 9 oz Chicken &

C
•

Meat Loaf Dinners
With Coupon
& $10 Purchase

Bacardi 10 oz.

Daiquiri Mix
Hyde Park 12 co

Good Thru Jan 8, 1991 At Murray Piggly Wiggly Only
COUPON

Orange Juice

11
""110P101.viw.„

S
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THRIFTY SAVER

Piggly Wiggly 24 oz.

Sandwich
Bread
/390

6'12 oz

THRIFTY SAVER

WEDNESDAY. JANUARY 2, 1991

WITH-1 FILLED THRIFTY SAVER CARD

3.99
WITH 1 FILLED THRIFTY SAVER CARD

I

'Hoes Good

Thru Jan. 8

YEES ARE P

ROUD TO SERVE YOU

groceries will be
s Each quaiifieri
rarticipating in oi,r
)ers we ;I give 0:
le ,PS positive abrr

landled by a slocitholder of Piggly
employee now owns a part of the
ESOP iEmployee Stock Owner
u the persona; service that you
Ut the future of our company

We Reserve The Right To Limit Quantities And TO
Correct All Printing
Errors Made

i-0,
-/Es
TERN
[

Check Out
Our Newest
Video
Selections!

We are a
Western Union Agent
and we sell consumer
perSonal money orders
- •

UNION

THE FASTEST WAY TO SEND MONEY.

Fresh Meats
"Fine To Fry" Fryer

Bounty

39C

Ea

Field

LL

i

M

79c
89'
88c
1.79
2.29

nil Pack Charm n

ith Tissue
I Touch 64 oz

bric Softer

:ade 50 oz.

sh Deterge

er
nt

Tyson Bits or Patties

Chicken

Tb.
Jimmy Dean Burgers or Chicken

Biscuits

ea.

Round Steaks

lb.

Boneless Top

Round Steaks ..

lb

)g Chow

2.39
2.59

Louis Rich 12 oz.
Field Old •Fashion

Pork Sausage

Mr. Clean 28 oz

aner

ice 36 ct. Fabnc

ts

)ach

lb

Frozen

Catfish Steaks

lb

Field Kentuckian Whole

Boneless Hams
Field Kentuckian Boneless

Half Hams ...
Boneless Sirloin Tip or

Cube Steak

Chuck Roast

13raunschweiger

Spare Ribs

Field

U.S.D A. Choice Boneless

Rump Roast

lb

Tenderized

Round Steak

Ohse 12 oz pkg

Wieners

lb

Ohse lb. pkg.

Dinner Franks

Deli

Frozen Pizzas

2/L00

;
re':

Orange Juice
Banquet Chicken
Zesties or Gold Twirls 32 oz.

Ore Ida
Banquet 8 oz.

Pot Pies

89c
1.99
1.59
3/L00

1.29
it 1.59
99'

Lean Cuisine 8 oz

Chicken A'La Orange
Pet Ritz 26 oz

Cobblers

o•••••••••••000

Sirloin Dinners

Bologna

3.99
1.69
3.99
20.00
99c
lb

Cheese Balls

ea.

Fan Fare Meat & Cheese

Party Trays
"Party Favorites" Wyandot 12 oz

Nacho Chip

FREE
• Quality
Stamps si
p

I

With purchase of any
Plggly Wiggly
4 oz Black
I Pepper

NEB um ea

•••

•

Golden Goodness 16 oz Loaf

99'
1.39
99'
99°
1.09

French Bread
Plain or Garlic 6 Count

Kaiser Rolls
Plain or Garlic

Count

Vienna Rolls
Old Fashioned 16 oz. Loaf

White Bread
Fresh Baked 16 oz. Loaf

Sour Dough Bread

rocfoz•wri ricou0P06

•

Egg Rolls..

lb.

lb

Churny

'1.99

Lo-Ann All Varieties 12 oz

Cinnamon Rolls

Field's Jumbo

Swanson Chopped 11 oz.

Sausage

Bakery

3.99

2.99
1.99

Ohse Polish

Field's Ham

:

Priced Frozen Food Center

99'
lp 1.99
2.89

Lunch Meats ,

"A Breakfast Treat" 6 Count

Turkey Breast

Patties or Nuggets 10 oz.

Ohse Sliced 12 oz

Honey Cured

Fields
Citrus Hill 12 oz.

1.79b

lb.

1.39
59'
1.09

Dinner Franks

lb

Boneless Sirloin

Tip Roast

2.19
1.99
2.49

1.0

Field Lb Pkg

Piggly Wiggly 6 oz.

ice

Fresh Meats
Small & Lean

lb.

2.19
1.99
79'

1.69
2.89
2.89
1.99

Pork Steak

Field In The Piece

Frozen

996
.29
.59
.49

lb. 1.39
1.99
99°
1.69

Lean & Tender

lb

U.S.D.A. Choice Beef Boneless

99

P•99
y Wiggly Gal.

Sliced Bacon

.II.99

Fresh Meats

Purina 25 lb.

ftener She.

Ohse Hickory Smoked Slab

Turkey Bacon

1•

Bottom

es

4 Span 25 oz. or

2.7
9
I n9

Pork Chops

1.39

1;1.

s 175 Count

cial•Tissue
iz Dawn
sh Liquid

Quarter Pork Loin - Cut Into Chops

g Quarters Breakfast Bacon

Towels

C
69

Field Finest Sliced Lb. Pkg.

lCcan r

FREE II FREE

I

P

CotpoN
100

FREE

Quality Stamps
Quality Stamps
▪ Quality Stamps •
With purchaseof any III •With purchase Of any•
1WTtvo
ith purchase ofany
ny 111
Jar of
Piggly Wiggly
Sauce Mixes
Instant
WI
I Paper Towels
or Gravy
Coffee
.111111111-1111
on sio
INS

I

•
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Hussein forms five new divisions
.NICOSIA. Cyprus (AP) — Saddam H,ICsC12 !IA% lOrTned five new
o!
elite Republican
could be deployed
Guards .17.L:
occuraasi KL,ssa:: to counter ans
militar)

Guards corps before," said the
analyst, who has long experience in
Arab military affairs. He spoke on
condition of .anonsmity..
His claims could not immediatebe confirmed independently.
!hes came two weeks before the
Jan. 15 deadline set by the United
St:t *If ty- et3tirWil for Iraq
ash Kuwait or face a pos'
. 7;10,7. President Bush
• ••a, •ds:',.." to the White.
fo7
freshieagew
!as!'s aP,er returning
• k ('amp Das id.
•oran Marlin
:n t 'Pow-

•ell, chairman of the Joint Chiefs of
Staff; Secretary of Defense Dick
Cheney.:White House chief of staff
rohn Sununu, national security
atIviser Brent Scowcroft and Secretar) or State James A. Bake( Ill
were attending the meeting.
Iraqi officials Wive.* repeited1)
said they want peace. but the) are
equally adamant that they will not
Ithdraw from Kuw- alt. which
Baghdad calls Iraq's Nth province.
Baghdad-radio said Tuesday that
Saddam visited military forces on
:he front lines on Nev. Year's Eye
and ever cooked -di-.ner for some

Communist war hero now pleads for reforms
--eaucracr,_ dogmatism.
,m
This 'has made_auch a mis,:rs arnong the people"
A protege 01 the legendary 110
{-,-; 10—.1. 7,r ,e,1 Is 3

Septic Tank Service
F.xeaVating -• Hauling • Pumping
,x,phalt Cuiting .• Sewer et Water_
S1:-.4e- Contaminated Soil Removal

io
jr. 134
Tn Ls been in har„.;. ,.nCe late
Septent,Ir. w-hen he was in%Ited hy
tne, Cornrnunrs: new. sraper
L'Iluman.:e. to Tarticipate in a
seminar tri the Frer,h military role
:n
He sta‘Od on. and sin,:e late
\,,sernher has taks2r to. t!,..,!•

Brent Allen
Ditching
Strict,

079

759-15 us
:oreign.
hopes to persuade •
:r...lion.Vietr.arnese
the pa!-0,

Plus all the ham s
and dessert bar

$

to

'A ...J.

95

Place Ain't Fancy but Sho is good Food.

TJ's Bar B-Q & Burgers
ik Chestnut Si
Murray

753-0045 Al

ALL PRICED

DILAMOND
FASHION
RINGS 140

:r: a
niordns. rtKnoIedges.
it might be dangerous. The secret
police in Hanoi have interrogated'
his-w,fe and farrly. he- said.
P.:1,e son of a
rr — ster in
the - pre-War. :n:-;cria. court: Tin
n:, tarr.;:y and Joined
arn.'-in 1945 to end
•
•
"
:tA)A
tr,e
let Minh's
;.r.,h rig defeat ot the French at
1 , :7 B.en Phu .n
- 1954 and fought
outh letnarn and its
S
•
rci a•,,:d war corres:, 7.te•
arnly newspaper
•-:
,e the withS.
.:*
:...-tr.arnese‘ tanks
:•
Apr:i 30. 1975.
I:.e tank
--ar:der deferred to
the
off.:cer and
7 77, : a.,C21

reu

77,

r.e a spaper
hJ 1777..3.

b's

I
Views On
Dental Health
Dr. Joe L. Mason, Jr. D.M.D.

TEETH sHOULD LAST A LIFETISIE • PLUS
eth are somehow
• • •
Igh to last you a
• ,,t
.
;
:feti me :rat everyone must
• ,4
•
-We
inoner or later loin the 20 milad.- ,if
&vier:
•
;:On toothless people in this
the rarest nature: sun' nation. But that s definitely not •
',Trev.4 or earth and shou;d
a true assumption
With the proper eat ng habits
r- • 're if properly
ugar),
thousands of
staying away from
irt-r2 '
gular
- proper 'nome care and
.:feti me
•Atirs'at!,,- •
Despite the fact that Arneri visits to your dentist, your teeth
those who erl)ay should last a lifetime.pl us a few
cans are hu
best dental rare in ti4 thousand years
world, most of us have an oddly
lefeatist att.fude about our
--eeth We seem to fully expect
each member of our family
,-034"
, several
Prepared as a public service
• .4' .r permanent.
•
to promote better dental health
teeth
From ihe office of Joe Mason,
Mudrofthis fatalism is hafted
6th- St . Phone
14 MD. 204
%Ton the misconception that-- 17717642 •

Shrader Huie

Mrs. Mary Johnson Smith, X& of ceded in death by one . daughter,
Betty- Smith. one sister, Karlene
1605 Sunset Dr., Murray, died
Johnson, and one brother, Terrell
Monday at 3 p.m. at MurrayNUS. Iva H. Shrader thin:, .83,
Johnson.
Calloway County Hospital.
Rt. 1, Puryear, Tenn., died Monday
-Survivors are her husband, Den- at a p.m. at .Henry County MedicalShe had retired after 42 years of
ny Smith, owhom' she was mar- Center, Paris, Tenn.
teaching school with her last service at Almo and Faxon Schools-of ried on Aug. 31, 1929; one daughtShe was married in 1945 to Rex
Calloway County School System. er, Dr. Brinda Smith, Boca Raton, Uüie who preceded her in death.
Ha.; one sister, Miss Mayen John- Also preceding ,her in death-were
She received- her Bachelor Of Scison, and a sister-in-law, Mrs. Treva one sister., Mrs. Tontine. Blacksence degree from Murray State
University;
Johnson. Murray.
hear, and three brothers, Hopson
Mrs. 'Smith was -a member of
The funeral -will be Thursday at- Shrader, George. Shrader aild Guy
First Baptist Church. Eutelaan Sun- 1 p.m. in the chapel
of ill. Chur- Aubra Shrader. ,
day School Et-as -uf Firs( Church, chill Funeral Home. Dr. Greg EarBorn July 11-, 1907, in Calloway
Delta Kappa Gamma Sorority, and.
wood and G.T. Moody will County, she. was the 'daughter, of
the- local, Kentucky and national
the late Alonzo Shrader ;Ind Lela
of ficiate.
groups of Retired a..Teachers.
Buiial will follow in Murray Thompson Shrader,
Association.
Mrs. Huie was a rlember of
Cits. Cemeters.
Born May 9. 1904 in Calloway
Puryear United Methodist Church,
Friends may 'call at, the funeral
_County.,..stiC was the. daughter .-of
Survivors are - one steti daughter.'
home from 3 to 8 p.m.. today
the late Will Johnson and Florence
Mrs. Pat Norrid, Troy,. -Fenn.; tine
Daniel Johnson. She also was pre- (Wednesday,.
sister, Mrs. Ed.(Inca) Johnson:Rt.
2, Puryear; one -brother. P.M.
Shrader. Greenbriar. Tenn.; four
sfepgrandchildren;'seven stepgreatfuneral rites for. Mrs. Rubye -- 'Fellowship of First Christian ..grandehildren.
Keene) Pool were Tuesday at 10 Church and of Murray Busitess
The funeral is today at-2 p.m. in
a.m. in the chapel of NI. Churchill and Professional Won en •
(he chapel 'of McEsos: Funeral
Burial was in Murray City
Funeral Home. Dr.- David C. Roos
lisipme
orficPiaatriinsg..The Rev. Joe Walker
Cemetery:
'officiated. Music was by Lee Kern•
Mrs. Pool, I. of so-7. Olive St..
and Margaret Boone.
Pallbearers are, Thomas Ale \an Active pallbearers were- JohnnyMurray, died.•Saturd,o....
10.23
der, Res Jackson.Tht):1:p
McDougal. Ron Christopher. Tom- p.m. at lisliirray-Callwa ay County . son. Roland Alexander, Ron Nlyeis
my Marshall; Sid Easl,:y, George.' Hospital. She was, the widow ..of
and John Wright,
'Kirk A. Pool.
Stockton and Dan McKee!.
Burial will follow in South
She is .survived .by _one son, 'PleasantfrT-e
lion'brafy pallbearers- Ace Joe
•
!il C,:
Frank Alien Poiil and wile..
Dick. Charles Clark, Vernon
..•
Shown-. R.W. Farrell- - and Mahlon - me, Murray-,
Frizell, along with members of Jenne- -P-oelitssille. Ala.. and
Allen Pool, Colliersila, Tenn.,' a
Wear-Helm Service Circle Class
and G-roup It of Chtistia-n Women's sister-in-taw, Ctotitc P,'•o!, Murray.

Mrs. Rubye Keeney Pool

Inc funeral for Oury Bennett
was Tuesday at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of Miller. Funeral Home of
Murray. The Rev. Odell .Colson
officiated. Mrs. Oneida White was
organist.
Pallbearers were Jimmy Ilaley.
Dwain Bennett, .Ricky Bennett,
Howard- Coy. Billy Mitchell and
Charles Smith.
Burial was' in Brooks Chapel
Cemetery.

`, 1.7 ,.C:)C.11•
I

hec.....7,2a

CORRECTIONS,
CLARIFICATIONS

Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Thelma Irene Jones Bennett,.•one

daughter, Mrs. Wanda -'ThOmpson
and hustiand, Billie, Alm(); (Inc
son. Durward Bennett and wife.
Ann. Rt. 2, Murra‘; two grandchildren. Cindy Bennett and Ricky

Henr., County. Tenn.
Mr. Freeland, X8. HaRI, died

chapel of Miller Funeral Home of
Hazel. The Rev. James Garland and
Kenneth Edwards officiated. Mrs.
Oneida White - was pianist.

Friday a: 'Baptist Hospital, Memphis, 'Tenn. -•
. Sursams are his wI be, Mrs. Lida
Se Freeland: stepdaughter,- Jean
Nichols. Chicago, 'IL;'stepson. Jerry 'Buckner. California; two- sisters,
Mrs. Ardath •Ilart, Memphis, and
Mrs. Modelle West. California: two
brothers, Gilbert Freeland, Memphis. and Otho Freeland. Madison
Heights. Mich., several nieces and
nephews.-

Pallbearers were James Peeples,
Norman. Freeland Jr.-. Larry Free.- land, Ernest Stewart, Joe -Adams
and Wallace Lassiter. active; Charles overcast. Ed -Miller. Calvin
Key and Gene Milkr;"-honorary.
Burial was in Bethel Cemetery in

Bryan. G. Neale
Bryan G. Neale. 90, of 1104
.Sycamore St., Murray. died Tuesday at • 1:23 p.m. at MurrayCa-lloway County Hospital. '•
His wife. Mrs. Irnogene
died Aug. 23. 1987,

Born Aug. 7, 1900, at Dexter, he
was the son of the late' Henry Neale
and Mary Childers Neale.Mr. Neale was a member of
Brooks Chapel United Methodist
-Church and - of Murray laodge.No.
105 Free and Accepted Masons.
'He is survived by two sons, Thab
G. Neale and wife, Frances Lee,
and Jerry D. Neale and wife, Carol,-

all of Huntsville. Ala.
Five surviving grandchildren are
Bruce Neale, Susan Dunbar, Todd
Neale, Michelle- Neale and' y.alerie
Neale, and two s.urviying great- grandchildren are Lauren N.eale
and Blake Ne_ale, all of liunCsville.
Services will he Thursday al 2
p.m. in the ki-liapel - of Blalock -

Coleman Funeritl Horne. The Res.
A. Nowell Bingham will officiate.
Burial will follow in Murrl!,
City' Cemetery.
Friends may' call at the, funeral
home after 4 p.M; today
(Wednesday).

James Riley (J.R.) Clark
Services for James Riley (JR.)
* Clark were 'Tuesday at 1 p.m. in

Mr,Clark,.92, Paris..:L:.cd Saturday at Henry County' Medical Cen-

the chapel of McEsoy Funeral
Home, Paris', Tenn, The Rev. James
Phelps officiated.
Pallbearers were Woodard Clark,
Danny Clark, David Winburn
Charles Stephen Clark II.
.Burial was in Hillcrest Cemetery'
there:

ter, Paris.
Born Nov. 21, .1897, in Henry
County, he was the son of the late

30' SELF-CLEANING
ELECTRIC RANGE
411161.
Electronic Clod'
with
touch controls

Jimmy Clark and Sally Phillips
Clark.
His wife, Mrs. Opal Henderson
Clark, died in 1974. Also preceding
him in death were one son, Charles
Stephen Clark-, and two brothers,
Carter Clark and Ed Clark.
Survivors are three'sisters, Mrs.

Ruby Allbritten. -Puryear, Tenn.,
and Mrs. Irene Hale and Mrs.
Grace Flood, Murray; one grandson, Charles Stephen Clark IL

igtLf.r:
Freignrne.:s1 t1.11CteAellt
rritilr4andi-cit,
the record straig-

• Electronic ciockitnerrnostat

Stock Market
Report
In dustrial Aterage
Pres foul Close
2633.66 )
Air Products
547/6.1/6 ?
A.T.C-Class A .........351/411 353/6A
?AT&T
30 - 'il
(Bank of Murray
135B
Bell South ................... —543/4 • ':6
Briggs & Stratton ............ 26 • 'J.
Chrysler
12!/. • '6
CSX Corp
32.' a
[}an Foods
lei* • 'A
Dollar l;en, Store .......7'/.K 81/..A
1•Isson
513/4 unc.
Ford
.
261/2 • 1/4
• General Motors
341/2 unc.
'Goodrich
MN + 5/1
i Goodyear
191/2 ...s/s
, I.R.N1.
1131/i.1/2
Ingersoll Rand..... ,...... 37 •'1/4
K %Ian
2111/6 • 1/1
K . l Dillies
201/2 - 1/4
Kroger
14 • 'is
Lou. l; & E
40 unc.
NitDonalds _...................21P/. • 3 1 '
JCPenney
45 + )
(juaker Oats
523/1 • 1/2
Sears
2534 4- 1/4
Snap-On Tools
.16
321
/
4+
'Enact)
607471/s
Time- Warner
853/1 • 1/I
353/4 3/4
Wal-Mart
3002 1/4
Woolworth
293/4 • 1/2-)
C C.
7.35,

e

carnation Available
bpon Request;
4,-;
C-)
Cl

•••.r

,

q

.N
431i— 1

41 4

Main St.
Murray, Ky
753-3366

t44
4 110—.

ILLIARD
4:•••"-

\\O
Nsi( .7est investment
IS you.
Moly*** Novo York Anseroc an and Mot/west SW'It
achanys and Si PC

cook

• Lilt up

pill,catching

top
pistercl
•

oeson window

WE'

Prices as ol 10:00 AM
- 7-7

1985 Chevrolet Silverado

-:1117111eir '8,900

ViMagic Chef
We Sert•ice What

• 71i7)C

DWA TAYLOR CHEVROLET CEO, INC.

• Black glass oven door and
lower panel

Sell!

Underwood Appliance
Village shopping Center
(Next to Cain's AMC Jeep)

Eddie I.inn, the new body shop
manager of_ PURiorn, Moicrs. as
Incorrectly. _ ideuatfietl-..onahe bu.siness'page of Saturdays edition. If,:
was incorrectly identified as FaldLe

-Harrosa.

Final ntes fon-Charlie Freeland
were Monday .at 2 p.m. in the

HOG MARKET

I «bear Male Market Aron Service Jankair, 2. 1491
kerdarky Praire Aral Hof Mortal Report latiodes 4
11.,v4 Maws Racelpta Art 211.ist.sw borrows Gib
M Weer 34rosld Ili Paw
_MS1341-44.101
1St22314M be
354511
I 3 12 nave be
—345 WO 55
I 23 23IS2as be
—341.013.43.0
t s 3-4 loar. be
Sow
he
Su 24.116
1 S I 2 ra
51414433400
S 1 3 310-444 be
1316`37SIP
be
Is 13
S 13 sr &ad op
11*
LS 23 Mb Se* as
awes -131,443 411

Mr. Bennett, 85, Rt, 2, Murras"
died Sunday at 9 p.m. at NIurra:,
Calloway County Hospital:

Charlie Freeland

I

•

Mrs. Iva-H,

Mrs. Mary Johnson Smith

Oury Bennett

friday NOM Buffet
Bar-B-0 Ribs. Beet. Fned Cnicken.
Farm Rased Catfish Filets

OBITUARIES

Hwy. 611 North
759-1505

[4]
Pads

Loaded, 4x4, SWB, 52,xxx miles, blue.
641 South
•

753-2617

0

'
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FOOD SPECIALS
It's The Total On The Tape That Counts!!!

to Vex

death
th''Acre
Blacks-

V

i1j

Lean
Pork
Steak

Fresh

;Net', 0'

•

ther 3H;
Church.

Lb.

aughtcr, in.; ON

_

5011: Rt.

Whole - 15 Lb. Avg.

P.M.
1.; four
epgreat-

PORK LOIN

ir;
Funerai
W;;Ikk:

Reelfoot Lb. Pkg.

$59

SAUSAGE

;Vox;
honT

U.S. No. 1 White 10 Lb. Bag

ti

RUSSET POTATOES

Sliced Free
Reelfoot Meaty Jumbo

•

4 Lb.
Limit

Is,

)NS

iy shop
rs, ,:
hu.sinun, lie
.s
7unc,.

lawn

$1.19
Lb. 89c

Wieners

16 Oz.

Country Style Whole Cut-Op

Fryers

V V

0

Reelfoot
Red Label
•

<-"" slaw
•

Bologna
.629
0ze

mbar

I.

•

Jim

Imported Thompson

Or Av r41

BACON

et

GRAPES

Adams

Soft 11 Gentle 4 Roll Pack

29

AM

33.66 )

69

BATH TISSUE

12 Oz. Pkg.

Lb.

Field Fresh Ham

Sausage

160z. $1.59
Lb. $2.59

41f

Fresh Lean

Pork Cutlet

AVP

mitt/..
!

vitF
0rAA

Bulk English

Walnuts
,A

FLAKES

mix
APIS,

Ilk

we- a 1.

trest

St.
:y

t:

0

41'4
'
02

CORN FLAKES
18 Oz. Box

1611 11,ig. or Buttermilk email,
Biscmts 4 Pk.-8 oz. can OW

4r-u so

i'""1"?:•1.4.:1

COKE PRODUCTS

BUTTERMILK

CHEESE LOAF

2 Liter Bottle

1/2 Gal. Crt.

2 Lb: Box

IGA

soc 99c sac 99c
MEAL

$1.39

Velveeta

.
1

Why Pay More
Sunflower 5 Lb. Bag

Lb.

, 6yacz
ro

4;1
,
,

Co

ate.

Lb.39c

Sweet Potatoes

Limit 2

-;

labIF

1

Blue Bonnet
WOO
lb. pkg.

2/$1.00

Pure Veg. Oil

Wesson
Oil

48 oz.

$1.99

Sunflower

French
Fries

Flour
2 lb.

_

'FAY

‘
3.

5 lb. bag

79`

•22A,

IER

$399

Grocer Pride

i
lr
skr;

itment

Kraft Velveeta

89`

'

4tr

•

261 7

•
llognebest Liquid

BLEACH

SNACK CRACKERS

Gallen

12 Oz. Box

mew
DISHWASHING
LIQUID

SAICC14-is
Why Pay More

CRACKERS

R.C. COLA PRODUCTS

16 Oz. Box

3 Liter JRI.

32 Oz. Btl.

• ••

59c

60c
EFFECTIVE BATES:
Ian. 2-lan. 8

HOWN P
-

:
01!--

We reserve the right to
limit quantities and correct
printing errors.

.%%"' i• •

t't
c‘o:

•
•

2
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New mayor takes over today in D.C.
WASHINGTON (AP) — Sharon
Pratt Dixon becomes mayor of the
District of Columbia today, a
i:orne-from,hchind- reformer taking
command of a -capital-city struggling with budget and social ills.
- Dixon: a 46-year-okl- political
novice, won- election last fall with a
pledge to rid the nation's capital of
waste and corruption.She replaces Mari00 Barry, a
Ihree-ter
.M mayor u'ho faces*sixmonth prison sentence for cocaine
possession. Barry .1nst a bid for.a
ouncil post in November -it
after hi: cons Iction
'rle Ds7sit,rT1'..
"T. '. T‘'nk.
^

„
rung an increase in the federal govtrici of Columbia are, eager for real White,House biiyher concerns will
change," Dixon said today on be almost purely -tool ones, rang-. ernment's-annual payment in lieu
ABC's ."Good Morning America." ing from a budget deficit estimateil
of taxes. The p-avment has been
• She said-They want a restoration of at S300- million,.2 record Murder frOzen at S430..5 Indian for 'the,
"basic values" such as a commit- rate and social problems running ,-past six years, in part a reflection
ment to public service and inyest-. the gamut from drugs to timelessof congressional unhappiness with
Meat in youth programs.
fle8s and intent;4110Fixiltly.
- .
-Barry's administration"The city was crying out for a
Dixon, a former utility company
The city's murder rate i's another
different kind .of leadership," vice president and Democratic
.Dixon said when asked if the CIIN'S
NatiOnal Committce. treasurer, has. pressing problem. A record 483
people were killed in the nation's
problems were Barry's fault. "He
promised to 3lash city- spending by
capi,01 in 1990 -Ind police say
%vas line .n his time, but things had ,• cutting 2,(X)0 mid -level managedrugs have playeil.a.declining role
changed. .„ The order of --thetity-------ment jobs.!-Last week, she restated
in -the number of slayings. Dixon
had become too- -much quid pro her campaign pledge not to raise
has promised to put mors_vitce
quo, too much politics.••
taxes.
Dixon will be taking the oath of
,She has aiready met with, con - .officess on the streets, rejecting
suggestions from a blue-ribbon
office only a few blocks from the eressronal leaders in hopes orw inadvisory- panel that police positions
he cut to save money.

Rare disease may be linked to lupus
By Peter W Gott. M.D.

for further information and advice
To give you more information I am
sending you free copies of my Health
DEAR DR GOTT I've had Weber
Reports "Managing Chrism(' PainChristian disease for 19 years and suf
ler excruciating pain I've been told it and 'Lupus The Great Imitator
is a chsease of the fatty tissue that af- Other readers who would like copies
fects only women I m currently on should send $1 25 for each report with
penicillin for it and I am in need of their names and addresses to P 0
additional information
Box 91369 Cleveland OH 44101-3369
DEAR READER Wee - Christian Be sure to mention the titleisi
disease is an extremely rare-disorder
DEAR DR ,GOTT Every onee,in a
characterized by areas Of fat-break- while, my throat feels as though it Is
down beneath the skin of the abdomen-- going to close up My face gets red.
or the extremities The cause is un
and leant breathe What causes this,
to happen"
known but the disorder is seen in lu
pus or in acute inflammation of the
DEAR READER The uncomfortpancreas
able ' and potentially dangerous
These fatty nodules lead to severe .symptom of throat closure merits irñpain but require no treatmeht iother mediate medical attention The affliction could be caused by an obstructhan pain medication)and usually dis
appear spontaneously The attacks of tion such as throat swelling or
red painful lumps are associated enlarged tonsils. or by muscle spasm'
with fever and an- increase in the that blocks your airway Sometimes,
bloods white cell count, indicating in- in highly allergic persons- or in those
flammation the episodes which may
with sinus infection. postnasal drip or
recur last about two weeks
mucous discharges can cause periodic
—
_
Penicillin is usually not an effec- choking
tive treatment because tly: ailment is
In my opinion you should be examnot caused by bacterial infection I jned by an otolaryngologist Such a
suggest you see a rheumatologist a speciaitst in diseases of the ears nose
specialist in autoimmune diseases
and throat will meticuloteily invest).-

gate the tissues of your throat and upper respiratory tract' in an effort to
determine the cause of your symptom
and suggest treatment such as muscle relaxants or decongestants
The examination should include indirect laryngoscopy (looking at your
upper windpipe with a mirror, or.
preferably fiberoptic laryngoscopy,
during which the specialist examines
yo6r entire upper respiratory tract
with a flexible lighted tube Don t delay this examination because at some
pOint you may not be able to clear
away the obstruction and could
asph; xiate
, Irv. NElli%l'APERYNTI.ftiltINV

DR. GOTT
PETER
GOTT M D

111771MITII

The city school system is struggling under an interith superinten_dent follossing allegatioprAbat the
former superintendent submitted
fraudulent enrollment totals to. get
extra money for theischool s', stem.
Dixon also will he looking for a
.say to cope with -the city's burgeoning .ttOrneless problem and•
come up with ways to reduce an
infant mortatity rate that is higher
-.1.414n....that
NI.WrillUS, Uruguay
and some other _Third World

Help
Wanted

OFFICE SPICE
FOR RENT
Close
to
Court
°Square on 5th St
$160.00 per month.
Call Ted Delaney
753-1916 for more
information.

YOUR
AD
COULD
BE
HERE
CALL
753-1916

adJIL!on :o Dixon's inaugural
festivities. Jesse L. Jackson is taking : the. path of office for a rnoriz...
voting, u•no.fh:c
7.1sh_ad,ow
Senate seat. From that post, he and
two otherViri- a special "shadow"
congressionar deleption.wijI try to
persuade Capatol Hill law-makers to
grant ista.tehood status . to 'the
:!strict.
Incoming City Council Chairr...-

MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT
INSURANCE

CONSULTA4T Mature
person to help children and
, adults with a serious prob
le.M. Enuresis Appoint
No age limit
ments set by us Hard work
to apply.
and travel required Make
Our most popular
$40,000 to $50 000 corn
plan pays up to
mission
Call
100% of Medicare
1 800 477-2233

Approved

charges

(many policies pay
only 20%). We even
pay on office calls
and other Out of hospital expenses For
free mformation

Call:
Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199
-free local
claim service"

Lease For Less at
DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET
1990 Cavalier 2 Dr
5226 36 mo*

LEARN TO DRIVE
TRACTOR-TRAILER
sia•rr

Can Gene at 753-2617
Plus Tax Title 8 License

DUE to expansion into the
Marshall Country area the
personnel department of
Pepsi Cola will accept ap
plications and interviews at
507, N Poplar Benton Ky
on Mondays and Thurs
days from 1 4pm If you are
interested in a rewarding
career opportunity with
good pay and benefits
please apply at these tunes
or send resume to PO Box
1070 Marion, Ill 62959
Opportunities include route'
driver with an excellent
driver training program
vending repair sales training program Pepsi Cola
PO Box 1070 Marion III
62959 Attn Nelda

'EXTRA INCOME '91'Earn a second income
without a second job' Earn
WV.CAM I
$500 $1000 for a better life
ALLIANCE
for you and your family No
experience necessary WilT Lost
teach with simple instruc
And Found
lions Don t Waitl Make
LOST in Puryear on _Easy Money Send -a
stamped addressed enve12-24-90 black malts Sher
pei with brown tint on fur • lope to B&B Mailing Service
John NV;Isor. ra2J :ive other coUr,
- II
P0 Draw 601532 Miami
8mo old Needs inedica
members also are being installed inbon in eyes" Reward of FLorida 33160
1-800-3341203
8wk old Sharper puppy
HOSPRAI. JOBS Slant .
901 247 5252
Sltihr, your arca No cap,
necesary I•or info tall
I -900-990 9319 ext 444
By GARY LARSON
6am Rpm 7 di s 512 q5
phone tee
ASSEMBLE OUR DE
JOB Announcement Num
VICES- Learn this trade we her 90-90(5) Date 12/1/90
send instructions parts, Position Park Des.k 'Clerk
and check for, assembly
(Part:Tinier *K60rilak-e'state
Call (404) 426 0672 Ext
Resort' Park Hardin, Ky
DB520
Grade 4, Salary $4 765 Per
Hour Minimum require
CHEMICAL ENGINEER
ments High school gradu
Expanding chemical rnanu
facturing facility located in ate Additional experience
Western Kentucky has an in a front desk operation of
immediate opening for a an accommodation facility
will substitute for the educhemical Engineer loca
cation on a year for year
Lon offers enjoyable living
basis ,Apply by submning
edUcational, tind recree
tionak advantages This is a State application .(whrch
an outstarding opportunity can be obtained at the local
Department for Employwith a growth oriented comment Services or any other
pany 'Salary- commensurate with ability Job entails State Government office)
to Kentucky Department of
production trouble shootPersonnel Room 377 Capiing. operator-training, intol Annex Frankfort KY
ventory control prepa ra 40601 Attention Job An
tiorT of procedures, etc
Candidate must have a nouncement No 90 90(5)
Job Announcement Num
B. S Ch E degree tarn rec,
her should also be placed in
ognized engineering
school with 3 10 years the upper right-hand corner
'hands on experience in a of the application in the
chemical manufacturing fa- 'Special Announcement
No' blank Deadline for
cility Qualified applicants
applying You must qualify,
only should sedd resumes
to PO Box 1040P Murray, test.' and be placed on the
Forbidden Fruit
register. by -January 12,
Ky 42071.
1991 'Written test re
quired Test given MondayFriday, 8 00a m -4 30p m
in Room 480. Capitol Annex, Frankfort, Kentucky
Filling this position is subject to any S17310 Government hiring restrictions AN
EQUAL OPPORTUNITY
ACROSS
Answer to Previous Puzzle
35 Corded 00th
EMPLOYER M/FIH
37 Vessel
1 Cavil
I :0:T
T
39
Three-toed
RIOTFSR
The
5
JOB Announcement Num
sroth
RETURN
ESP I ES
Man
ber 90 97(9) Date 12146,90
40 Recent
SEDAN
9 Nod
'CA
Position Park Ranger Ken42 Uncooked
12 Sandarac
SE.R.E
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.ETA
44 Energy
tree,
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SAG
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ME
S
strength
13 Courageous
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Preposition
B
E
S
person
ments High school gradu4-8 Offered for
14 Siender
ate Experience in law enacceptance
A
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50 Wild
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15 Distant
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the education on a year for
17
garde
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.ycear basis (not to exceed
18 Long slender
M
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fish
I 0
ARETE
G.L
55 River in
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4 ,
valid driver's license Must
T,E_R
Siberia
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E
1
N
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E
21 King of birds
be 21 years of age or older
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Ruins
ODtE
InT E A S
23 Make a
Apply by submitting a State
61 Falsehood
formal
application (which can be
62
Nerve
accusation
obtained at the local Denetwork
27 Mother.
partment for Employment
person
64 Regrets
28 Fairy in ,
Services or any other State
65 Decimal base
2 Exist
The
Brave
Government office) to
66 Transaction
3 L A player
Tempest
9 Mendicant
4 Succeed
67 Dispatched
Kentucky Department of
29 Animal s foot
10
Semi5 Greek letter
Personnel
Room 377 Cap,
31 Crimson
precious
DOWN
6 Helium
tol Annex Frankfort, KY
34 Negative
- stone
symbol
40601 Attention Job An
prefix
1 Uncouth
11 Bird on a
7 Ant
noucement No 90-97(9)
But the
8
Job Announcement Num
16 Bank
emproyee
ber should also be placed in
20 Drink slowly
the upper right handcorner
Early
morn
22
of the application in the
23 Son of Adam
'Special Announcement
3
4
8
7
9
5
10 11.
,2
6
24 Heraldic
No' blank Deadline for
bearing
applying You must qualify,
14
13
25 Note of scale
12UUU
test,' and be placed on the
26 Short sleep
register by January 16,
16
17
18
1'5
30 Stevie of
1991 'Written test remusic
quired Test given Monday
32 Roof edge
21 22
19
20
through Friday 8 00 a m to
33 Expired
4 30 p m at Room 280 of
36 Butter square
27
26
23 24
38 Seesaws
the Capitol Annex in Frank
41 Become less
fort, KY Filling this position
30
31 32 33
29
22
good
is subject to any State Gov43 Spider s trap
ernment hiring restrictions
37
39
14
38
35
36
45 Redford ID
AN EOUAL OPPORTUN47 Astaire ID
U
ITY EMPLOYER M/F/H
44
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42
40
41
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49 Stair post
50'Hat material
LOCAL construction corn
42
49
46 47
51 One of
pany needs additional sec
HOMES
retanal help Position is
52 Nobleman
52
part time (min 25hrs per
56 Insect
week) The desired applic
Hint
58
57
58 59 60
55 56
ant should possess pleas
59 Range of
ill
ant telephone manners
knowledge
64
61
63
62
basic clerical and typing
60 Fast flying
skills Send resume to PO
plane
67
65
66
Box 1040M Murray K
63 Tantalum
symbol
42071
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CLASSIFIEDS

MiTrray Ledger & Tim€

ISO

510
Articles
For Sale

Mobile
&Mai For Rent

NURSES AID 2 positions
3 9pm, 1 Mon Fri 1 Sat
and Sun Will train Pleas
ant atmosphere Good
working conditions Apply
in person Fern Terrace
Lodge 1505 Stadium View
Dr EOE

5 x8 trailer with tilt bed
black wire mesh floor
$400 8hp Briggs and Stra
ton motor, horizontal shaft
$200 753 7387

TRAILER for rent or option
to buy 2br, located in
Stella Days 527-1087
evenings 354 6335

LPN part time position
available Adolescent
Laurel Center Alcohol and
Drug Treatment at Parkway
Regional Hospital Fulton
Ky Contact Marilee Baker
502 472 2522 ext 350

COMPLETE CP/M compu
ter system printer, modem software, word processor%
data processor graphics
and DeBase $500
753 8024, 7.6.2 2996

13 IMMEDIATE OPEN
INGS NEED a 400 A
GED? Hope for the future?
You may qualify if You do
not have your GED or high
school diploma You are
between the ages of 16 &
21 We are an E 0 E This
project is funded by the
Western Kentucky Private
Industry Council JTPA
Call JTPA Out Of School
7 5 3
9 3 7 8
8a m 11 30a m
SMALL, local, last growing
electrical business seeking
extremely dependable hard
working qualified electri
can with at least 4yrs ex
perence Commercial. Ye
sidental 'industrial, trouble
shooting Salary based on
'experience and know
ledge Full time position
*available Send resume to
PO BOx 303 Murray, Ky,
42071

BASEBALL cards Buy, sell
and trade 759 1683

SPA for sale 753 3488 at
ter 6pm
CUSTOM made gun ca
bine( holds 12 guns Call
492 8600
160
Home
Furnishings
VVASHER/dryer, sofa
chairs, lamps, misc
753-9409

Farm
Equipment

.

VERMEER T'100 trenche
and tilt trailer Needs a few
odds n ends 759-1039 after 4pm
21n

4 CAR shop with off,ce
753 9386 753 4509
OFFICE or retail space for
rent on court square
$175/mo Contact Kop
perud Realty 753-1222
OFFICE or store space,
available in Southside
Shopping Center, Jan 1,
753-4509. 753-6612

Apartments
For Rent
1BR furnished apartment
Close to university and hospital Some utilities paid
753-8756 or 753-4012
28R carport central H/A,
stove refrigerator No pets
Deposit lease, $350/mo
Monroe
18027, A
1 502 527-7382 after 5pm

Firewood

2BR duplex in Northwood
$295/mo 759 4406

AlA firewood Seasoned
oak $25 delivered, $20
pickup 492 8254

2BR duplex $300/mo Dcposit required Quiet area
753 9240

FIREWOOD 'Seasoned or
green Also slab -wood
Charles Barnett 753 5476

1 and 2BR apartments near
downtown Murray
753 4109

FIREWOOD Seasoned Of
THE Courier Journal is green $30/rick delivered
looking for a self motivated 474 2318
individual in the Murray
FIREWOOD for stove and
area to deliver one of their furnace
Seasoned and
daily and Sunday paper
greenwood Cut to your orroi4es Must have reliable
'der 753 9808 474 8086
•
transportation Must be
able to secure a cash bond A -FIREWOOD for sale
of $400 Iflriterested con
437 4667
tact David Huffey at
FIREWOOD for sale Also
1 800 866 2211
tree service 436 2562
436-2758

APARTMENT in Murray
Has kitchen with stove, refrigerator, etc Includes
bathroom, carpeted 1
block from MSU campus
$170;mo , includes utilities
Call 759 4104

START $6 $000, your
area No exp necessary
call
For
info
1 900 990 9399 ext 644
6am 8pm 7 days $1295
phone fee

IMMEDIATE
OPENINGS.
Now accepting applications for dietary
aids, 12 Noon-8:30
p.m. Starting salary
S3.80. Full or parttime. Apply in person.
West View
Nursing Home,
1401 So. 16th St.

OAK and hickory firewood
for 'sale Immediate deliv.
cry $30 per rick now
753 4120
WOOD for sale 753 9745
240
Miscellaneous

E.O.E. M/F

28h GOOSENECK trailer
Nevi paint, tires, wiring, and
floor D 753-1725, N
498 8950

UP to $15 hour processing
mail weekly check guaran
teed Free details, write
SD. 12610 Central Suite
255 TKY Chino CA 91710

FABRIC•FABRIC•FABRIC
OFF SALE Country Remnants Hwy 68 641 Draffenville, Marshall County
next to Bonanza kitbn Sat
10 5pm

NEW duplex on Northwood
Drive 2bi central gas H/A
All appliances including
dishwasher and microwave $385/mo 1 year
lease Available Jan 1 Call
days 753-3153, evenings
753-7900e
NICE large 2br apartment
Central H/A, washer/dryer
hook up. stove,refrigerator
furnished Deposit and references required.
753085%

280

2BR apartment near University Good condition appliances furnished Available now Coleman RE
753 9898

380

Mobile
Homes For Rent

Pets
I Supplies

2BR mobile home no pets
753-9866

AKC Collie pups Lassie
type Champion line $125
901 642 9220

MURRAY BOARD OF EDUCATION
HEAD START IS ACCEPTING
APPLICATIONS FOR:
LEAD TEACHER
Level I Approved Preschool Instructional
Personnel required with early childhood, child
development, elementary education background
with kindergarten emphasis or special education
certification valid for primary grades.
Applications arc available at the Murray Board
of Education Office, 9th and Poplar.
Applications will be accepted until 4:00 p.m.
on January 7, 1990.
EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

ado
Lots
for Sall
BEAUTIFUL single family
dwelling lot All city utilities
including city cableyision
Joining the city limits at
Westend of Galesborouge
Call 753 5541 753 4060

BRAND new 3br 2 bath
home with central H/A Of
fered at an affordable price
$40 s A must to see Con
Tact Kopperud Realty
753-1222
Owner anxious to sell 3br
14 bath, 2-car garage,
brick home in Panorama
Shores Available immedi
ately 753 6339
FRESH on the market 3br
2 bath brick ranch home in
quiet zesidential neighborhood Owner being transferred and anxious to sell
Priced in mid $50's Con' _
tact Kopperud Realty
753-1222
NEW carpet, new paint
3br, 2 bath, brick Central
gas heat, 1Ctrnin east of
city Upper,$50 s Bob Per
nn RE 759-1881
SMALL well built home,
lovely setting on 6 acres 3
miles east of Hardin on
Hwy 80 2 miles north on .
1364 $45.000 Call any
time 354-6078

AKC registered Pomera
man puppies cream color
Adult Chinchilla Persian
cat, registered and neu
tared $100 Can be shown
753-5950
BLUE Heeler puppies $20
each. Call 753-4618
GENTLE female painted
pony, 10yrs old $200
759 4431
GOLDEN Retrerver pup
pies Registered AKC
champions in field, show,
temperament Great family
dogs, playmate for kids,
hunting companion for
Dad., 354-8168. Visa,
Mesterated accepted.

972 VEGA with 400cu in
',mall block VS Black
;.aint, needs some work
$300 Call 759 4104
'977 LTD white with alumi
nUM, wheels, $100 down.
1.976 Cadillac Coupe De
Ville SIO0 down 492 8$34

CARS
10 Toyota
1178 CUTLASS Auto, air
.....
'90 Toyota
EL Landau top Velour
nterior, very nice
112.487 $1250,1968 Mustang red
10 Toyota Camry
t,lack top V 8 bucket
'89 Toyota
,eats $1850 492-8884
'19 Tcyot Celia GT... 11487 19Q CHEVY
CaPrICEi
19
Classic 2 door $1800
.18,911
Great shape 759-1893
19 Cressida..
1981 -CUTLASS white, red
18iti Pal At
,ritenor, $200 down, 1980
Eldorado, blue loaded
Veal Colony Pal
$200 down 492 8884
'81 Toyota Dessida.......13,487 1981 FORD Country
Squire Station wagon $700
18 Chevy
OBO 753 6025
'81 Toyota Camry,............ 9.417 1981 HONDA Civic 2 door
'81 Pont, Bcnne. LE .........'8,981' hatchback 5 speed good
$1400 D
'87 liaida RX7......... ......1,417 condition
753-1725, N 498 8950
17,987 1982 MAZDA 626 extra
16 on Accad
clean loaded 489 2218
16 Pont, Sonbid GT....,
1983. OLDS Cutlass wa
'86 Toy. Calla
15,487 gon,
good ciondition Call
'86 Tercel 4W0
15487 after 4pm 35-7986
1984 TRANS Am $3995
'86 Toyota Supra
Phone 753-3704 1601
15 ()ids
Loch Lomond
'84 Olds Det
1985 CUTLASS Supreme
Broughm Loaded, triple
'14 Toy, Cressida
burgundy, very nice
14 Cs Cam Du-Or...14217 $3850 1986 Pontiac
6000LE loaded, very nice
'84 Toyota
$3975 492 8884
'84 Toyda
1986 DODGE Daytona
Turbo 5 speed super nice
12 Toyota
car -759 9425'
'82 Volks, Jetta Wgn
CHEVY 1979 Chevene 2
door extra clean radio
'11 Toyota
tape excellent gas mm
10 Toyota Corolla.............1217 leage $695 Will trade
76 Fad LTD
'2,487 759-1922

ego

TRUCKS
19 Ford Range XLI..„,,...7,781

Auto
Services
ALL auto repair 753 4314
NEW and used tires Key
Auto Parts Hwy 121-S
7515500

ONE room, partially turn
'shed sleeping rooms with
shared kitchen and bathrooms, central H/A Located 1,4 blocks from Faculty Hall $125/mo including utilities Call-Carnela at
753 1792

PROOF sets aed silver dollars make fine presents for
WE have nice 2br du
every occasion' If we don't
plexei, 2bd townhouses.
have the date you need,
also 2br, 2 bath with den
well get it at no extra cost to
EXPERIENCED mothe
$375 $500/mo Coleman
will do dabysitting in my you Check our U S and RE 7539898
home Any age anytime ,foreign Coins, proof sets
References available and silver dollars at the Ox
Tore lunch snacks etc Yoke Antique Store
• furnished 753 0370 ask for (Hazel), Treasure House
Laurie
(Murray), the Mercantile
(Aurora), Olde Tobacco 2Bdrm house 12miles from
I babysit in my home any
Towne (Mayfield), and the Murray on East 94
time except Sunday Call
Book Rack on E Wood $200/mo plus deposit
759-1683
Street in Paris We buy 354 6729
coins and offer professional
2BR home with 171 bath
100
appraisals of estates
No petsl Deposit $285/mo
Business
753 4161
Must have references'
Opportunity
'WOODEN storage build- 759-9440
BRING the new year in with ings 8x16 starts at $1095:
a new career Call Avon 10x16' $142450, 12x24' 3BR 2 bath house on Col
today 753 0171 Free gift $2395 Other sizes avail- lege Farm Rd Available
around first of month
with appointment
able Acme Portable Build753 7317
502-247-7831
ings
T SHIRT .8 cap screen1
NICE 2br gas heat, Wit)
printing equipment Com'
hookup, dishwasher, stove
250
plete set up Willing to train
refrigerator, deck 811 Col
Business '
Phone
$ 4 50 0
dwater Rd $325/mo Cole
Services
8005237005
man RE 753-9898
PRIVATE Investigator with
140
CHARMER
.22 years city and state in- REAL
Want
2Bedrm Murray location
vestigation experience
To Buy
*Accident •Criminal Civil New central gas heat and
ANTIQUES by the piece o •Peronat or Corporate air Includes refrigerator,
Missing Persons Your washer and dryer Tons of
collections Call 753-9433
needs, our specialty Call storage' Discounted rent
after 5pm
Confidential Investigations, $400 753-8734
CASH for mobile home ax (502)753-2641
TOP NOTCH 3br 171 bath
les and tires We will reSHARP copiers Author- very nice area( Gas pack
move 527-9063
ized dealer for sales, ser- heat and central air, apvice, supplies, parts and pliances, attached garage
rental units. Local com- Discounted rent $450
753-8734
pany Call 1-800-248-4319
1986 YAMAHA 4 wheeler
225 moto 4, $1500. GE
electric dishwasher $125
9" table saw with stand
$125, Snapper riding
mower $350 753-7407

KOPPERUD REALTY of
fens a complete range of
Real Estate services with a
wide selection of quality
all prices
homes
753 1222, toll free
1 800 251 HOME Ext
711L

SHOP or storage building
1400sq ft neat and clean
V. mile outside Stella
489-2731

320

Services
Offered

Campers

CARS • TRUCKS
VANS
finonc.nq On The SW

YES
Everything
We Sell Is Under
Five Thousand Dollars
Pries & Psyment Displayed
On Each vehici•
CARS
$4937
19 Pontac
'89 Chevy Celebrity a Y8$4987

'89 ToyotPU
Pathfirde Si..14.487
'88 P. an11081
18 Itzda 32200..... ......16387
11,487
11 Toyota
'98 Pyralth Voyager 0,487
17 Toyota
X.Cab
17 Toy. 414414...'87 !Iola
'6117
17 Toyota 1
.....
15 Toyota
15 Toyota

'BINS&

1975 FORD F100 6 cyi,n
der, standard transmission
753-1725 N
body rough
498 8950

p

1978 CJ7 Jeep
753 6308
-..

V-8

1979 CJ5 Jeep re built 6
cylinder motor $2500
OBO -4748820
1985 -CP Jeep. soft ,top
5 speed. p.s 436-2755 or
436-5250

TOYOTA

1988 RANGER 4 cylinder,
5 speed, silver, blue inter
lor, $4950 or trade'
492-8884

515 S. 12th
Murray, KY

dually

1988 Chevy
489 2785

Phone
7534961

'89 Ford
$4,37
'89 Ford Toriqx 01 —.$49137
'89 Mercury Topaz GS._ $4987
89 Chevy Comics
$4987

510
Campers
AVION 1983 30ft Rear
bath, center twins, zip dee
awnings all around, like
new inside andout, loaded
753 4960 or 753-0114

'68 Chevy Cava_.$4937
18 Pontiac
'88 Ford Escort 11..,....$49137
17 Chevy Cavalier Wgn $4987
'86 Ford Escort
$3487
'86 Ply. Horizon
'86 Pontiac MOO Y6 13987
'85 Chry. Libiron GTS$1987

Vans

Aubrey Hatcher
Bill Calvert • Greg Bradshaw
Tom Thurman
Chris Bearden, Bus Mgr
Chad Cochran, Gen Mgr

Of MURRAY

ememommeeMeis-

We Have An Immediate
Opening For City

15 Ws Dent 88
$49037
'84 Dodge Arias Wgn $2987
'83 Nissan Sentra Wgn.$2487
'78 Ply. Horizon
$967
$1227
76 Chevy Malibu

'85 Chevy S-10 V.6 .--.$3967
$3987
78 Chevy Suburban

$3987
$3987

77 Chevy Slepside Van$2487
Have You Been Turned
Down Elsewhere'
Credit Problems 1,1 OK
No Credit si OK
Divorce 1/ OK
We so desendobt•
orlefloble sus to people
wIle word Is sollobisb Ni
re-softball astr mode_
Los Mosaity Portents
Oilier Locations
kleyfeisi Peducat,
We accept Vise
Yo,•
S•-,t Sa[esman
El'adVlaW Sales Mgr

1113

Sycamore
Murray
759-4999

INSULATION Blown in by ROGER r1.-4'.1t.r.ir: r
Sears TVA approved
ing, gravel saria. dirt
Save on those high heating way 'f OCK
752 4'
and cooling bills Call Sears 753 £762 •
753 2310 for free estimate.
STEWAll'
KENNEY Travis TrenchTrig tras•1
Service Hauling and Exca
vating 759 1039 atter 4p,
_
A-1 STUMP Removal and
KITCHEN CABINET RE
Spraying Lawns, trees,
MODELING with wood k. „
and shrubs unwanted ants
formica all colors
line of ec
and insects Call A 1 for grain
Free estimates Wulff s Re
6011 aer., •
professional service Glen
covery, Murray 436 5560
cf c•
Joiner 753 0906
A LICENSED electrical
ALPHA Burlders Careen
contractor JAMES C GAL
try, remodeling. -porches.
LIMORE ELECTRIC Corn
roofing, concrete, drivemercTarand-residential east
ways. painting. mainte
and efficient set
na-nce. etc Free estimates courteous
vice 759 1835
489 2303
MB Chimney. Chimney
ANY remodeling building
cleaner
492 8561
painting 8 roofing Free es
timates Reteregces
ROCKY coLsor4 Home
-435 4632
Repair Roofing, siding
APPLIANCE REPAIRS painting plumbing CO'
Factory trained by 3 major crete Free estimates C.
manufacturers Most parts 474 2307
in stock, on my truck All WILL de plumbirei Ad guar
work and parts warranted anteed 435 41i-,
Ask for Andy at The Ap
pliance Works 753 2455
APPLIANCE SERVICE
Kenmore, Westinghouse
Whirlpool 30 years expen
once Bobby Hopper
436 5848 -

BLOCK brick concrete,
drive ways, foundation
bases, patios chimneys,
repair work Charles Bar
nett 753 5476
CARPENTER, commercia
or reSidential -Work New''
'homes, additions outbuild
ings. decks fences re
placement Windows Far!
quality service C,
759 1424 after 5;..fr

Chim Chimney
Sweeps has ;(rri.. smug (Ai
Len disc:opts. We sell Uri
ney -caps and screen,
435-4191
CONTRACTOR Portab,e
buildings, pole barns, gen
oral home improvements
Quality work for less Cus
tomer satisfaction guarar.
teed Free estimates L E
Williams 489 2663
CUNNINGHAM.'S Heating
and Cooling Service Corn
plete service on all central
cooling, all makes and
models Call Gary at
759 4754
ANY type, odd jobs Call
Robert Prescott 753 2054
LICENSED for eleotric
gas, refrigeration Installa
Son and repair Free esti
mates. 753-7203
FENCE Sales at Sears
now Call Sears 753 2310
for tree estimate for your
Reeds
G and A Construction Qual
ity work at affordable
prices Porch and deck
spec Room additions
Door and window installa
bon Finish carpentry work
Free estimates Cal
,
753 1126 or 436 2617 ate.
4pm
GENERAL Repair plumb
ing roofing, tree' wori.
436-2642
GUTTERING By Sears
Sears residential and corn
mercal continuous guttert
installed for your specifica
• bons Call Sears 753 2310
for free estimate

Please apply at

HAULING, yard work, tree
removal. mowing Free es
timates 759-1683
NEW homes, remodeling
pole barns, decks, outbuild
ings, brick and masonry
work 759-1039 after 4pm

PirE16911_s

Miirray Ledger & Times

Day

r

Strcw!
752 0,c-f.•-

$35
Mon

CuS1011 [ITCHES CAIII.NC.,
:JSIOMMOODWOOXIML
All Types 01

BACKHOE Service ROY
HILL Junior Thorn opera
tor 30 years experience
Septic system driveways
hauling„,,toundations, etc
759 4664

G W CONSTRUCTION,
Gerald Walters 'roofing,
painting, vinyl siding. all
kinds of remodeling Phone
489 2267 •

TRUCKS
'84 Ford VOA
'81 Fad Van

AIRSTREAM 1973 29ft
center bath rear twins new
carpet $7000 753 8354

E Z Auto Sales Hwy 94E
0% financing Buy here CARPET and • r f:
oey here 474 8883
and installat,on Profes436 2606 474 2205
sional service Glen Bob
bers 759-1247 leave
message..

1978 DODGE Van New
440 motor, new transmission 1 ton ps'pb a-c, new
tires $3000 or best offer
753 0318

Services
Offered

Custom Woodworicing
Kitchen & Bath Cabinet!. .
'Drop by & ‘epe

ROME RUN
HOBBY SHOP

4,

Certificates
Araiiabie
759-1521 'Home, 753-1566
Mon. thru Fn. 3-7 p.m., Sat 10-7 p.m

4th & Sycamore

Baseball, Basketba'1, Foo•ba
Cards — Packs --

NURSING HOME COSTS
WHO PAYS?
"YOU" pay for most nursing
• Medicare pays less than 2',
'Medicare supplement policies pay PITT-less ,
• An estimated one in four Americans ovr65 will spend time in a nursing horny▪ In our area, costs average over $18.000
.
per year.
'Medicaid, the government program for
the "poor" only provides help after you
literally impoverish yourself.
If you are concerned, give us a call for a
tree copy of 'The Consumer Guide' To
Long Term Care Insurance"

McConnell
Insurance Agency
HoOinsville Fed Savings Build

.

753-4199
DIRE(' FOR(S)

CLINICAL

Lourdes Hospital Nursing Serv,.'s
positions available for f
Clinical House D:recrtrs
sors).
Part-time
7 PM •
Friday etor Saturday
Full-time
3-11/11,7
Management benefit paekage
salary. Previous management cxpericn.
sired.
For more information call LaVaughn V7
Senior Director, at 444-227:7 or Amar.., •
Chandler, Recruiter, at 444-2877 or 1 -So,
613-1178 (In KY) or 1-800-626-5435.

ti

LOURDES HOSPITAL

PLUMBING repairman with
same day service Call
436-5255

1530 LONE OAK ROAD
' PADUCAH, KY 42001
EOE

;w.• r••
"•
kuab.. •
Cr.m
m•
r'mos 1.
•
w•
•
—•
WALL-TO-WALL SAVINGS • WALL TO-WALL SAVINGS • WALL-TO WALL SAVING

Wiggins Furniture
$hoppers Mall
Only store of its kind in 4 state area!

Hwy 641 - 2 miles north of Murray
Quality Bedding, Furniture for your Living Plus Lots of Gifts & Accessories including Brass.
Lamps. Silk Flower Arrangements, Crystal.
Room. Bedroom, Dining Room and Morel

Open Monday-Saturday 9 a.m.-5 p.m. • 753-4566
Owned ed. Operated by Robert ex, Nell Wiggins

Same Location for 32 Years - Low Overhead Means Lower Prices
WALL-TO-WALL SAVINGS • WALL-TO-WALL SAVINGS • WALL-TO WALL, SAVINGS

•

41 •

•
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• 108 CT PUFFS PLUS.
• WHITE ASSORTED

-

I

BOUNTY

PUFFS

PAPER TOWELS

TISSUES

89
4

897,4c,

•

• M&M
• SNICKERS
• MILKY WAY

TM

DR

• 16 OZ CORN CHIPS
• 11 01 CHEESE PtliiS
• I I OZ NACHO CI-IM
ToRTILLA CHIPS
• I 01 MINA CHIPS

79(

RAY ON US FOR ALL YOUR PRESCRIPTION NEEDS

*HELP Support'Special Redeem your Procter &
OIMMPirg 631nble coupons
4ASSOkTE D
VARIETIES

DAWN

IVORY

DISH
DETERGENT

SHAMPOO
OR
CONDITIONER

157

ASSORTED
VARIETIES

S..1

,.:fki/ -ttssAI
.5-Wid116.
STUART HALL
170 CT 6".
• 10" 100 COUNT

r••00.•

1

PRINGLES ,
rry POTATO
V-7-41
CHIPS
I

•......

a.

Pc lir.t.•

•

ALI V

••—•._-•_•

8x10
COLLEGE
OR WIDE
RULE
STUART
HALL
200 CT

••

14

••••

1•7111
,
1101C ItII'
5111111‘111
• •• •• .•

ALKASELTZER

CH!LDREN S • CHERRY
EUCALYPTUS

NICE
•
LOZENGES

NyQuil

NIGHT
TIME
COLD MEDICINE CAPLETS • TABLETS

NUPR1N

16
CT

BODY
OIL

I 569 _

• 2 501 DEODORANT
• 2 OZ ANTIPERSP

40Z AEROSOL

. Four

WEIGHTS
59

Saline

MOUTH
WASH

•
=

•••••

1.49

149
III' 11 ,t

5/...5!cs444.1
S•14V
1EI
SIt5X4

B1UE
SHAMPOO

pook
NAIL
POUSH

REMOVER
• REG • LEMON
• NON-ACETONE

IMP

(I 77 '

.2.1
-6'AL
t
'

Tinto-Zero
i Supowcolo•

%

VIVARIN
I '' ':
-4'‘.
h

Viable

MIXED NUTS
SALINE INEEN12Alitir
NUTS
OR
SOLUTION
11.5 OZ. WHOLE
SENSITIVE
EYES
CASHEWS

TIME ZERO • 600 PLUS

VIVARIN pour.
CAPLETS
FILM

299

40 CT TABLETS

1

OVAL
STICK
DEODORANT

4 " c. )

i
if

500 MG
100 CT.

....

BAsisis

NATURE

MIEPISTRUAL
IN RELIEF'CAPILITS
_

li/••• IF•1•111.,•••
•••••••
•• ,••••••••

•

IMIEM:=1•111111
?El ABLI.

MENSTRUAL
PAIN RELIEF CAPLETS

( 1 it/I'll

REG • SENSITIVE • X-DRY

MUSK
OR
SPICE

VITAMIN C
1 99

AFTER SHAVE

BASIS
SOAP
1 53

40044J
WT.

I. • leo a ..399
,

1 47

1 59

2
31

ALL
•,(...c.

•••••••

1
011.111.
:
14.
1.°11°.'
•••
A

•;•••••••

,
440/•••• Peso R.;8•4
MANI .

ALLOWED'

CANTLI
Laxative

issmommeis
ArChr.t,,

whahie COUPON
rWi-77 SAVE 50'

Pair'

1441541
s_, •M'Ore.

100 CT. ALCOHOL
'
RELIABLE GENTLE

RELIABLE

RELIABLE

ARTHRITIS
SWABS LAXATIVE ALLERFED
NA IA, DECONGESTANT

97'
lit • k-/ 7r1 /VD cwALlc

29
TABS 25 CT
COMPARE Tr)

ZCOLA.11

37

111

24C1

COVPANJ7

4(771-/-0'"

66
1 cri-pr

tlf1

•

MAXI PADS, MINI PADS
PANTY UNERS
•
•• •
O1•111 ••• •••••• •,•• C0
••4-•111-1/ ••••••••. 11•5•11•45 •••• ••••1
c••••••••• *we 44/1•551 •••• .•••
1e5155 es• c•••••••••
45•••11 O....
rosy/ •••••sos woo..1••••••••.•••••
IMI IIMM•
••••
•<•.
•••
•••
•••••• 1•45 wee
15555•55
11141••••• '••••••••541 ,•••••••••• r
/5111511•1 ••••••.5* was.V ••• aro
0015 C.•••••••• ••••
15•051114 Car ••••
1144
=
.
0C 0•1
•••
5511•1311
*sr 414

perm« to.
•,•• ••••••,
10,..e•••••••

3 02

•

•

99.
SINGLE

la"

• REGULAR
• MUSK
• SPICE

MEN'S

.•...••

•• •;••
d
•

••
• • • •

• waate.

ithabIt

4
OZ

2
99

"--":-'

...•:::

CT '...*:
,.

• • • e• • •• • ••

133 323

+ID•

N FC
OR
AFCP!

all

PRIMARY

/111&701,. ABS

4 02

•

99
cabmenee . . :

499
a
Nom
,Stuaralall n4a•
8x 10
42 CT.

SAVE YOU MORE

Nose
NONamp
171- ASPIRIN
ELIXIR

•

PACK

•LA i L
REVIVE .. - VIVARIN 1‘..„.

WWI

•

0

boice

Pit414

BIC . . :
STIC ..:
10 PENS ..::::
.:
( :
.::

9'

STL DlO

yo,

*.

NFL e•-:. :
PENCILS TABLET- PENCILS -:
11 9914 -.•..•

CREAL

DS

kltable
.A.TIMAn
*MOW
LOSS
PLAN

4•41

1 991

gal.f.AAPIFee

10
PACK
YELLOW

LOTION

1.9

fiat
MUGS "

PEC

• BLUE

011•••••

169

,
•

MEDIUM
BLUE

NEOUIDER

2100
• 8,
FOR
•

97

263.1 29
NEUTROGENA
RIGHT o , RAINSOFT
GUARD
BATH
GEL
SENSE

R

MARKSA-LOT
CHISEL-TIP
MARKER

NYQUIL
57

•
••

99( 88' 97'

!fi!!!!!!!!

•

•

.'•
••
I
:
*.

3
SUBJECT
610
120 CT
COLLEGE
OR
WIDE
RULE

,me

-;111111m
VICKS
REGULAR
OR —
CHERRY-

•

BOXED
ENVELOPES FILLER PAPER THEME BOOK

29

1 39

15 oz

•

NPVIES ,4I•
MIR MIR MP INII INN

PEPSI

care+free
s.„,.. puny
FSS

00
,
.._

.

PRODUCTS

2

.
/ peps*
CARE FREE II.1 LITER
BIG PACK
IV)PEPSI
BUBBLE GUM '
2
920

FOR1 °
51 0
4.

,

